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INTRODUCTION

The subject of this thesis is devoted to the study of one proton

transfer reactions, performed with the use of the magnetic spectrograph

QHG/2 of the KVI, in two r gions of the mass table.

Stripping and pickup reactions on the odd-A target nuclei ^ 3 j r a n^
1 97

Au are described in the first part. These experiments, together with

the existing data of the transfer reactions on the neighbouring even-

even nuclei, form a complete set of experimental information in this

region. The experimental spectroscopie factors obtained are used to test

several collective models that are based on coupling between bosons

(phonons) and fermions.

In the second part, the proton stripping reactions on In and '••'in

are studied. These are part of a larger project involving a (p,p') and

a (e,e') measurements performed in collaboration with groups at IUCF

(Indiana) and NIKHEF (Amsterdam), respectively, and is devoted to the

study of stretched spin states in Sn and their fragmentation. Shell

model calculations are performed and applied to the experimental

results.
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Chapter 1

REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL, CALCULATIONAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

1.1 The QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph

All the experiments that will be described in this thesis were

performed with the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph of the KVI. Therefore a

short description of the system will be given here. More details can be

found in several articles [Dre74,Dre76,Vra81].

A schematic lay-out of the spectrograph is shown in figure 1.1.1. The

instrument consists of three dipole, one quadrupole and two multipole

magnets. Particles with different momenta, entering the spectrograph at

the same reaction angle, have parallel trajectories when they leave the

third dipole. The angle of incidence in the focal plane is approximately

45°. In table 1.1.1 the properties of the magnetic spectrograph are

listed.

The detection system consists of two position-sensitive detectors and

a plastic scintillation detector placed behind each other. The position

sensitive detectors are a combination of a vertical drift chamber and a

Figure 1.1.1 Schematic lay-out of the magnetic spectrograph.



Table 1.1.1 Properties of the QMG/2 spectrograph [Dre74].

energy resolution -2 x 10
maximum solid angle 10 msr
central, ray curvature 120 cm
focal plane 120 cm, straight
incident angle 45°
dispersion (cm/ %(Ap/p)) 11.3(1+0.35 * ka)
horizontal magnification -0.94 + 0.34 * ka

a. k is defined as: k=(l/p) |dp/de|

horizontal resistive wire proportional detector. They are filled with a

gas mixture of 90% Ar and 10% C2H6. The electrons produced by ionization

drift to the anode wire under the influence of a vertical, homogeneous

electric field. The position of the particle crossing the detector can

be determined by signals from the left (L) and right (R) side by charge

division: x=L/(L+R) . Two detection systems are available: the first one

consists of two identical systems placed next to each other af shown in

figure 1.1.2. Each system is 52 cm long and covers an energy byte of

about 8% of the energy corresponding to the central ray. Each system can

be used separately. In a later stage a larger 120 cm long detector

system became available, which covers an energy byte of about 20%.

The detection system measures the following quantities: the position

of the outgoing particle in the focal plane (=lts energy), the horizon-

tal and vertical angle of incidence, the drift times in the position

sensitive detectors, the time of flight of the particle (obtained from

the time signals of the scintillator vz. the RF signal) and the energy

loss in the detectors. This information can be used for particle

identification.

For measurements at SiaD
=0", a particular set up has to be used. In

fact Lhe Faraday cup normally placed inside the scattering chamber does

not allow measurements at an angle smaller than 9iab
=3* for a small

opening angle (A8=0.3'). For zero degree measurements the beam is dumped

onto a Faraday cup situated inside the first dipole magnet.

For reactions in which the ratio charge/mass of the outgoing parti-

cles is smaller than for the incident particles, the curvature of the

beam in the magnetic field of the spectrograph is smaller, and the beam

dump is placed on the left side. This is the case for reactions like
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Figure 1.1.2 Schematic lay-out of the focal plane detection system.

(3He,d) and (a,t).

When the ratio charge/mass for the detected particles is larger

instead, the beam should be dumped en the right side. Although this in

principle is possible, in reactions like (d, He) deuterons degraded by

scattering from slits upstream in the beam guiding system enter the

detection system with a very high intensity so that the measurement is

impracticable.

1.2 Reaction mechanisms

a) The Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA)

For the reaction A(a,b)B, the differential cross section is given by

[Jac70]:

lK - B > mlT a bl •
a b a b

(1-2-1)

Here \i and u^ are the reduced masses in the entrance and exit channels.

The Hamiltonian for the system is

H - HA + Ha HB + Hb + KbB + VbB
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where K ^ and K^g are the kinetic energy operators, and Vj^ is the total

interaction between particles i and j. One assumes that VJ = can be

written as V 1I=U :M+ W ^ , where U^* is a complex optical potential that

describes elastic scattering. W±. is a residual interaction not included

in the optical potential that depends on the channel coordinates and

some of the internal coordinates. The transition matrix elements T •
riO

then have the form [Jac70]

Tab= ̂ ofi'V^a^

where I|J* is a solution of the Schrodinger equation with the complete

Hamiltonian H, and the + and - signs indicate the asymptotic behavior of

an ingoing and outgoing wave, respectively. tf̂ , <(.g, £ a and Sj, are the

eigenstates of HA, HB, Ha and Hb- x
 a n d \~L a r e tlie scattering wave

functions which are eigenstates of the Hamiltonians Ha^= K|,g+ U^g and

Hjjg= K^g+ Ujjg, having the asymptotic form of an ingoing and outgoing

waves, respectively. The left hand side in (1.2.2) is usually called the

prior form, while the right hand side is called the post form. The

distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) consists in replacing ii, in
bb

the prior form of the T t transition matrix by the eigenstates of the

operator H,= Hn+ HV+ K^+ Uvg.When the reaction A(a,b)B involves the

pickup of x nucleons, the interaction V ^ can be written as: V ^ 3

VaB+Vax , so that W ^ = V a x + (VaB - U ^ ) . It is usual that the matrix

element of (Vag- U ^ ) is taken to be zero. Eq. (1.2.2) can then be

written as

Tab=
(1.2.3)

where r and r, are the relative coordinates for the system (a,A) and

(b,B), and 5 is the Jacobian of the transformation to these coordinates.

The quantity <5j,»+Blvaxl5a»*A^ i s t h e *0Tm f a c t o r o £ t h e reaction that

contains the nuclear structure information.

The evaluation of Ta^ is performed numerically by the program DWUCK4

[Kun**]. For one particle stripping (or pickup) reactions, the form

factor is taken to be proportional to the wavefunction of the trans-
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ferred particle ijj . In the zero range approximation this reduces to

and

Do *

where e^ is the binding energy of b.

The distorted waves xa
 and Xb a r e calculated by choosing for the

optical potentials U, contained in the expressions of HaA and HUB, the

form

U(r) = vc(r) - VÜ+e*)"
1" i [WQ-W — ] (l+e*')"1 +

„2 2

C\
L' VV.J.TC i i. i«o n j x ,

(1.2.4)
1

T (T7~> r
IT

where

Vc(r) = Z Z'e2/r, for r>Rc; or

Vc(r) = (Z Z'e
2/2Rc)(3-r

2/Rc
2) for r<Rc , with Rc=rcA

1/3

and

x^ (.r-r̂ A //aR » x - .̂r r̂ -A ^/aj > x -̂ .r rgoA J/aso .

As i
The resulting differential cross sections o_u calculated by the program

are related to the experimental cross sections for one nucleon stripping

as follows:

2

and for one nucleon pickup:

& o 7 ™
2J+1

The constants NQ and N' depend on the projectile and ejectile in the

reaction: for (3He,d) reactions it is usually taken equal to 4.42 , and

for the <d,3He) reaction N' =»(3/2)N0"2.95. For reactions involving
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heavier projectiles, like a particles, the values of No and N' have

large uncertainties: for instance, for the (a,t) reaction values ranging

from ~20 to ~50 have been used.

b) Coupled Channels calculations

Usually, it is assumed that single-nucleon transfer reactions are

dominated by direct processes. This is in general a good approximation,

if the bombarding energy of the projectile is well above the Coulomb

barrier and if the spectroscopie factors are large. However, two step

processes can become non-negligible even for strong transitions if

couplings between two or more reaction channels are strong, that is, if

the low-lying states of the nuclei involved in the reaction are

connected by strongly collective gamma transitions.

In general, the wavefunction i|i for a given total angular momentum J

be expande

Hamiltonian H :

The functions x are the generalization of the distorted waves in DWBA.

The summation is in principle infinite, but in practical calculations

only a restricted number of channels can be taken into account. The

Schr'ddinger equation can then be written as:

which forms a set of coupled equations. The potential has the form

(1.2.4), where, however, the collective nature of the states involved in

the reaction is taken into account by expressing the radius of the

potential in terras of the collective variables, i.e., for vibrational

nuclei

and for deformed nuclei
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«here RQ=rA ' . In the following we shall restrict ourselves to

vibrational collective degrees of freedom. Substituting eq. (1.2.7) into

eq.(1.2-4), and making an expansion in a Taylor series around R, gives:

Here V c is the diagonal part which corresponds to the usual optical

model potential, whereas the off-diagonal part, Vcci, expresses the

coupling potential between different channels. It can be written up to

the 2 n d order in the expansion as [Tam65]

J (a, xx. ) Y. ,

where

1? R

W ) -5-ex(l+ex)"2- 4iWQ(-2ï- ) e
x'

and

R2 R2

(—JeX(l-ex)(l+eX)"3-41W (-̂
1 " ^

1.3 Spectroscopie factors

The spectroscopie factor for the stripping of a nucleon into a

nucleus with A nucleons is defined as the overlap between the wave

function of the final state in the nucleus with B»A+1 nucleons,and a
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state obtained by vector coupling both in spin and isospin a nucleon in

the (n^j)-orbit with the initial state in the A nucleus. In second

quantisation this can be written as:

Sj)l(A-BH<i{>BH|a
+
jjlSj| II*A>!

2 (1-3.1)

where a... is the creation operator of a particle in the (nHj)-orbit,and

the triple-bar matrix element denotes a matrix element reduced both in

spin and isospin. Usually, one specifies whether the transferred

particle is a neutron or a proton and considers the matrix element

reduced only in spin:

= C^Sj^A-B) (1.3.2)

The definition of spectroscopie factor, (1.3.1) and (1.3.2), is based on

expressing the Wigner-Eckart theorem in terms of Clebsh-Gordan

coefficients:

<J2.»2
I ^ l ' V = <Ji>mi.x>ulJ2>m2> <J2f (T

A ( I Jx> . (1.3.3)

This is the convention used, for example, by Lawson [Law80]. In another

more commonly used convention, followed by deShalit and Talmi [Sha63],

the Wigner-Eckart theorem is expressed in terms of a three-j symbol. We

shall follow this latter convention unless differently specified. For

the spectroscopie factor, the connection is :

For simplicity, we shall omit in the following the subscripts ih in the

expression of the operator and ST in the matrix element. Often, the

concept of spectroscopie strength is used, instead of the spectro-scopic

factor. This is defined as:

(2iB+i> , K V ^ H A m v v i 2

G,.(A+B) ? C2S1£(A*B) i- (1.3.5)
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The spectroscopie strength for pickup reactions is defined as

K* A.I AII a II* B,I B>1
2

G^(BM) = CZSJt(A+B) = __i- (1.1.6)

where a. =(-!)"' a. is the destruction operator of a nucleon in the

(n£j)-orbit.

a) Sum rules

Sum rules of spectroscopie strengths can be related to static

properties of the nuclei. To derive these relations, let us consider the

tensor product

This is an irreducib e operator of rank X. Its reduced matrix element

between the same initial and final state can be written as

+ X 2 1 A + X k

A A < / i | f a | U I X * I | | a + | | * I > I' j X ( 1 > 3 ' 8 )

V B A A J B B B B j A A \lk lk IB

The matrix elements on the right side are related through (1.3.5) to the

strength. We can therefore write eq.(1.3.8) as

(1.3.9)

For the pickup reaction,we can consider the operator

to obtain the relation
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A J

(-1) C (21+1) A C G (A-C) • (1.3.11)

c J jS

b) The monopole sum rule

When \-0, the expectation value of the operator (1.3.7) is propor-

tional to the number of holes in the j-orbital in the state U'^,I^> :

ÏA f
1 <*A,IAH[Va+]

O|[«A,IA> - ̂ V L ^ j m ^ ' W - n) (1.3.12)

The sum rule (1.3.9) in this case will read

\ l B Gj£(A-B=A+l) - BJ , (1.3.13)

that is, the summation over all final states of the strength for

stripping a particle into a orbital j is equal to the number of holes in

the j-orbital in the ground state of the target nucleus. Since the

expectation value of the operator (1.3.10) Is related to the number of

particles in the j-orbital in the state I*A,IA> ,the sum rule (1.3.11)

will give us:

Uclc GJ(l(A+C=A-l) = t)P (1.3.14)

that is ,the summation over all final states of the strength for pickup

of a particle from an orbital j is equal to the number of particles in

the j-orbital in the ground state of the target nucleus. From (1.3.13)

and (1.3.14), it follows immediately that the sum of the strengths for

stripping and pickup on the same target nucleus is equal to (2j+l):

UB1S jp* ^cI(; Gjs,(A-C=A-l) = (2j+l) . (1.3.15)

In the following ,we shall refer to this sum rule as the Stripping-Plus-

Pickup (SPP) sum rule.

In deriving eq.(1.3.8), we made use of the fact that,if |H'g>Ig> forms

a complete set of orthonormal states:
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On restricting ourselves to a subspace defined by a specific value of

IB, and, introducing the projection operator

V ^ Î 'V̂ B'V
B B

we can define spectroscopie sum rules within this subspace. These are

referred to as partial sum rules. Let us consider a target state of the

form

' W - >L,a,JA
 cL,c I lL>a>* IÜ)n:JA>]MA •A A

where the core state |L,a> is assumed to have zero overlap with the j-

orbital and n particles coupled to the momentum J^ are in the j-level.

The final state after the stripping of a particle into j can be written

B
,.U 6

The coefficients cL a depend, in general, also on the number of

particles and on J& or Jg, and are therefore different for the initial

and final states. However, in the weak coupling limit one may assume

that particle stripped into the j-shell does not give rise to

rearrangement effects in the core coupling, so that the coefficients

cL a are the same for |ip̂ ,lA> and ^BIIJ^- It can be seen [Wer77,Hag77]

that the partial sum rule for a definite value of IB is given then by

(21+1)

I,,a,JA,JB L,a A B A B

For the cases n=0 and n=l the cfp's are unity ,and the partial sum rules

simplify to

(2I-+1)
}• G..(A+B-AH) 2 (1.3.17)

A

for n*0, and
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(21+1)

B J "A (1.3.18)

for n=l.

The total sum rule (1.3.13) is obtained by summing (1.3.16) over all

values of the final angular momentum Ig.

The expression in (1.3.17) and (1.3.18) apply also to the case of pickup

of a particle from the j-orbital,with the difference that in this case n

is the number of holes in the orbital.

c) The dipole sum rule

When X=l, the operator (1.3.10) can be easily related to the angular

momentum operator J(j), which operates on the j-orbit only:

/3 (1.3.19)

On the other hand, the expectation value for the ground state of 3(j) is

proportional to the magnetic moment contributed by the j-orbit:

<JAJAUo(j)UAJA> = |

where g is given by

gs> f ) < V gs>] (1.3.21)

and gjj and gg are the g-factors of the orbital motion and the intrinsic

spin, respectively. Combining the eqs.(1.3.8),(1.3.19) and (1.3.20), we

obtain for stripping

<J AJ AIU 0(J)IVA> = g

Similarly, for pickup:

(1.3.22)

(1.3.23)

In the above formulas, the factord (I A,J,IB)
 1S t h e Lande factor,given

by
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__ WU+3(3+l)IB(IB+l)_ 3

The left hand side of (1.3.22) and (1.3.23) has the meaning of the con-

tribution of the j-orbit to the magnetic moment of the target ground

state.

d) The quadrupole sum rule

For X=2, the operator (1.3.10) can be expressed in terms of the

quadrupole operator Q^ ',

[a+xa\]X-2= Ü [<r2> 2(-l)3~%(2j+1) ]~ Q ( 2 ), (1.3.25)
3 3 3 \-\ 0 \\

where <r .> is the mean square radius of the j-particles. Taken together

with eq.(1.3.8), allow us to express the contribution from the orbit j

to the quadrupole moment as

- Y h I [3X(X-l)-4j(j+l)IAa.+ l)] G4»(A*B) , (1.3.26)

where Y and Y are given by

(3/4 -

(23-Dj(j+D(2j+3)(2IA-l)IA(IA+l)(2IA+3)
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PART 1

1 no
Proton stripping and pickup experiments on * JIr and
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INTRODUCTION TO PART 1

The supersymmetry model, proposed by Iachello several years ago

[Iac80], has aroused much interest, and has stimulated a number of

experimental tests.

As originally formulated, the supersymmetry model assumed an 0(6)

symmetry for the boson system, describing the even-even nuclei, and one

single j-orbital, with j=3/2, for the fermion system. In this case, the

supergroup U(6/4) could be constructed, and the quantum numbers

labelling the states of both the even-even and odd-A nuclei obtained in

the decomposition:

U(6/4) D Spin(6) D Spin(5) D Spin(3) D Spin(2)

It was suggested that the osmium, iridium and platinum nuclei in the

mass region ~190-196 would be described by this supersymmetry scheme,

since the even-even Os and Pt nuclei were already known to be good

examples of the 0(6) limit in the IBA model, and the unpaired proton in

Ir might be thought to occupy mainly the 03/2 orbital. A number of expe-

rimental tests of this supersymmetry scheme were performed: Haiakeh et

al. [Har80] in a (p,p') experiment on 1-9*>19Jir and
 194Pt have found

qualitative agreement with the predicted B(E2) values; Vervier, applying

the model to 1 9 6Pt, 197Au and 198Hg, found a similar agreement [Ver81].

Of special interest was the possibility of describing the spectroscopie

factors for one-nucleon transfer reactions in a simple and natural way,

due to the unified picture of the model. The experimental data for one

proton stripping and pickup on even-even nuclei in this mass region

[Pri71,Yam78,Mun78] were in many cases not sufficient to constitute a

test for this model. Furthermore, no data for reactions on odd-A nuclei

were available, with the exception of an (a,t) measurement on "'''"it

performed at only two angles [Bag79], from which no spectroscopie

factors could be deduced. For this reason, experiments have been

recently performed in this region by several groups: Cizewski et al.

[Ciz83] have studied the (t,a) reaction on the nuclei 194,196,198pt>

They conclude that the level scheme of "Ir and the spectroscopie

strengths for the reactions 19*Pt(t,a)193Ir agree with the supersymmetry
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predictions, but that this is not so for the final nuclei Ir and
197Ir. Iwasaki et al.[Iwa81] investigated the 194Pt(d,3He)193Ir

reaction and found similar agreement as Cizewski, but also evidence for

an significant breaking due to the presence of sw? transfer. A more

serious disagreement came from the 193Ir(3He,d)194Pt and 193Ir(a,t)19APt

experiments performed by Vergnes et al.[Ver81aJ, in which the second

excited 2 state, whose population is forbidden in the model, appeared

to be populated even more strongly than the 2. state. In that study,

however, data had been taken only at a few angles, so that a quanti-

tative comparison was not possible, k similar disagreement was found in

the 197Au(d,3He)196Pt by Vergnes et al.[Ver81b].

To investigate this problem, the ( He,d) and (d, He) reactions on the

odd-A nuclei Ir and Au were studied at the K.VI. This work has been

published in [Bla82], [Bla82a] and [Bia841. The results of these

experiments will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. The

disagreement between the data and the predictions of the supersymraetry

model has been confirmed: the 'forbidden' the 2 state is populated

and, in a more general analysis, the model proves incapable of

reproducing total and partial sum rules. It turns out that the

approximation of considering the bosons as unrelated to the fermion

space, although good when describing energy levels and B(E2) values, is

far too drastic when applied to one nucleon transfer reactions.

The failure of the model in this case is not accidental, and may be

traced to certain of its assumptions; this stimulated us to investigate

how other collective models deal with the problem of calculating

spectroscopie factors for one-nucleon transfer reactions.

Closely related to the supersymmetry model is the IBFA model [Iac79,

Scb.80], where the expression of the boson-fermion interaction and the

tranfer operator are based on microscopical calculations in which a

boson is assumed to consists of correlated nucleon pairs coupled to

angular momentum L=0 or L=2. In this case, the model should in principle

be able to reproduce correctly the population through one-particle

transfer of collective 0 and 2 states. The application of the model to

the case of 193Ir and the transfer between 193Ir and 19*Pt is, however,

rather disappointing as far as energy levels and spectroscopie factors

are concerned, so that a 'Jt tailed analysis of the spectroscopie

strengths has little meaning. The agreement with the data is improved by
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considering neutron- and proton-bosons (IBFA-2). The results for the

spectroscopie strength suggest, however, that the form of the transfer

operator is incorrect or too approximate in this case.

Next we considered the Core-Quasi-Partiele-Coupling (CQPC) model of

Dönau and Frauendorf [Dön77], in which an odd-A nucleus is described in

terms of linear combinations of a particle coupled to the states of the

even-even nucleus with A-l nucleons and a hole coupled to the nucleus

with A+l nucleons. The cores were assumed to be purely collective, and

described in terms of the triaxial rigid rotor y=30° or the y-soft

limits. Calculated energy levels and transition rates for l"Ir and
197

Au and the spectroscopie strengths for the transitions from the cores

to the odd-A nuclei are in very good agreement with the data. However,

the strengths for the transfer from 193lr and 197Au to the 2 + states of

the cores always underestimate the experimental values. It will be shown

that this is dua the truncation to collective degrees of freedom only in

the model space for the cores.

Finally, the Alaga model [Ala59,Paa77] was applied to describe the
197 19ftnuclei Au and Hg. In this model the neutron space is approximated

by a system of phonons, while the protons are explicitely taken into

account. In this case, although the agreement in the energy levels is

perhaps less good than for other collective models, spectroscopie

factors are described in a correct way, and total and partial sum rules

are obeyed within the model.
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Chapter 2

PROTON STRIPPING AND PICKUP ON 193Ir AND 197Au

2.1 The 193Ir(d,3Re)192Os and 193Ir(3He,d)194Pt reactions

a) Experimental procedure

Momentum analyzed 3He and deuteron beams .both of 40 MeV, were

obtained from the KVI cyclotron. In the (d,3He) experiment the 193Ir

target .enriched to 99.45% ,was produced by sputtering onto a 40 ug/cm2

carbon backing. The thickness of " 3Ir was about 140 ug/cm . For the

( He.d) experiment, a selfsupporting target was used in order to reduce
13

contaminant peaks due to C which would otherwise dominate the spectra.

The target, obtained by sputtering, had a thickness of about 130 pg/cm .

Outgoing particles were detected and identified in the QMG/2 magnetic

spectrograph. For the ( He.d) reaction a measurement at 6=0° was also

made, in which the He beam was stopped in a Faraday cup inside the

first dipole magnet. The solid angle of the spectrograph was 6.0 msr in

both experiments with a radial acceptance A6=3.4". In both the (3He,d)

and the (d, He) experiments the energy resolution was ~25-3O keV.

Angular distributions of elastically scattered deuterons and 3He parti-

cles have been measured for both targets. These were normalized to

optical model calculations using the optical model parameters listed in

table 2.1.1, and used as calibration for absolute differential cross

Table 2.1.1 Optical model parameters

VR w' w vso rR rI rso aR aI aso rC
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (ftn) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm)

3He 168.0 17.0
da 89.7 44.87 6.14
db 87.5 42.02 8.78
p varied X-25

a. For the target nucleus ^??Ir> f r o m r e f > [Dae80J.
b. For the target nucleus 19'Au, from ref. [Dae80].

1.22
1.17
1.17
1.225

1
1
1

.52

.325

.325
1
1

.07

.07

0
0
0
0

.723
• 779
.794
.7

0
0
0

.88

.93
.93

0.66
0.66

1.3
1.3
1.3
1.25
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Figure 2.1.1 Experimental spectrum obtained for the
reaction at 6, ,=19°.

Figure 2.1.2 Angular distributions obtained for the states up to ~2 Mev
in the 193Ir(d,3He)194Pt reaction.
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sections for both reactions. The uncertainty in the absolute cross

sections due to this normalisation procedure is estimated to be less

than 10% .

b) Results and DWBA analysis

A 3He spectrum from the 193Ir(d,3He)192Os reaction at 8lab=19' is

shown in figure 2.1.1. Only few states are populated below 2 MeV, namely

the ground state, the 2* state at 0.206 MeV, the 2* state at 0.489 MeV,
+ +

the 4, and 4, states at 0.909 and 1.069 MeV, and two states of unknown

spin at 1.96 and 2.03 i-feV. At higher excitation energies the level

density becomes too large to permit identification of isolated states.

Angular distributions are shown in figure 2.1.2. The solid curves are

DWBA fits obtained with the code DWUCK4 [Kun**]. The optical model

parameters for the deuterons were taken from Daehnick et al.[Dae80]. For

He the parameters used by Iwasakl et al.[Iwa81] have been considered.

To better reproduce the shape of the experimental angular distributions,

the radius parameter for the real part of the He potential, however,

was modified from 1.26 to 1.24 fm. The calculations were performed in

zero range, but a finite range correction parameter of 0.77 fm was used.

Non-locality corrections were neglected. The optical model parameters

used are listed in table 2.1.1.

i Q-i o IQ?

Table 2.1.2 Spectroscopie strengths for the Ir(d, He) Os reaction

G15(
193lr • 1 9 2 O s ) ciak

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ex(MeV)a

0.00
0.21
0.49
0.91
1.07
1.96
2.03

Known

Ex(MeV)

0.00
0.206
0.489
0.909
1.069
1.968

1"

0+
2+
2+
4+
4+

sl/2 d3/2 d5/2

0.01

0
0
0

.34

.38

.13
0
0

.10

.28

a. The uncertainty in the energy calibration is estimated to be ~1%.
b. From ref. [NDS09,Led77,Bag79].
c. The uncertainty in the spectroscopie strengths is estimated to be 20%
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Figure 2.1.3 Experimental
spectrum recorded for the
l 9 3Ir( 3He,d) 1 9 4Pt reaction
at elab= 2 2'-

I l 9 3H3He,d) l 9 4P.
E3 =40 MeV

Figure 2.1.4 Angular distributions obtained for the states populated up

to ~2.9 MeV via the 193Ir(3He,d)194Pt reaction.
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Table 2.1.3 - Spectroscopie strengths for the 193Ir(3He,d)19*Pt reaction

Peak. Ev(MeVr Known"

Ex(MeV) I"

,»(193Ir + 1 9 4 P t ) c

sl/2 d3/2 hU/2 h9/2 i13/2

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

ft

0.00
0.33
0.62
1.27
1.48

1.51
1.62
1.67
.78

1.92
2.00
2.15
2.52
2.88
3.01

0.00
0.328
0.622
1.267
1.479
1.485
1.511
1.622
1.670
1.778
1.87
1.93
2.00
2.16
2.55

0+

2+
2 +

2+
(1,2)

0.08
0.13

0.02
0.03
0.07
0.03

0.01
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.20

0.36
0.21
0.28
0.13
0.08

0.12
0.25
0.14
0.06

0.12
0.12
0.03
0.10
0.39

0.22

0.20 or 0.16 or 1.74

a. The uncertainty In the energy calibration is estimated to be ~1%.
b. From ref [NDS22,Dea81,Ber8O].
c. The uncertainty in the spectroscopie strengths is estimated to be
20%.
d. For this peak an angular distribution could not be obtained,
nevertheless the enhancement of the peak at 8=0 indicates the presence
of an 1=0 component.

KVI 2741

Figure 2.2.1 Experimental spectrum recorded for the 197Au(d,3He)196Pt
reaction at sia()"**

> l n t h e fiBure i s a l s o indicated the position of

the 4,, 3,, 0, states.
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Table 2.2.1 Spectroscopie strengths for the 197Au(d,3He)196Pt reactio

peak

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Ex

0
0
0
1
1
1,
1,
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.

(MeV)a

.00

.35

.69

.29

.37

.40

.53

.60

.67
88
.96
99
05

E

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2.
2,

Knownb

x(MeV) I
71

.00

.356

.689

.293

.374

.403

.537

.604

.677

.88

.97

.00

.047

0+
2+
2+
4+
7"
0+

(2)+
(2)+

(2,4)+

(2) +

sl/2

0.01
0.02

0.03

'7Au • 196Pt)

d3/2

0
0
0

0,
0.
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.29

.21

.17

.07

.03

.13
,07
,25
28
25
29

(or

(or
(or
(or
(or

c

d5/2

o.:

0,

0,
0,
0.
o.

20

.03)

.19)

.21)

.19)

.22)

87/2 h

0

0.09 (or 0

0.72 (or 0

11/2

.65

.09)

.76)

a. The uncertainty in the energy calibration is estimated to be ~1%.
b. From ref [NDS28,Dea81,Ciz81]
o. The uncertainty in the spectroscopie strengths is estimated to be
20%.

Since the spin and parity of the ground state of 193Ir is Jïï=3/2+ ,2 +

states in 0s can be populated via Syji (*=0) and d-j^ o r <*5/2 (i=2)

transfer. The angular distributions for the ground state and the first

excited 2 state are within their error bars identical, consistent with

no £=0 admixture to the latter, while the angular distribution for the

2, state is different. The partial contributions of «.=0 and 1=2

transfer to this transition have been obtained by a least square fit.

For the £=0 component the DWBA calculated angular distribution was used.

For the H-2, the experimental shape, as obtained for the ground state

transition, rather than its DWBA prediction, was used.

Spectroscopie strengths, deduced using the relation 1.2.6, are listed

in table 2.1.2.

Many more states are populated below 3 MeV in the 193Ir(3He,d)19*Pt

reaction. In figure 2.1.3 a deuteron spectrum recorded at 9iab»22* is

shown. Sixteen states up to about 3 MeV excitation energy were iden-

tified, for many of which definite spin assignments exist [NDS22]. For

angular distributions which show a mixture of different a-values a least

square fit has been made. For mixtures of Jt-0 and 1-2 the 6-0* point, at
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which the 1=0 angular distribution peaks and the 1=2 is small, allows an

accurate determination of the partial 1=0 component. In figure 2.1.4 the

angular distributions are shown together with their DWBA fits. The same

optical model parameters as for the (d. He) reaction have been used.

Spectroscopie strengths, obtained through the relation 1.2.5, are

listed in table 2.1.3.

2.2 The 197Au(d,3He)196Pt and 197Au(3He,d)198Hg reactions

a) Experimental procedure

supporting 197Au target, of about 180 ug/cmZ thickness for the pickup

reaction, and of about 150 yg/cm2 for the stripping reaction. For the

identification of the Jl=0 transfer strength, whose angular distribution

peaks at 6=0", it was important to measure at an angle as small as pos-

sible. For the ( He,d) run, a measurement at 6=0° was made, while for

the (d,3He) reaction the smallest angle was S;Lab=3*. The energy reso-

lution was about 30 keV for both experiments. Elastic scattering angular

distributions were also measured both for deuterons and 3He particles,

and normalized to optical model calculations. They served as a standard

for absolute cross section normalizations. The optical model parameters

used were taken from Daehnick et al [Dae80] for the deuterons, while for

the 3He the same parameters as for the experiments on *-93Ir were used.

They are listed in table 2.1.1.

b) Results and DWBA analysis

Figure 2.2.1 shows the 3He spectrum from the 197Au(d,3He)196Pt

reaction recorded at 9i a D
= 8** Twelve peaks below 2 MeV could be

identified, some of which have known spins and parities. Their angular

distributions are shown in figure 2.2.2, together with the results of

DWBA calculations. Above 2 MeV, the level density becomes too large to

allow the identification of single peaks.

Also the deuteron spectrum from the 197Au(3He,d)1*8Hg reaction at

6lab"ll*, shown in figure 2.2.3, presents an increase of level density

above ~3 MeV. In this case this is due to the transfer to orbitals be-
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Figure 2.2.2 Angular dis-
tributions obtained for the
states populated up to ~2 MeV
via the' 197Au(d,3He)196Pt
reaction.

longing to the next major shell, while for the pickup reaction it is due

to removal from the ^\\/2>^/2 ani* 87/2 orbitals, which are supposed to

be almost completely full. Twenty four peaks could be identified below 3

MeV in the (3He,d) measurement. The angular distributions for the first

sixteen states are shown in figure 2.2.4. They can be fitted by DUBA
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3.0 2.0 L0

ENERGY (MeV)

Ftgure 2.2.3 Experimental
spectrum recorded for the
l97Au(3He,d)198Hg reaction at
Jlab:=11

Table 2.2.2 Spectroscopie strengths from the 197Au(^He,d)198Hg reaction

Peak Ex(MeV)
a Knownb

G • (

sl/2

L98Hg)c

d3/2 d5/2 hll/2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
.4
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
3.

.00

.41

.05

.09

.76

.82

.90

.07

.13

.30

.45

.48

.55

.60

.73

.78

.84
94
99
07
15
20
27
44

0
0
1
1

1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.

2.
2.
2.
2.

.00

.412

.048

.087

.832

.899

.071

.133

.296

.452

564
602
731
783

0T

2+
4+
2+

2+
(2+)

(1,2+)
(1,2+)

(1,3+)

(1,2+)
(1,2+)

2
0
2

0+2
2
2
0
0
0
2
0
(5)
0+2
0+2
0+2
0+2
(3,5)
(5,6)
(3)

(3,5)
(5)

(31

0

0

0
0
0

o.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.24

.05

.04

.05

.10

.35

.03

.08
07
03

0

0
0
0

0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

.53

.10

.06

.02

.08

17
05
01
10

0.20

(0.19)

a. The uncertainty in the energy calibration is estimated to be 1%.
b. From ref [NDS21,Led77].
c. The uncertainty in the spectroscopie strengths is estimated to be 20%
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calculated 2=0 and 1=2 transfer angular distributions. For the higher

states the SL asslgneraents become uncertain, and they seem to require

also admixtures of higher H values (£=3 ,£=5 ,£ = 6) (see figure 2.2.5).

Both for pickup and stripping, the partial contributions of different

^-values, when necessary, were determined via least squares fits.

The spectroscopie strengths, obtained through the relation 1.2.6 for

the (d,3He) and 1.2.5 for the (3He,d) reaction, are listed in table

2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively.

2.3 Coupled Channels Calculations

The low-lying states in the even-even nuclei in this mass region show

collective properties. In particular, the B(E2) values for the 2 + 0

and 2 + 2^ transitions are rather large (~0.5 e 2b 2). Two-step

processes could therefore he important in the (d, He) and (3He,d)

transfer reactions. In order to investigate to what extent these

processes affect our analysis, we performed coupled channels

calculations.

Among the reactions studied, the case of 197Au(d,3He)196Pt is the

simplest to examine, since it is the only case in which both the 2, and

the ï states are populated via £=2, without any £=0 admixture. We

expect that the results obtained in this specific case will apply also

to the other even-even neighbouring nuclei, since they show similar

properties.

The coupling potential in our calculations was assumed to have a

deformation given by:

which describes a vibrational nucleus. The optical model parameters for

the different channels were taken equal to those used in the DWBA

calculations. The direct transfer to the 0+, 2, and 2, states, and

the inelastic scattering between the 0 + and the 2 states, and between

the 2 + and it states were taken as allowed couplings. The 3He optical

model parameters in the coupling potential were also the same as for the

DWBA calculations. Different deformation parameters for the real and

inaglnary transition potentials were used in order to ensure that the
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Figure 2.2.4 Angular distributions for the states up to -2.8 MeV

populated in the 197Au(3He,d)198Hg reaction.
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Figure 2.2.5 Angular distributions for the states populated between
~2.8 and -3.45 HeV in 1SoHg.

B(E2) values obtained from the radial moments of the real and imaginary

transition potentials are the same. The quadrupole deformation parameter

$2 of 0.13 was necessary for the real geometry to reproduce the B(E2)

value. For the 2,+ 2 coupling, since the B(E2) value is roughly a
+ +

factor 1.5 larger than the B(E2; 0 + 2, ) value, p, was taken equal to
gs 1 '

0.16.

The calculations were performed with an enlarged version of the

computer code CHUCK [Kun**].

Results are shown in figure 2.3.1. The dashed lines correspond to the
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Figure 2.3.1 The angular dis-
tributions of the g.s, the
first and the second excited 2 +

states in 196'Pt populated in
the pick-up reaction are fitted
by coupled channels calcula-
tions. The coupling scheme is
shown in the insert. The dashed
curves correspond to choosing
all amplitudes to be positive,
and spectroscopie strengths
G=0.25, 0.15 and 0.12 for the
ground state, the first and the
second excited 2 + states, re-
spectively. The solid curves
are the results of setting the
amplitudes to the two 2 + states
negative, and correspond to the
spectroscopie strengths G=0.29,
0.21 and 0.16 for the ground
state,
states.

the 2' and the 2'

angular distributions calculated assuming that the spectroscopie

amplitudes for the direct transfer to the 0+ 2t ,and states are2. ,and ït

all positive. Absolute experimental cross sections a.'e reproduced with

spectroscopie factors about 30% smaller than those obtained in the DWBA

calculations. Their relative values, however, are the same.

By choosing a negative sign for the spectroscopie amplitudes to the
+ +
2̂  and 2, states, the angular distributions indicated by solid lines

are obtained. In this case absolute spectroscopie factors are the same

as for DWBA. Furthermore, the shapes of these angular distributions seem

to fit the experimental data better in the forward angle region.

The contribution of two-step processes involving the inelastic ex-

citation of states in the target nucleus was investigated in a separate

calculation, as it is schematically shown in figure 2.3.2. The excited

state in Au was assumed to have a wavefunction of the form | (2. x
d3/2^J^* T n e o n l v f i n a l state in 196Pt populated through a two-step

process is then the 2 state, and the spectroscopie amplitude between
+

|J> and the 2. state is 1. This represents an upper limit, since in

general more configurations will be present in the wavefunction of |J>.

It turns out that the calculations are not affected by switching on the

coupling for any value of J. It is therefore justified to neglect these

processes.
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Figure 2.3.2 Coupling scheme for
two-step processes involving the
inelastic excitation of states in
the target nucleus. The excited
states J" are assumed to have a
weak-coupling type of wave function
| 2 x d ; J >

From these calculations we can conclude that two-step processes in

our (d, He) and (•'He.d) reactions are negligible, amounting in the worst

case to an overall effect of 30% in the absolute spectroscopie factors,

which is of the same order than the 20X uncertainty usually given.

One is tempted to see in the present coupled channel analysis a way

for determining relative signs for the spectroscopie amplitudes frr>a the

shapes of the angular distributions. We should, however, note that the

same results would be obtained by changing the sign of the transition

matrix element between the 0 and the 2, state, and taking all the

amplitudes to be positive. In a pure vibrational nucleus the E2 matrix

element is always positive, but Pt Is not a good vibrator, and we

cannot, therefore, exclude a priori the possibility of a negative E2

matrix element.

2.4 The monopole sum rule

The monopole sum rule, discussed in section 1.3, relates the strength

for the transfer of a nucleon into (or from) a j-orbital to the number

of holes (or particles) in that orbital in the target nucleus. When both

stripping and pickup are performed on the same target nucleus, a more

stringent sum rule can be applied ,i.e. the Stripping Plus Pickup (SPP)

sum rule of eq.1.3.15, which says that the sum of all the j-strength in

the two reactions equals (2j+1).

In table 2.4.1 the results of the monopole and the SPP sum rules for

the nuclei
197

Ir and Au are shown. In examining these results we

should recall the 20% uncertainty present in the data.

For the 1'3Ir(d,3He)1920s reaction very little strer>jth is observed

below 2 MeV: the Sj/2 strength amounts to only 0.01, which would indi-

cate that this orbital is nearly empty. From the total sj/2 strength in

the stripping reaction, we see that only ~302 of the strength for this
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Table 2.4.1 Total spectroscopie strengths

193Ir + 192Os

I93lt . 194pt

SSP(Ir)

197Au • 196Pt

197Au * 198Hg

SSP(Au)

sl/2

0.01

0.64

0.65

0.06

1.04

1.10

d3/2

0.85

2.39

3.24

1.99

1.14

3.13

d5/2

0.38

0.38

0.20

0.20

0.40

87/2

0.81

0.81

hU/2

(0.42)

(0.42)

0.65

(0.19)

(0.84)

orbital has been detected. However, we should keep in mind that the s^^

strength is rather difficult to detect, since it shows up mainly at very

forward angles, and that some of the strength could lie at higher

energies. The total dj/2 strength in the SPP sum rule is instead very

close to the expected value of 4. From the pickup data we deduce that in
193

good approximation there is one particle in the 03/2 state in Ir, as

one would expect. Very little can be said about the other orbitals,

since their strengths lie at higher excitation energies, and therefore

only small fractions of these were observed at low energies.
1 97

The situation for Au is very similar, only in this case we have

one hole in the do/2 i n s t e a d o f o n e particle. The total d^i^ strength is
1 9"̂

somewhat less than for Ir, due to the fact that only states below 2

MeV could be analysed in Pt. It is interesting here to note that the

total strength detected for the orbitals in the 50-82 major shell in the

stripping reaction leading to 198Hg is 2.57, which is in good agreement

with the the total number of holes in this major shell in * Au, Nh=3.

2.5 Spin dependent sum rules

For transfer reactions on odd-A target nuclei, spectroscopie factors

carry information also on the magnetic and quadrupole moments of the

ground state of the target nucleus, because, for spin values different

from zero, the expectation value of the operator [a,xa,] ,



(2.5.1)

may be non vanishing for A=l or X=2.

The quantity (2.5.1) can be related to the magnetic moment for A=l,

as discussed in section 1.3 , through eq.(1.3.22) and (1.3.23). In those

equations the quantity :

corresponds to the fraction of the j-orbital contributing to the final

spin If=j of the ground state.

For the 193Ir(d,3He)192Os reaction, this quantity amounts to 0.44 for

j—do/2• In this case the observed spectrum is so clean at low energies

that we can assume that all the d3/2 strength is indeed detected.

Therefore, the fact that the value l(d,.,) is much smaller than unity

indicates that the d,/, orbital contributes only partly to the 3/2+ spin

of the ground state of 3Ir. The magnetic moment calculated through eq

(1.3.23) is u=0.0548, to be compared to the experimental value of 0.1591

[NDS32a]. As expected from the previous argument,the calculated value is

much too small* One should note, however, that the experimental magnetic

moment would not be reproduced by increasing I(d,/~) t0 t'le maxim1™

value of 1. This can be explained by the fact that the wavefunction of

193the ground state of Ir is more complicated than just a proton in the

03/2 orbital. Let us assume that the only other contribution is due to

the first excited 2 state in Os, i.e., the wavefunction can be written

as

I Ir (g.s.)> = a |d,,,>+e |( 2*xd,,,) If=3/2
+> (2.5.2)

The second term in (2.5.2) wi l l also contribute to the magnetic moment

by an amount

S 2 < [ 2 ^ x d 3 / 2 ] 3 / 2 l M l [ 2+

3/2 1 3/2\ I 2 3/2 3/2 _T. . . . .T . ^ ^
x 4

'-3/2 0 3/2/ 13/2 2 1
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In calculating this contribution we made use of the experimental value

for the magnetic moment of the 2+ state in 192Os[NDS09]. Furthemore, C 2

was set equal to the spectroscopie factor found for the 2. state, 0.38.

The total magnetic moment adds up to 0.2372, which is now too large

compared with the known value. The assumptions made were very

approximate, however, and many other terms can be present in the wave

function of the ground state of iridium, which can contribute (with

positive or negative signs) to the magnetic moment. Also, our choice for

& was very rough. One can conclude, however, from this calculation that

the magnetic moment is dominated by collective terms such as the

coupling with the 2, state.

The same calculations can be performed for the case of the stripping

reaction 193Ir(3He,d)19*Pt. In this case, the fact that some of the

spins of the final states are not known introduces a large uncertainty.

Table 2.5.1 lists the results of these calculations for a few assumed

situations: a) only the states with known spin are included; b)all

states with unknown or uncertain spin were assumed to have JTt=2"t~; c)as

b),with the exception of the state at 2.88 MeV which is assumed to be a

1 state. Note that 3 states, not known experimentally, wouli give a

negative contribution. The contribution of the 2 state of ***Pt was

also calculated as it was done for the case of i 7 i0s. In this case the
? +

value of B was set equal to the spectroscopie factor of the 21 state in
194Pt.

Similarly, the magnetic moment of the ground state of 19'Au can be

calculated from the spectroscopie factors obtained from the ( He,d) and

(d,3He) reactions. Results are listed in table 2.5.1 for the two cases

in which a) only the states with known spin and parity were included; b)

all the states with unknown spins and parities were assumed to be 2

states.

Quadrupole moments can be calculated by noting that the expectation

value (2.5.1) is related to quadrupole moments when X=2,as discussed in

section 1.3. The sum rule (1.3.26) gives the contribution of the j

orbital to the quadrupole moment of the ground state of the target

nucleus, with the assumption that the effective charge is equal to the

charge of a free proton (»1). If we apply the sum rule to the cases of
193Ir and 197Au, we find the results listed in table 2.5.1. It turns out

that the contribution of the d^/2 o r b i t l s v e ry small. As done above for
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Table 2.5.1 Magnetic and quadrupole moments

Nucleus pick-up

Ie IIf

0.055 0.237 a.

b.

c.

0

0

0

stripping

Ie

.096

.116

.142

0.148

0.168

0.194

0.159(6)

U = 0.146 a. 0.053 0.127 a. 0.069 0.082

b. 0.082 0.156 b. 0.080 0.093

193Ir Q = 0.73(19) 0.006 0.217 a.-0.015 0.153

b.-0.010 0.065

ly/Au Q = 0.594(10) a. 0.089 0.286 a. 0.178 0.334

b.-0.247 -0.050 b. 0.147 0.303

a. Only the strengths to states with known spin are included.
b. Assuming l"=2+ for all final states with unknown spin assignement.
c. Assuming I7t=2+ for all final states with unknown spin assignement,
except for the state at 2.88 MeV in ***Pt, which is assumed to have
spin l"=l+ (see section 2.6).
d. From ref. [NDS32a,NDS34]. The numbers in parenthesis represent the
experimental errors, and refer to the last decimals.
e. Calculated using the equations described in section 1.3.
f. Calculated including the contribution of the first excited 2 + state
of the corresponding even-even nucleus.

the magnetic moments, we can investigate the importance of other terms

in the wavefunction of the target ground state by assuming for it the

expression (2.5.2). In this case,a contribution arises from the term:

3/2 2 3/2\ 0 3/2 3/2
= - 2ag x 4 I < \ <0+| |Q^''| 12^, (2.5.3)

V-3/2 0 3/2/ (3/2 2 2

Note that the term <[2*xd3/2]
3/2|Q(2>| [2^d3/2]

3/2> vanishes in this

case. The term (2.5.3) can be evaluated by taking the experimental
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B(E2; 2^0 ) value In the even-even nucleus, a2 and B2 can be again

taken equal to the spectroscopie factors of the ground state and I

state, respectively. In this case, as can be seen in table 2.5.1, the

contribution of the 2. state is not sufficient to explain the experi-

mental values.

2.6 The states at Ex=2.88 MeV in
 194Pt and at Ex=2.45 MeV in

 198Hg

The presence in the (•'He.d) spectra of a very strongly excited state

at 2.88 HeV in 194Pt and at 2.45 MeV In 198Hg is noteworthy.

In the case of Pt, the angular distribution of this state is a

mixture of 1=0 and 1=2, indicating that the possible assignments for its

spin are 1 + or 2+. If ITr=2+, then the state could possibly be excited by

inelastic hadron scattering such as (p,p') or (a,a'), if it is connected

to the ground state by an E2 operator. A comparison with the data

obtained in inelastic proton scattering from 194Pt [Har80,Dea81] yielded

negative results indicating either that the state is a 2 + with no

quadrupole transition strength to the ground state or an unnatural

parity state, which would not be strongly excited in inelastic proton

scattering at low bombarding energies.

The possibility that the state would be a 2 + two quasi-particle state

with a weak E2 matrix element to the ground state is rather difficult to

explain, since such states are observed at lower excitation energy.

According to the partial sum rules (a full discussion is given in

section 3.4), the spectroscopie strength of this state corresponds to

about the full partial sum rule of the 1 states. If it were a 2 + state,

one would, though not seriously, exceed the partial sum rule for 1^=2 .
1 98

The same arguments can be used for the state at 2.45 MeV in Hg. In

this case, from decay studies a state at E=2.4520 MeV is known with spin

assignment (1,3), which decays mainly to the first 2 + state, but not to

the ground state.

The possibility that these states have l"=l+ have raised the question

whether they would correspond to the collective 1 state predicted

within the framework of the IBA-2 model, consisting of a surface oscil-

lation in which neutrons move against protons. In terms of bosons, the

major component in the wavefunction of this state is given by the

coupling of a proton d-boson and a neutron d-boson to total angular
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Figure 2.6.1 Experimental
spectrum obtained for the
^'^Ir(3He,d)'-92Pt reaction
a t 9lab=5°-

momentum 1 . One can then think that such a state can be populated

through the stripping reaction via the components |2 x(d,. ) ;l+> or
, 0 -X- -J-

12 x(SjI2^T,I2> > 1 ̂  "here the 2 corresponds to a neutron d-boson, and

the two protons coupled to L=2 can be considered as part of the proton

d-boson. The collective nature of this state would imply the presence of

similar states in many nuclei. This seems to be the case not only in the

nuclei 194Pt and 198Hg, but also in 192Pt. In fact, during the (3He,d)

experiment a ' Ir target «as used, too. Although only a few angles were

measured (0=0°,5°,8*) and consequently no angular distribution could be

obtained, a very strongly populated state is seen at 2.88 MeV, as shown

in figure 2.6.1. The enhancement of this state at 6=0° shows the

presence of an ?,=0 component in its angular distribution, as is the case

for 194Pt and 198Hg.

The hypothesis that these states would correspond to the collective

1 state of the IBA-2 model, would imply for it a strong Ml transition

to the ground state, and, therefore, an appreciable cross section in an

(e,e') experiment at low transfered momentum q and at backward angles.

In order to further investigate this point, an exploratory (e,e') meas-

urement was performed at NIKHEF in Amsterdam at q=0.9 fm and 5=154°

[Bor84]. Due the difficulty of finding L92Pt or 194Pt material, a 196Pt

target was used. However, since all these isotopes have similar proper-

ties, we can expect a similar state to lie in "°Vt at about 2.8-3.0

MeV. Figure 2.6.2 shows the spectrum recorded: no strong Ml Is evident

at this excitation energy.

Theoretical calculation performed In a second stage by Dieperink

predicted that the form factor for this 1 + state would peak at lower
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l96Pt(e,e') alab=l54°

E„=69 MeV

Figure 2.6.2 Experimental
spectrum for the 1'6Pt(e,e')
reaction.

S • 2*

O 150 300
ENERGY (MeV)

momentum transfer than was measured in the experiment at NIKHEF. This

prediction was confirmed by an (e,e*) measurement on Gd performed by

Bohle et al.[Boh84]. This could explain the fact that this state was not

observed in the electron scattering experiment on Pt.

Pittel et al. [Pit82] have given schematic calculations of the micro-

scopic structure of the proton d-boson in the Pt region. The leading
2 2 . ?

contributions are the configurations (d , ) and '^3/2sl/2' with

squared amplitudes ~0.15 and ~0.65, respectively. The same configura-

tions are populated in the stripping experiment on JIr leading to the

1 state in Pt. They will be formed through a component of the form

|2 xd . > in the Ir(g.s.) wave function. See chapter 3 for a more

elaborate argument about this ansatz. From the observed spectroscopie

strengths (see table 2.1.3) it follows that the squares of the

amplitudes in the state at Ex=2.88 MeV come in a ratio 2:1 for the

configurations l2vx^d3/2^ ;1 > a n d '2v*^d3/2sl/2^ ;1 * respectively.

This ratio is almost opposite to that given by Pittel et al. and

expected for an antisymmetric protou-boson neutron boson state. This

argument pleads against identification of the Ex=2.88 MeV state with the

antisymmetric collective 1 state.

If, on the other hand, one assumes this state to be a two quasi-

particle state we could ask ourselves why all the strength seems to be

concentrated on one 1+ state, instead of being fragmented over many of

them, as it is the case for the 2 + states. This could be explained by

noting that there are not many different ways to form a 1+ state:

besides the (s^/2<'3/2^ configuration, the ^3/2^5/2) a n d (^5/287/2)

configurations are expected to lie at higher excitation energies. This
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asumption is supported by the decay mode of the state at 2.452 MeV in

% g : this state is seen to decay to the first 2 + state (populated via

11=0 in the stripping reaction) but not to the ground state. If it

corresponds to the state populated in our experiment, the absence of a

branch to the ground state in first approximation can be understood

because the matrix element <s1y2l I
M1I I d3/2'> v a n i s n e s-

2.7 Overview of other existing data

One proton transfer reactions on even-even targets leading to *'3Ir
197

and " Au have been studied in the past, and data on spectroscopie

factors are available in literature. Most of the experiments date from

before the development of the supersymmetry model, or even the IBFA

model, and were never compared in detail to these models. In order to

have a more complete picture, we shall include these data in the

analysis of a number of theoretical models, which will follow in the

next chapter. For this reason, a short overview of the available data

will be given here.

In figure 2.7.1 the known spectroscopie strengths for ^••H2>S\I2'^5/Z

and gy/2 transfer are plotted for the final nucleus l^lr.

One proton stripping reactions,( He,d) and (<x,t), on * 0s were

performed by Price et al. [Prl71]. The main features are the concentra-

tion of d3/2 strength in the ground state, and the splitting of s j ^

strength over two V1" states below 1.7 Mev, with a total s, /, strength of

about 50% of what is expected if the s^/2 orbital were empty. Also, some

d,j/2 and g7y2 strength is observed, indicating that these orbitals are

not completely filled. Some experimental uncertainties are however

present, due to the very small energy difference between the 1/2. and

the 11/2" states, the 5/2* and 7/2+ states, and the 5/2* and the

1/2* states.

Single proton pick-up leading to *93lr was performed by several

groups: Yantazaki at al.[Yam78] performed the 19*Pt(t,a)193Ir reaction,

Iwasaki et al.[Iwa81] the (d,3He) reaction, and Cizewski et al.[Ciz83]

the 194Pt(t,o) reaction. Here the d3y2 strength is mainly spread orer

the ground state and the second excited 3/2+ states, while the first

excited 3/2+ state is very weakly populated. Some &$/2. strength is seen

to be spread over several 5/2+ states. Also in this case, however, there
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dJ/2transfer ! s|/2*ransfer

S—B3!r| E,(T>3«*> GI^PI—19\) GlOs—Ir) E^'f-I/T] GIPI—Ir)

i J
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d g / 2 transfer g-,/2 transfer ;

l G(Os—-Ir) E,(i"-5/2*) GIPt—Ir] G(Os^Ir) Z.^f'-lV) G(Pt—Ir)
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Figure 2.7.1 Experimental spectroscopie strengths for the stripping and
pick-up leading to 193Ir. Data are taken from [Pri71,Yam78,Iwa81,Ciz83].
The strengths labelled by a star in the figure are only upper limit
values: the experimental uncertainty is due to the presence of unre-
solved doublets*

are large experimental uncertainties due to the presence of doublets.
in/ o i n-t

The DPt( He,d) 'Au reaction was studied by Munger and Peterson

[Mun78]. Their data are shown in figure 2.7.2. Here more 3/2+ states

besides the ground state are observed below 2 MeV. The s j ^ strength is

instead still split mainly over two states. No Sy/2 strength is seen,

and only one 5/2 state is populated.

There are at present no data available for the pick-up reaction on

198Hg.
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Figure 2.7.2 Experimental spectroscopie strengths for the stripping
leading to ls'Au. Data are taken from [Mun78]. The strengths labelled by
a star in the figure are only upper limit values: the experimental
uncertainty is due to the presence of unresolved doublets.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter the 13JIr, 'Au(d,JHe) and (^He.d) reactions are

described. They complete, together with the known data on proton

transfer on the neighborough even-even nuclei, the experimental informa-

tion on specroscopic strengths in this mass region, with the exception

of the pickup reaction on Hg. A review of all available data on single

proton transfer in the regioi Os-Ir-Pt-Au-Hg is given.

The data are analysed in terms of the Distorted Wave Born Approxi-

mation (DWBA), and spectroscopie strengths are deduced for states

populated below Ex=2 MeV for the pickup reactions, and Ex~3 MeV for the

stripping reactions.

In order to evaluate the importance of two-step processes in these

reactions, Coupled Channels calculations were performed for the low-

lying states in Pt populated via the pickup reaction 19'Au(d,3He). It

was found that the inclusion of these processes gives rise to at most to

an overall change of 30% in the absolute spectroscopie strengths. A

large direct transition strength to the 2 state, forbidden in the
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Supersymmetry model, is needed to reproduce the experimental cross-

section.

The observed strengths for the d3/2
 and Sj/2 orbitals exhaust the

monopole sume rules. From the multipole sum rules we find that the

contribution of the dji^ orbital explains only partly the total magnetic

dipole and electric quadrupole moments of the ground states of "*Ir

and 197Au.

In the stripping reactions, a state is strongly populated at Ex=2.88

MeV in 194Pt and Ex=2.45 MeV in
 198Hg. The possibility is discussed that

these states correspond to the antisymmetric collective 1+ state

predicted by the 1BA-2 model, which, in the geometrical picture, consist

of a surface oscillation of neutrons rotating against protons.
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Chapter 3

THE SUPERSYMMETRY MODEL

3.1 Dynamical symmetries and supersymmetries in nuclei

a) Symmetries

Symmetry considerations play an important role in many fields of

physics. In particular, the concept of dynamical symmetries represents a

powerful tool in the study of complex nuclei: when the Hamiltonian

describing these systems can be written in terms of only the Casimir

operators of the subgroups of a group chain, many properties can be

derived in a simple analytical form as a function of the quantum numbers

labelling the states. Arima and Iachello [Ari75] applied the concept of

dynamical symmetries to heavy even-even nuclei away from closed shells.

Specifically, in their IBA model the low lying states of these nuclei

are described in terms of s (L=0) bosons and d (L=2) bosons, which taken

together form the representation of the group U(6). In a later stage

these bosons were related to correlated pairs of nucleons coupled to

angular momentum L=0 or L=2, respectively. The total number of bosons is

therefore the number of nucleon pairs outside the nearest closed shell,

with the major closed shells regarded as inert.

Introducing boson creation b =(d ,s ) and annihilation b=(d,s)

operators, the Hamiltonian describing the system of bosons can be

written in terms of the generators of the group U(6) [Bal81]:

H = Ho + ^,a'E<x,«' ba b
a'

(3.1.1)

In general, the coefficients ca ai and ua ai g or must be calculated

numerically by diagonalizing H. However, analytical solutions exist in

some special cases. This happens when the Hamiltonian can be written in

terms of Casimir invariants of a complete chain of subgroups of U(6),

and these cases correspond to dynamical symmetries of H.

There are only three possible chains of subgroups which contain the

angular momentum subgroup S0(3) |Ari76,Ari78,ArI79] :
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U(5) D S0(5) D S0(3) D S0(2)

U<6) D SU(3) D S0(3) D S0(2)

S0(6) D S0(5) = S0(3) D S0(2)

The Pt and Os region can be described by the SO(6) chain, and we shall

restrict ourselves to this case. The states in this chain can be

labelled by the quantum numbers [Ari79]

where N is the total number of bosons, (0^,0^,03) and (1 ̂ ,t 2) are the

quantum numbers labelling the irreducible representations of S0(6) and

S0(5), respectively, and L and M, labelling the representations of S0(3)

and S0(2), are the total angular momentum and its projection- For bosons

there are only symmetric representations, so that 02, o3 and T 2 are

always zero. The energy levels can be obtained analytically and are

given by

E = Eo+ EjN + E2N
2- A/4 ax(ox+4) + B/6 •t1(i1+3) + C L(L+1) .

Analytical expressions can be found also for B(EX) values. A very well

known e

[Ari79].

b) Bosons and fermions

known example of S0(6) symmetry is represented by the nucleus Pt

To describe odd-A nuclei, the concept of dynamical symmetries must be

generalized to systems containing both bosonic (collective) degrees of

freedom, and the degrees of freedom of the unpaired fermion. This

involves introducing fermion creation (annihilation) operators

a (a ) (i=l,...nj) where n,= £..(2j+l). The summation extends over all

values of the single particle angular momentum j in the given major

shell. These fermion operators form a representation of U(m). To

distinguish the two groups, we will denote by UB(6) the original boson

group and by V (m) the fermion group.

The total Hamilton!an can now be written in the form
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H = HB

where Hg is again given by (3.1.1), and Hp and Vgf. are given by

HF = 1'i.i' ni,i' atal' +^I,i',j,J' Vi,i\j>j' ai ai i aj aj'

VBF = la.a'.i.i' "a.a'.i.i' C b«' ai ai' ' (3-1-3)

In case only one fermion is coupled to the system of bosons, the second

term in (3.1.2) disappears.

The algebraic structure of this system is that of the group

U (6)*U (m). In general, no other symmetry is present, and the eigen-

value problem has to be solved numerically (IBFA model). However, it was

recently found possible [Iac80] to extend the concept of dynamical

symmetries to this system, by making use of the isomorphism of some Lie

algebras.

c) Supersymmetries

If the unpaired fermion occupies only one j-shell, with j=3/2, the

fermion group becomes U (4). Let us also consider the boson group chain

S0(6) discussed previously. For U (4) one can find a group chain in

which all the subgroups are isomorphlc to the subgroups of the boson

chain

UF(4) D SUF(4) => SpF(4) D SUF(2) o S0F(2) .

Making use of this isomorphism, one can consider a group chain of

U^(6)x(JF(4) in which the subgroups are the spinor groups Spin(6) o

Spin(5) 3 Spin(3). Again, states can be labelled by the quantum numbers

given by this chain:

Here, N is the number of bosons, M the number of fermions and I labels

the representations of SO(6)xSU(4). J, the total angular momentum, can



now have integer or half-integer values. The energy levels can be

calculated analytically:

E = E(N,M) - AX 2 1 1 2 2 ^

(3.1.4)

+ B/6 [T 1(

This symmetry is called spinor symmetry. In general, each nucleus will

be described within this symmetry by a different set of parameters

(A1,A2,B,C). However, it turns out that 1900s and 191Ir, or 192Os

and 'JIr, can be described both with the same set of parameters. This

suggested that a number of nuclei could belong to the same multiplet of

a group larger than U (6)xU (4). Such a group must contain both

fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom, and it is therefore a super-

group. Superalgebras and supergroups were introduced first in field

theories and supergravity. In our case, the supergroup containing

UB(6)xUF(4) is U(6/4). The decomposition of U(6/4) is similar to the one

of U (6)xU (4). A new quantum number, «̂ "=(H-M,is introduced, so that now N

and M are limited to certain values. Energy levels are described by a

similar formula as (3.1.4), only there is an additional term depending

on JT . Let us consider i nucleus with N bosons, which can be described

by the S0(6) symmetry. In terms of U(6/4) this nucleus belongs to the

representation JC =N. Acting on it with the operator a b, which is a

generator of U(6/4), we go to the adiacent odd nucleus with N-l bosons

and 1 fermion. A new application of the operator leads us to states

having N-2 bosons and 2 fermions. These states are the two-quasi-

particle states in the nucleus with N-l bosons. In the model they are

denoted by a superscript '*' next to the symbol of the given nucleus.

Similarly, we can construct three-quasi-particle states (N=^-3,M»3) and

four-quasi-partcle states (M* vf-b,M»4). All these states belong to the

same supermultiplet, and can therefore be described by the same set of

parameters.

Other properties can be obtained analytically, such as transition

rates or one and '..wo particles transfer. In accord with our particular

interest in one particle transfer reactions, we shall focus on the

corresponding transfer operator* The operator connecting different

nuclei in the same supermultiplet has the form [Bal81]
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P+= % [ (s+xa3 / 2)3 / 2- /5 (d+xl3 / 2)3 / 2] ; p_= p+ , (3.1.5)

where a. =(-l) J ""a. . For transfer between different supermultiplets,
jm j,-m

the operator is

V ° 4/2 ; P-= P+ ' (3.1.6)

Both operators (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) transform as a (,h,h,h) tensor under

Spin(6) and as a (%,%) tensor under Spin(5), and therefore obey the

selection rules

OjJ = | A o 2 l = | A a 3 l = j ; | A T X I = | A T 2 | = £ .

3.2 Application to Os-Ir-Pt and Pt-Au-Hg:energy levels and transition

rates

It has been proposed [Bal81] that the nuclei in the region A=190-196

constitutes an example of supersymmetry in nuclei. In fact 0s and Pt

isotopes in this region can be described by the S0(6) limit in the IBA

model[BIj80], and an unpaired proton coupled to these cores can be

thought to occupy mainly the ̂ 2/2 orbital. With this assumption, the

Sj/2 orbital is considered to be completely empty, while the gy/2 and

^5/2 ^ e v e l s lyi-n8 a t lower energy are considered completely filled.

Within the supersynnaetric scheme, ^'^0s, with N=8 bosons (hole-like),

belongs to the same Jf**% supermultiplet as *"Ir, which has N=7 bosons

plus one fermion. Also the states described by two fermions coupled to a

system of N»6 bosons belong to the same supermultiplet. These states

correspond to the two quasi-particle states in Pt and will be

indicated by the notation 194Pt .
1 Qi

The low lying states of Ft itself are described by a system of N-7

bosons and belong therefore to the supermultiplet t/f- 7, together with
195Au and 196Hg*. In a similar way, the nuclei 196Pt, 197Au and 198Hg*

belong to the supermultiplet c/f">6.

Energy levels and B(E2) values were calculated within this model for

the nuclei 1 9 Z0s, 193Ir and 194Pt by Balantekin et al.[BalBl], and

Harakeh et al. [Har80], and for the nuclei 1 9 6Pt, 197Au and 198Hg by
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Vervier [Ver81]. As an example, the classification of the energy levels

according to the model for 192,Os and 193'Ir are shown in figure 3.2.1.

Low lying states in these nuclei are reproduced within —100 keV, with

the exception of the 3/2» state in the odd A nuclei, which is in all

cases predicted about 300 keV too high in energy. The selection rules

for B(E2) values are qualitatively obeyed, although for the allowed

transitions there are deviations from the experimental values up to

192
76U5II6

193,
77 l r l l6 Exp.

(MeV)

(s/2,i/a • -
-i—11/2* "- ̂

-t-7/2*

(0,0) ~- ^ _

- J-o*

76°SII6

J— 5/2*

193,
77lrll6 Th

- r 6 <

-_ i -.
(2,or j- -.

i-, .

(O.ÖT

7-

^ 5 / 2 *

13/2,1/2) ~- „^

Figure 3.2.1 The experimental and calculated energy levels are shown
for the nuclei 1"Z0s and Ir. The parameters used in the calculations
are [Bal81]: (lM)A2-25 keV, (l/6)B-40 keV, O 1 0 keV.
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0.2-0.3 e2b2. For Che nuclei 196Pt, 197Au and 198Hg Vervier found that,

although the energy levels are not so well reproduced, the B(E2) values
1 Q3

seem to be in better agreement than for Ir.

3.3 Transfer reactions

a) Transfer to odd-A nuclei

Figure 3.3.1 provides a schematic illustration of the predictions of

the supersymmetry model for one particle transfer from even even to odd-

A nuclei. In this scheme the population of the 3/2 state is always

forbidden because of the selection rule |AT,|=%, while the population of

the 3/2 state is allowed only in the case of transfer from the nucleus

with the same number of bosons as the final nucleus. In the figure are

also indicated the predicted strengths as a function of the quantum
2 2number N. Because of the parameters 6 and £ , which appear in the

expression of the operators (3.1.5) and (3.1.6), and which have to be

adjusted to the experimental data, a comparison with absolute spectro-

scopie strengths does not make sense here.

Relative theoretic^, and experimental values are listed in table
i no 197

3.3.1. For the case of Ir the agreement is remarkably good. For Au

the observed population of the 3/2_ state in the stripping reaction with

a strength equal to 40% of the ground state represents a rather large

breaking in the supersymmetry scheme. Furthermore, other two 3/2 states

are seen, although weakly, at higher energies.

Figure 3.3.1 Selection
rules and intensities pre-
dicted by the super-
symmetry model for one-
particle transfer from
even-even to odd-even
nuclei. Each nucleus is
characterised by the
number of bosons N and the
number of fermionB M •
States are labelled by the
quantum numbers (ffi.t^)-
The dashed lines indicate
the transitions that are
forbidden within the
model. Intensities are
defined as
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Table 3.3.1 Spectroscopie strengths for the transition from even-even
nuclei to the low-lying 3/2+ states in the final odd-A nuclei. The
values are normalized to the ground state transitions.

If

3/2+

3/2+

3/2+

192O,

th

1

0

0

3+
193Ir

expa

1

0.07

-

194pt+

th

1

0

0.64

193Ir

expa

1

0.08

0.74

196pt,

th

1

0

0

l^Au

expa

1

0.40

0.27

a. from ref. [Yam78,Iwa81,Ciz83,Mun78]

b) Transfer to even-even nuclei

When the target nucleus has an odd number of nucleons, the transfer

of a particle can populate, in the even-even neighbouring nuclei, the

low-lying collective states and higher two-quasi-particle states. Part

of these states are included in the model as states in which a boson is

broken up into two unpaired fermions in the j=3/2 shell.

In figure 3.3.2 are shown the allowed transitions and the predicted

intensities, which are defined as the strengths multiplied by (21^+1),

where 1^ is the initial total angular momentum. The transfer to the low

lying 2, state is forbidden in both reactions, due to the selection rule

}h1-A=\. Also the population of the 0. state with quantum numbers o,=N,

1^=3 is forbidden. A similar situation holds for the two-quasi-particle

states.

The predicted intensities depend on the parameters 8^ and £^ of

(3.1.5) and (3.1.6). In principle, this parameters could have a

depedence on the final total angular momentum, originating from the

truncation of the fermion space. However, since the explicit microscopic

derivation of these parameters has not been studied, we will for

simplicity assume that they are the same for different final spins.

The comparison between the predictions of the model and the

experimental results is shown in table 3.3.2.

For '•'̂ Os the agreement is rather good: there are no excited 0 +

states observed, and the 2- state is populated only with 30% of the
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Figure 3.3.2 Selection
rules and intensities
predicted by the super-
symmetry model for one-
particle transfer from
odd-even to even—even
nuclei. Each nucleus is
characterised by the
number of bosons N and the
number of fermions M.
States are labelled by the
quantum numbers (a^,^).
Intensities are defined as

strength of the first 2 state. It should be noted that the angular

distribution of a certain £-transfer is not j-dependent. Therefore the

£=2 transfer for the 2^ state could be partly due to d<y/2 transfer and

the population of this state through dj>2 could be less than 30%.

No states that could correspond to ^'^Os are seen below 2 Mev. In

principle, the model could only predict the excitation energy of these

states if all members of the supermultiplet are known experimentally.

Since this is not the case, it is not possible to say whether the us

states lie at higher energy, or whether they are not appreciably

populated in this reaction.
194In Pt the situation appears more complicated than is predicted by

the model. The population of the second excited 2 + state through 1=2,

which should be forbidden, is certainly not smaller, within the error

bars, than that of the first excited 2 + state. Also in this case, as
1 go

already noted for 0s, we cannot exclude that part of the strength

could be due to &$/2 transfer. However, the absence of strength to the

known 4 states seems to indicate that the d^^ orbital does not

contribute significantly in this reaction.

Two excited 0 states are seen : the 0, state at 1.267 MeV and the
+
0, state at 1.479 MeV. The state at 1.547 MeV is not populated. Within

the model the 0 state Is interpreted as the state with quantum numbers

ö,»7,t,»3. The observed population of this state represents a 30%

breaking of the supersymmetry. One of the other two 0 + states Is consid-

ered to be the two quasi-particle state belonging to 194Pt*, while the

other is identified with the
*

state. Of these, only the Pt

state should be populated. The 0, level is, in the (p,t) reaction
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Table 3.3.2 Experimental and theoretical i^jï spectroscopie strengths
for pick-up and stipping on Ir and Au.

exp tha exp tha exp tha exp tha

0+

2+

4
°2
o+(*)

2+(*)

0 .

0 .

0 .

-

?

?

34

38

13

0

0

0

0

.34

.51

-

-

.04

.17

0

0

0

0

0

.36

.21

.28

.13

.08

•>

0

0

0

0

.36

. 2 3

-

-

.36

.23

0

0

0

0

.29

. 2 1

.17

-

.07

?

0.29

0.48

-

-

0.06

0.29

0

<0

0

<0

.53

.02

.10

.01

0 .

0 .

-

-

53

29

a. Normalised to the experimental values to the ground state. The
parameters used are e2=0.0425 and £, =0.589 for Ir and 6 =0.0483 and
?2=0.8244 for 197Au.

[Ber80], the most strongly populated among the excited 0+ levels. The
selection rules for two neutron transfer, |Ao |=*1, |AT.|=0 [Ari77],
lead therefore to attribute o,=5, i,=0 to this level. With these quantum
numbers, the fact that this level is not populated here is in agreement
with the supersymmetry scheme.

The 0, level at 1.479 MeV has always been a puzzle and the fact that
neithere IBA-1 nor IBA-2 could account for i t suggested [Bij80] that i t
might be a two-quasi-particle state. It is therefore tempting to
identify i t with the O+(Pt*) state. However, i ts population is
appreciably smaller than the one predicted. One might try to explain
this fact by suggesting a mixing between the 0^ and the 0^ states.
However, since the strength for the 0„ state is a factor 1.7 larger than
for the 0, , these two states should be strongly mixed, while decay
modes behave in rather good agreement with the supersymmetry scheme.
Furthermore, even summing the two strengths one gets only about 60% of
the predicted value.

An Identification of the 2+ state belonging to 194Pt* is impossible.
We expect this state in fact to be mixed with many other states of
different nature lying at about the same energy, and, indeed, experimen-
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tally we see many 2 + states above 1.6 MeV. It has to be noted, however,

that the sum over the strengths of all these states is much larger than

that expected on the basis of the model.

The results for 197Au(d,3He)196Pt are rather similar to the pick-up
1 q o

reaction leading to Os. In disagreement with the predictions of the

supersymmetry model, the 0 state is not populated, while the it state

is observed, and with a larger strength than for Os.4

The 0, state at 1.40 MeV, populated in our reaction, could be

interpreted as the 0 state of Pt ; in this case the experimental

strength would agree with the theoretical prediction.

As in the case of Pt, it proved impossible to establish the

existance of a 2 state of Pt among the 2 states populated above

1.5 MeV. It is reasonable to assume that this state mixes with other

states of different nature. Note, however, that the states at 1.88 MeV,

1.96 MeV and 2.05 MeV would each well fit with the 2+(196Pt*) of the

supersymmetry model.

The results of the stripping reaction on Au leading to ^ig

disagree with the predictions of the model, and therefore indicates that

in this region the validity of the model is already not justified

anymore. In fact, we find that the 1 state, whose population is

predicted to be appreciable, is at best only very weakly populated via

^3/2 c r a n sf e r» while some 1=2 strength is carried by the 2 state, which

should be forbidden. The main reason for this failure is the role of the
sl/2 s n e H > which becomes too important in Hg to be neglected.

3.4 Discussion

In all of the cases considered, the appreciable population of

the 1 states constitutes a significant breaking of the supersymmetry

model. One hypothesis we can make to explain the large £=2 spectroscopie

strength of the 2 state is that the 2 and 1 states are mixed. This,

however, is not supported by their decay modes, which are well repro-

duced by the selection rules of the 0(6) limit in the IBA model.

Furthermore, the sum of their £=2 strengths is much larger than the

predicted value In the case of the stripping reaction to * pt, while it

is smaller for the pickup from ^(jpt. Another hypothesis is that a large

part of the Z*2 strength could be due to the CI5/2 orbital.
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Experimentally, it is not possible to distinguish between d-wn and dc/o

transfer. Such an important contribution would however mean that the

basic assumption of the model that the fermion can occupy the j=3/2

orbital only is not valid even approximately, and the application of the

model to these nuclei would not be justified. The occurence of one or

both of the above hypotheses would, however, account for only a small

deviation from the predicted situation. The extent to which breaking is

observed raises the question of whether one can reasonably apply the

model to one-particle transfer reactions.

In fact, within the supersymmetry scheme the boson system describes

collective modes of the nucleus, such as vibrations or rotations, and

one ignores the fact that the bosons are built of correlated pairs of

fermions. In this way, the model describes a situation in which in the

low-lying states of all even even nuclei (Os,Pt,Hg) the j=3/2 orbital is

totally empty of hole-like fermions, or, equivalently, full of particle-

like fermions. It is clear that there is no proper counting of nucleons.

Consequently, the monopole sum rules of spectroscopie strengths, which

is related to the number of fermions in the j-shell, cannot be obeyed in

the model.

Let us construct the partial sum rules assuming that the ground state

wavefunction is formulated in a cluster-core coupling picture. By way of

193
example we consider Ir

= a I

(3.4.1)

Here, 2 states are neutron excitations for any neutron shell. The
k

physical 2 states may be any linear combination of these. We define the

quantities &2=lk$k » ̂ ^ l J k * " ^ ^ I 6 ' ' G =^ f i ° n which the Sum ruleS

will depend.

The component | (j) x (s , d, /2)> has been omitted in eq.(3.A.l)

since, as far as one considers dn/o transfer only, this term can be

incorporated into a2. We assume that other possible components are

negligible. In table 3.4.1 the spectroscopie pick up and stripping sum

rules in terms of the parameters a2,32»Y2,ö2 and e 2 are listed. Note

that, as a consequence of the core excitations, odd-spin unnatural-
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Table 3.4.1 Spectroscopie pick-up and stripping sum rules exprssed in
terms of the parameters of eq.(3.4.1)

h d3/2 sl/2

3 2
5 E

•f-6 2
+i-e

2 Y 2

7 2
e

"3/2 sl/2

h2+h2 | ( a 2
+ s 2

+ a 2
+ E

2 )
2 + | a

2
+ > B

2
+ | T

2
+ E

2 5 ( a 2 + B 2 + 6 2 + £ 2 ) + Y 2

parity states can also be populated. We can now estimate the parameters

from the experimentally observed strengths and in turn use them to

establish the sum rules.
2

An estimate of Y can be made from the observed ŝ /2 strength to the

2* state in 192Os:

Y 2 = L C2S(i) =0.01

which can be neglected as far as the sum rules are concerned. Keeping,

for simplicity, also 62»£2=0, one finds ct2«0.34 and B2=0.66 (set A), by

assuming that the ground state in 0s carries all the partial pickup

strength. If one at the same time assumes that the QL, ot and 0, states

in 19*Pt carry the full If»0
+ sum rule of the stripping reaction, and

keeps only e2-0, one finds <x2-0.27, g2-0.59, <52-0.14 (set B).
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Table 3.4.2. Comparison between experimental and expected partial sum
rules.

d3/2 Pick~uP d3/2 stripping

If exp SSMa set Ab set Bb exp SS!-la set Ab set Bb

0.57 0.72 0.50 0.57

0 0 0 (0.39)c 0 0.40 0.36

0.51 0.68 0.66 0.94 1.00d 0.46 1.18 0.97

0 0 0 ? 0 0.92 0.82

a. Partial sum rules obtained from the supersymmetry model; see also
table 3.3.1.
b. Partial sum rules obtained by using eq.(3.4.1), and table 3.4.1. The
two sets of parameters used are: set A: a =0.34, 62=0-66, -Y2=62=e 2=0;
set B: a2=0.27, 32=0.59, ó2=0.14, Y

2 = E 2 = 0 .
c. With the assumption that the state at 2.88 MeV has I¥=l+,see sec.2.5.
d. Only states with known I"=2+ have been taken into account.

The value -0.5 for the strength for the partial sum rule G, (0+)

for stripping is rather independent of the choice of the parameters : in

fact we can write:

,„+. 1 2 , 1 „2 1 2 ,2 . . , 1 .2 1 2 1 2
d3/2 J a T * T = ° - 5 + 2 S ' 4 Y ~ 2 e

9 9 ")

and only very unrealistic estimates of & , y and e can affect

considerably this sum rule.

It should be remarked that the known 2 + states in Pt yield a

strength adding up to -1.00, which is consistent with the expected

value(1.18 for set A and 0.97 for set B). In table 3.4.2 partial sum

rules both for stripping and pick up are given. Experimental strengths

include only states with known assignments. The predictions of the

supersymmetry model are normalized on the transitions to the ground

states of 0s and Pt respectively. Once these strengths are fixed

one can calculate the strengths to all other states of the model. Set A

and set B give the results of the cluster-core approach as it has been

discussed above.

While the supersymmetry model does reasonably well for pick up, its

predictions for the stripping reaction disagree with experiment. The 0 +
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sum rule comes out too high, while the 2 stripping sum rule comes out

far coo small. The partial sum rules based on the wavefunction of

eq.(3.4.1) (table 3.4.1) are of course dependent on the particular

choice of a , 8 , y , <S2 and £ 2. Although we believe that sets A and B

give realistic indications of the partial sum rules to be expected, a

more model-independent estimate is obtained by adding the partial sum

rules for stripping and pick up. One finds

K2+) f

This ratio has a lower limit of 5/3 , and must realistically lie between

this value and 3 as an upper limit. The ratio of experimentally located

strengths (table 3.4.2) is 1.66 to be compared with set A (2.19) and set

B (2.10) on one hand and the supersymmetry result of 1.04 on the other

hand*

From the intensity rules displayed in figure 3.3.2 one also finds a

ratio of 1 in the limit that the boson number N becomes large.

It is clear that, although in principle both collective and single

particle degrees of freedom are included in the model, so that the model

space should be complete, the disregard of the Pauli principle makes the

model incapable of reproducing correctly the spectroscopie factors for

transfer reactions to even-even nuclei.

3.5 Summary

Within the supersymmetry U(6/4) model [Bal81], nuclei are described

in terms of N (s and d) bosons in the 0(6) limit and M (=0,1,.. ,4)

fermions in a j=3/2 orbital. Energy levels and transition rates are

obtained analytically as functions of the quantum numbers labelling the

states. Also spectroscopie strengths are expressed analytically, apart

from an additiona scaling factor, as function of the number of bosons N.

The nuclei in the region of Ir and Pt (A~190-196) were proposed

[Bal81] as examples of this supersymmetry scheme. Selection rules in the

transfer from even-even to odd-even nuclei predict the population of

only the ground state 3/2+ for stripping reactions (i3i0s + Ir,
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196pt + l97Au), and the ground state and second excited 3/2+ state for

pickup reactions (1WPt + 193Ir) in a ratio (N+4)/N. These predictions

are in good agreement with the experimental data.

For the transfer to even-even nuclei, the selection rules allow the

population of the ground state and the first excited 2 + state. Further-

more, two other states are predicted to be populated at higher energies

(Ex~1.5 MeV). They correspond to two-quasi-particle states having two

^3/2 Pr°t°ns coupled to angular momentum 0 and 2 . These predictions

are not reproduced by the experimental situation in the Pt isotopes,in

which the population of the second excited 2 + state, forbidden in the

model, is as strong as that of the 2. state, both in stripping and

pickup. Furthermore, an identification of the two-quasi-particle states

is made impossible by the strong fragmentation of the ü^/i strength

observed at energies above Ex~1.5 MeV.

In a more general analysis, partial sum rules are constructed by

assuming for the ground state of 193Ir a wave function formulated in

terms of a cluster-core coupling. It is shown that partial sum rules are

not obeyed in the supersymmetry model. This is due to the improper

counting of particles (or holes) in the d3/2 orbital. It is clear that,

although in principle both collective and single particle degrees of

freedom are included In the model, the disregard of the Pauli principle

makes the model incapable of reproducing the spectroscopie factors to

even-even nuclei. A detailed discussion is given in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

THE INTERACTING BOSON FERMION MODEL

4.1 Introduction

The Interacting Boson Fermion Approximation (IBFA) model [Iac79],

developed in an earlier stage than the Supersymmetry model (SSM), is

closely related, though not equivalent, to it. The IBFA model allows for

greater generality, since there is no restriction on Che number of j-

orbitals that the unpaired fermion can occupy, and the boson system need

not be described within an exact limit. Furthermore, microscopical con-

siderations play a greater role in it. As discussed in chapter 3, the

main point of criticism in the application of the SSM to one-particle

transfer was its inability to incorporate the restrictions imposed by

the Pauli principle, in so far that the underlying microscopic nature of

the bosons is disregarded. This problem is actually so severe that the

benefits of simple analytical solutions cannot make up for it. In the

IBFA model, the fact that the bosons are made up of correlated fermion

pairs is explicitly taken into account in the Hamiltonian describing the

boson-fermion interaction and in the expression assumed for the transfer

operator. Since, however, the fermion pairs are coupled only to the

angular momenta L=0 or L=2, a proper description of spectroscopie

strengths for transfer from the odd-even nucleus Is limited to Che low

lying final states with spin 0 + and 2+. For states with higher spins the

stretched fermion configurations are not included in the model space,

and, therefore, some of the strength will be missing. However, in the

case of 193Ir, whose ground state has spin 3/2+, the transfer of a

particle in the djy2 orbital populates mainly 0 + and 2 + states. The

application of the model to this nucleus, therefore, represents a good

tast case for the study of spectroscopie strengths.

4.2 The IBFA-1 model

In the Interacting Boson Fermion approximation (IBFA), a single

fermion is coupled to a system of bosons, as described in section 3.1.b.

The total Hamiltonian can be written as H =• HB + Hf + VfiF (see section
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3-1.1), where Hg Is the Hamiltonian describing the boson core, Hp is the

fermion Hatniltonian and Vgj. is the interaction between the bosons and

the unpaired fermion. The most general expression for Vgp is given by

eq.(3.1.3) [Ari76a].

If the quadrupole interaction between the bosons and the unpaired

fermion plays a dominant role, then the. expression for Vgp. simplifies

[Iac79]

Vw-l3y Tiy[ |(s+*d + d+>s)<2>+ x (d+xd><2)| } - < 2 V 0 >

*,*

where the notation ":" indicates normal ordering introduced in order to

remove contributions arising from the anticommutator of a. and a.,

The first term in (4.2.1) represents the quadrupole interaction

between the bosons and the fermion; the second term is usually called

exchange term, and it takes into account the Pauli principle; the last

term is the monopole interaction.

The explicit dependence on j,j' and j" of the parameters r .,, and

A.., was derived by Scholten [Sch80.Sch.82] on the basis of microscopic

calculations in the seniority scheme:

A. = - /5(2"j+ï) A

/5 (UjUj,- VjVj.) <j||Y(2)||

- A Or- \&y... (uj-Vj + VJ..UJ) <j"||Y(2)|l j> + (4.2.2)

(2) - 1
B j j ' * ( u j v j * + v j u j i ) < J | | Y I | J I > ^ j ^ j 1 " " ]

2 2 2

where v' is the occupation probability for the j-orbit, and ut=(l-v.)

IU denotes the energy of the | D>-state relative to the |S>-state, and is

usually obtained from the excitation energy of the 2. state in a semi-
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magic nucleus.

E2 transitions are described by the operator

TE2=

where q is the boson effective charge, and e^r are the single particle

matrix elements of the transition operator.

Based on the same microscopical considerations is the form of the

transfer operator. For the case of transfer of a proton into a j-orbit

from an even-even nucleus with N bosons to an odd A nucleus with N

bosons and 1 fermion, the operator is

?+. = u a+. - lrvrJyjTÖ-^- 4- s+(d*a+,)(j) . (4.2.4)

When the transfer occurs from an even-even nucleus with (N-l) bosons to

the same odd A nucleus as before:

P] = J(s+x;.)Cj)+I.,u.,?.,j(l0 A ) U (d+*a.,)(J> . (4.2.5)

Here 3 , denotes that the coefficient? £jj' are normalised,i.e.,

V " ( W • with V[hAr]h-
It should be noted that, in case of hole-like systems, the u.= and

coefficients are interchanged.

4.3 The calculations for 1'JIr

1 Q"}
In the framework of the IBFA model, Ir is described in terms of a

proton hole coupled to a system of 7 bosons describing *-°*Pt. Calcu-

lations on the even Pt isotopes were performed by Bijker et al.[Bij8O]

within the framework of the IBA-2 model, which is an extension of the

IBA model wherein neutron and proton degrees of freedom are added

explicitly. Since in the present calculations no distinction between

proton bosons and neutron bosons is made, the parameters for Pt have

to be projected Into the restricted IBA-1 space ISch80]. This procedure
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Table 4.3.1 Quasi particle energies and occupation probabilities calcu-
lated in the BCS approximation (A=0.7 MeV). The single particle energies
are taken from the experimental levels in ^"'Tl

s . p

q .p

V 2

.E

.E

(MeV)

(MeV)

S7/2

0.02

3.54
0.99

d

1

1

0

5/2

.84

.68

.95

h

2

1

0

11/2

.66

.10

.84

d3/2

3.17

0.72

0.62

s l /2

3.56
0.73
0.34

was followed by Bijker and Dieperink [B1J82] in their calculations for

the odd-A Pt isotopes and the same core parameters for Pt were used

in the present work.

The quasi particle energies £J and the occupation probabilities v.

appearing in Hj. and Vgp were obtained via the BCS approximation:

•M = [ (E, - x)2+ a2 ]%

where the single particle energies E.. were taken from the experimental
?07

energy levels of iu'Tl, and the pairing parameter è was taken equal to

135/A = 0.7 MeV. The values so obtained, listed in table 4.3.1, were

kept fixed in the calculations.

The remaining parameters in VBF are x,A>
r and A. For Xi the average

value between xv and x„ in the IBA-2 Hamlltonlan for the core can be
193

taken. In the case of Ir, x=".2. The parameter A is not crucial,

since its effect is mainly a compression of the whole spectrum. The

physical meaning from a microscopical point of view of this term is

actually no' fully understood. In all the calculations performed until

now with this model a small and negative value was found for A, of the

order of ~0.1 MeV. We therefore kept A fixed to this value. The two

remaining parameters V and A were then adjusted to reproduce the experi-

mental energy levels and spectroscopie strengths for the transition from

the even core Pt to Ir. The calculations were performed using the

program 0DDA [Sen**].

To better understand the influence of each orbital in these cal-
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Figure 4.3.1 Comparison between experimental and calculated low-lying
positive parity energy levels within the IBFA model. On the left side of
each state it is indicated twice the spin value. On the right side the
spectroscopie strengths for the transfer from *'*Pt to '"ir are shown.

culations, let us at first include only one j-orbit, namely the dj/2

orbital. In this case we have a situation similar to the supersymmetry

model, although the two formulations are not completely equivalent.

Nevertheless, the IBFA model can reproduce the main characteristics of

the supersymoetry model, when r=0.8 MeV and A=O.S MeV are used, as shown

in column a) of figure 4.3.1. The spectroscopie strengths for the

transfer from Pt to Ir, also indicated in the figure, show the

same selection rules as predicted by the supersymmetry scheme. This is

true also for the transfer from the odd nucleus to the even one, since

the strength to the second excited 2 + state turns out to be zero, while

for the ground state G-0.36 and for the 2* state 00.60.

The inclusion of the Swj orbital using the same values for the

parameters r and A results in the spectrum shown in column b) of figure

4.3.1. The effect of this orbital is to lower the 1/2* , 5/2^ and'3/2^

levels, in agreement with the experimental data, although the whole

spectrum is too expanded. Relative spectroscopie factors for the
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transfer do not show big changes in the low part of the spectrum: the

**3/2 s t r e n S t n is still distributed over two states, the ground state and

the third excited 3/2+ state, whiXe the population of the 3/2Ï state is

essentially forbidden. However, the absolute values are much smaller,

and almost no ŝ /2 strength appears below 1.3 MeV. Also the strengths

for the transfer from 193Ir to the even core are too small (G(0+)=0.13,

G( 2, )=0.13), but the % state now also has some &j/2 strength

(G( 2+ )=0.09).

It was already noted by Bijker and Dieperink [Bij82] that the inclu-

sion of more orbitals in the calculations requires as a consequence a

decrease in the value of r. Column c) of figure 4.3.1 shows the results

of a calculation with r=0.5. The main effect is the lowering of the

1/2, and 1/2, states in energy, and the presence of s^/2 strength in

the lowest 1/2 states. Also, the absolute spectroscopie strength for

the ground state is in good agreement with the experimental value.

However, the d j ^ strength is now distributed rather uniformely over the

excited 3/2+ states, although it is still larger for the second excited

3/2+ than for the others.

The inclusion of the S\I2 orbital brings a large improvement in the

low energy part of the calculated spectrum, and we could think that the

higher levels, as the 7/2 and the 5/2„ states, which are now predicted

at too high energies, will be more influenced by the dcM and the êy/2

orbitals. However, the inclusion of the dj,^ orbital in the calculations

has drastic effects on the spectrum, as it is shown in column d) in

figure 4.3.1: the 1/2 state is pushed down so much that it becomes the

ground state, and the spectroscopie strength shows that the 3/2+ state

which was the ground state is now the second excited 3/2+ state. In

order to lower the 3/2+ state it is necessary to decrease the values of

both f and A to 0.05 and 0.2 , respectively (see column e) in figure

4.3.1). The effect of the g?y2 orbital is instead much less drastic, as

can be seen In column f). The final result is not very satisfactory as

far as energy levels are concerned: the four lowest states are too low

in energy, and so is the band based on the 1/2 state, while the other

levels are far too high. The spectroscopie factors show however the

correct trend, although the d^l2 strength in the ground state is too

large. The same can be said for the spectroscopie strength for the

transition from Ir to Pt, since the strengths to the excited 2 1 state
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(0.05) and to the 2, state (0.05) are very small compared to the

strength to the ground state (0.50).

In all these calculations the values of the quasi-particle energies

and the occupation probabilities were kept fixed to the Values obtained,

as already mentioned, from a BCS calculation, in which the single parti-
907

cle energies were taken from the experimental energies in i u /Tl. This

choice, made in order to limit the number of parameters, is however ap-

proximate, since the presence of valence neutrons can affect the proton

single particle energies. We can therefore think that a better fit to

the data can be obtained with different quasi particle energies and/or

occupation probabilities. In order to test how sensitive the calcula-

tions are to variations in these quantities, we performed some calcula-
2

tions with changed values of Ej and v for the d,^ orbital, since this

orbital showed to have the largest effect. By increasing £^5/2) t o 3-0

MeV the best fit, obtained with r=0.1 and A=0.3 MeV , is shown in column

g): the only improvement to th?. spectrum is the shift to higher energies

of the band based on the 1/2 state, while the other low-lying levels do

not change. The d,/, spectroscopie strength in the ground state is

smaller, however the 3/2, state carries now a larger amount of strength.
2By lowering the parameter v (d . ) to 0.85, r can be increased to 0-4

MeV, giving the results shown in column h). We can see that not only the

band based on the l/2+ state is higher in energy, but also the 5/2,

state is now lower and the low energy part of the spectrum is in rather

good agree-ment with the experimental data. The improvement in the

energy levels is however accompanished by a worsening in the distribu-

tion of the dj/2 spectroscopie strength, which now appears mainly in the

ground state and in the first excited state.

4.4 Discussion

It appears from these calculations that it is not possible to achieve

good agreement with the experimental data of 193Ir for energy levels and

spectroscopie strengths at the sane time within the IBFA model. The

reason of this failure of the model, which on the other hand has been

applied rather succesfully to other nuclei [Kau80,Sch82,Bij82,Cun82],

deserves to be more accurately investigated. For example, the space

truncation to only s and d bosons, in the application of the model to



non-spherical nuclei has raised criticism [Bro80,Bes82]. Another

argument was recently given by DSnau [D8n83], who analysed in detail the

0(6) limit in the IBFA model and concluded that the pairing interaction

is not properly taken into account, since the relations (4.2.2), (4.2.4)

and (4.2.5) are derived from the seniority scheme, which applies to the

spherical limit.

The fact that the resulting spectroscopie strengths for proton

transfer from even-even to odd-even nuclei show a trend close to the

weak coupling situation, with most of the strength concentrated in the

ground state, could be an indication that at least the expression of the

transfer operator are not correct in this limit.

Finally, the problem might lie in the description of the core, 19^Pt:

the experimental data available for these nuclei present still several

ununderstood points, like the problem of the shape transition, or of the

softness or rigidity of these nuclei [Ver80]. It is known that 192Os and
193Ir have a prolate deformation, while 194Pt is oblate [NDS09.NDS22,

NDS32a]. The fact that by adding one proton to *"Ir the nuclear shape

changes suddenly from prolate to oblate suggests the importance of

considering explicitely the proton and neutron degrees of freedom in the

even-even core. Futhermore, we note that in the IBA model the 0(6) limit

corresponds in the geometrical picture to the Y-instable model, and, if

no distinction is made between proton bosons and neutron bosons, as it

is in the IBFA model, no stable shape occurs within 0*<Y<60°, unless

cubic interaction terms are introduced in the Hamiltonian [Hey84]. The

triaxial rotor limit can however be reached when proton bosons and

neutron bosons are taken into account.

The inclusion of proton and neutron degrees of freedom in the boson

core has been recently incorporated into a new version of the IBFA

model, called IBFA-2 model. Calculations performed within this new model

will be discussed in the next sections.

4.5 The IBFA-2 model

Recently, the IBFA model has been extended by Otsuka,Bijker and

Visscher [Vis82] to include explicitly proton bosons ŝ .d,, and neutron

bosons 3v»dy. In this case the core Hamiltonian Hg of equation 3.1.1 has
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the form [Bij8A,Alo84]

HB -e ;d + K Q
( 2 V 2 ) + H„ + V,, +V v v (4.5.1)

where n,= d d + d d , and Q is the quadrupole operator

a IT IT v v TJ

(T = (s xd + d xs ) + x (d xd ) P=v,ir • (A.5.2)

Hy is the Majorana term and Vyv ,V represent residual n-n or p-p inter-

actions other than the quadrupole one. For a more detailed description

of this Hamiltonian we refer to [Ari77a,Ots78,Iac79a].

The IBA-1 limits can be reproduced within the IBA-2 model with a

special choice of the parameters z ,K ,XV and x„: t n e 0(6) limit, for

instance, is characterised by Xv^u" 0' It; i s i n t e r e s t : l ng t 0 n o t e t h a t i n

most of the calculations performed so far, including the ones of [Bij82]

on the Pt isotopes, the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction in the

Hamiltonian H was considered to be essentially due to proton-neutron

interactions, so that the terms 0" QJ and 0; Q were considered

to be negligible, In this case, the characteristic features of the 0(6)

limit could be reproduced with x ="X =*1 •

In addition to the three limits of IBA-1, a new limit can be realised

in the IBA-2 model, corresponding in the geometrical picture to the

triaxial rigid rotor. This limit, called SU(3) , is characterised by

Xu»-x1I
= ±—s- - In this case, the quadrupole interaction between like

bosons turns out to be non-negligible [DieS2]•

The coupling of a nucleon to this system of bosons in its most gen-

eral form contains so many parameters that it is no longer interesting.

For this reason, one must try to select the most important terms in the

fermion-boson interaction on the basis of microscopical considerations:

in the present formulation it is assumed that the unpaired nucleon in-

teracts only with nucleons in the core of opposite kind via a quadrupole

interaction. This gives rise to the following expression for Vgp

V + \ Fv, + \ <"dv V
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where we assumed the unpaired nucleon to be a proton- CL and (L. are the

boson and fermion quadrupole operators, respecttvely. The explicit form

of Qv is given by eq.(4.3.2), while for q̂  we have

%, = iljj, <jllY(2)llj'> (u^.-v^j,) (a+xa..,/2^ . (4.5.4)

The term FV1J is the exchange term, taking care of the Pauli principle

(4.5.5)

where

The last term in eq.(4.3.3) represents the monopole interaction, and it

is given by

^m dmdJv

The form of the transfer operator is similar to the one used in the

IBFA-1 version of the model. However, here only bosons of the same kind

as the transferred particle are involved. In the case of an odd proton:

Calculations can be performed using the computer code ODDPAR [Bij**].

4.6 The calculations

As already mentioned, the extension of the core space to include

neutron and proton degrees of freedom permits more microscopic insight

and allows us to test the influence of the triaxial degree of freedom

(not present in the IBFA-1 model) in its coupling with an odd particle.

The static properties of the nucleus 1'*pt had been reproduced within

the IBA-2 model by Bljker et al.[Bij80] by assuming this nucleus to
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belong Co a transitional region between Che SU(3) limit (corresponding

in the geometrical picture to the axial rotor) and the 0(6) limic (y-

soft rotor). From the parameters used in those calculations the ones

used for the core in our IBFA-1 calculations were derived. However,

recently ^ Pt has been described within the same model by Visscher et

al.[Vis82] by describing Che properties of this nucleus as an interplay

between Y-unstable (0(6)) and triaxial degrees of freedom (SU(3) ). In

these calculations the energy spectrum is only slightly different from

earlier results, primarly by improving the members of the Y-band, but

significantly affect the wavefunctions of Che low-lying states, as seen

in thepredicted electromagnetic properties and the quadrupole moments of

the Y-band.

Both calculations for * Pt were taken as a description of the core
1 93

for Ir, and they will be indicated in the following by "I" when

referred to [Bij80] and by "II" when referred to [Vis82].

The quasi-particle energies and the occupation probabilities for all

orbitals were taken to be the same as in the previous IBFA-1 calcula-

tions. Similarly, Che parameter A entering in the expression of Vgp, has

been set equal to -0.1 MeV. For the parameter xv, appearing in Qy, the

same value is used as for the core.
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Figure 4.6.1 Comparison between
the experimental low-lying positive
parity states of "'it and the re-
sults of the calculatons performed
within the IBFA-2 model. In the
calculations labelled 'I' the core
parameters are taken from [Bij80],
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Table 4.6.1 Spectroscopie d3y2 strengths for
 193Ir + 19l4Pt

I f

0 +

2+

exp

0.36

0.21

0.28

0

0

0

I a

. 33

.26

.05

0

0

0

I I a

.41

.06

.15

0

0

0

I »

.30

.17

.02

0

0

0

I I "

.41

.02

.06

a. Calculated using the operator of eq. (4.5.6).
b. Calculated using only the first term in the
operator (4.5.6).

By varying the two remaining parameters T^ and A^, a best fit, based

on the comparison with energy levels and even to odd spectroscopie

strengths, was searched for each core separately. In figure 4.6.1 the

results obtained are shown. It should be noted that, while the values

obtained for A^ in the two cases are very close (A^^O.25 MeV and 0.21

-MeV), the values for I",, are very different: for the I core, r„ is a

factor 1.6 larger than the corresponding T^ (Aïï=0.40 ileV), while for the

II core, it is almost a factor 2 smaller than 1^ (A^O.ll MeV). In the

first case, a large value of T^ ensures that the low lying states are

correctly ordered, and that the band based on the l/2+ state lies above

the 7/2+-5/2+ doublet. However, the spectroscopie strengths are not very

well reproduced, since the &$/2 strength is mainly distributed over the

first two 3/2+ states. In the case of the II core, instead, the band

based on the l/2+ state comes out naturally at higher energies, and a

value of rïï»0.11 MeV is sufficient to obtain a reasonably good spectrum,

although the energy gap between the 5/2+-3/2+ and the 7/2+-5/2+ doublets

is too large, and the order of the levels within each doublet is In-

verted. The spectroscopie strengths are here in qualitative agreement

with the experimental ones: the d3/2 strength is mainly spread over the

ground state and the 3/2, state, while the 3/2. state carries only a

small fraction of it. Furthermore, the S j ^ a n d tlle d5/2 Btren8th

distribution is reasonably well reproduced. The dj/ 2 spectroscopie

strengths for the transition from 193Ir to the lowest states of 19*Pt

are listed in table 4.6.1. It is interesting to note that the two

calculations give very different results: in the case of the I core

Che 2, state doee not carry appreciable strength, while in the case of
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Table 4.6.2 B(E2) values for 193Ir to the g.s.(in e2b2)

xi

1/2*

5/2*

3/2*

5/2*

7/2*

7/2*

3/2*

expa

0.232(20)

0.481(38)

0.083(12)

0.008(01)

0.249(45)

0.050(01)

0.028(04)

I

0.330

0.289

0.006

0.001

0.268

0.057

0.005

II

0.169

0.351

0.180

0.002

0.179

0.023

0.004

a. from ref.[NDS32a]. The errors indicated in
parenthesis refer to the last two decimals.

the II core it is the transition to the ï state to be almost forbidden,
• 1

although the strength to the 2_ state is also smaller than the experi-

mental one.

For completeness, B(E2) values were also calculated, using for the

effective boson charges the same values as used in the calculations of

the core 194Pt, i.e., 0.17 eb for I and 0.15 eb for II. The single

particle matrix elements which give only a small contribution, are

assumed to be zero. The agreement with the data, as can be seen in table

4.6.2, is rather equivalent for the two cases.

4.7 Summary and conclusions

The IBFA-1 calculations presented In this chapter could not reproduce

at the same time energy levels and spectroscopie factors of 193Ir for

any reasonable choice of quasi particle energies and occupation numbers.

There can be several causes for this failure: the neglect of higher

order terms in the expressions of the interaction and/or the transfer

operator, an inappropriat j-dependence of the parameters or the

approximation of considering bosons of one kind only.

By including proton- and neutron-bosons (IBFA-2) the calculations

show an improvement. In particular, they indicate that the inclusion of
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the triaxial degree of freedom has an important effect. Two sets of

parameters have been considered: those of Bijker et. al.[Bij8O] (set I,

no triaxiality) and those of Visscher et al. [Vis82] (set II, with

triaxiality). The agreement with experiment for the energy levels and

the transition rates calculated with the two sets is similar.

Spectroscopie strengths for one proton transfer from 194Pt to 193Ir

are better reproduced by set II. For the stripping reaction

193Ir(3He,d)194Pt, set I predicts the 2, state to be populated much

stronger than the 2 9 state, while set II gives a stronger population

for the Ï state. Experimentally, both states are populated with

comparable strength (see table 4.6.1).

In both calculations, the total d3/2 strength residing on the 2, and

2 states comes out too small. The form of the transfer operator (eq.

4.5.6) has been derived from microscopic considerations [Sch80,Sch82],

based on the relation between bosons and correlated fermions pairs. This

gives rise to an induced term in the transfer operator besides the natu-

ral term a. (a.)- 1° order to illustrate the effect of the induced

term, we calculated spectroscopie strengths with the first term of tbd

operator P+ in eq.(4.5-6), and also with the full operator. The results

are given in table 4-6.1. It is observed that the additional term in P+

affects mostly the strength to the 2 + states. The fact that the inclu-

sion of this term, although improving the results, is not sufficient to

reproduce the total amount of strength suggests that higher order terms

in the transfer operator could be important in this case. In fact, the

form of eq.(4.5.6) has been derived within the seniority scheme by con-

sidering only states with lowest seniority. This approximation, which

strictly speaking applies to the vibrational limit, could instead be

less appropriate in the 0(6) limit.

Although the induced term is meant to account for the truncation of

the space to collective degrees of freedom only, the explicit presence

of the occupation numbers in the form of the operator is unsatisfactory.

In fact, the transfer operator, when a\,, lied to a wave function,

'interrogates' the nucleus about the fill.; •> of its shells. In the

operator adopted in the IBFA model the nswer is in some extent

contained in the question, since it contains the occupation numbers

explicitly.
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Chapter 5

THE CORE-QUASI-PARTICLE-COUPLING MODEL

5.1 The model

The Core-Quasi-Particle-Coupling model is an extension of the core-

particle coupling model, which takes into account both the particle and

the hole character of j-orbitals very close to the Fermi surface. A

detailed description of this model can be found in [Dön77,Dön79,Dön83).

In this model, a state of an odd-A nucleus is expressed as a linear

combination of wavefunctions describing a particle coupled to the core

with (A-l) nucleons and a hole coupled to the core with (A+l) nucleons:

} (5.1.1)

v,(j,R) are the spectroscopie amplitudes, and c.where u^(j,R) and
'v i+m
(c.=(-l) c. ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of a particle

in the j-orbital. R is the angular momentum of the states in the cores.

The problem of finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors is solved in the

formalism of the equations-of-motion method [Row70]. The Hamiltonian of

the system involves particle-hole as well as particle-particle and hole-

hole interactions, and can be written as

H = H +V £ Q ( 2V 2 ) ~ G P+P . (5.1.2)
sp Lv 2 Ti ^p

In the above expression, H « V E .c .c . is the single particle

Hamiltonian, Q ^ ' denotes the particle-hole quadrupole operator given

by Q<2) = k ̂ r<ilr
2 Y<2>| i'> c£ j t , and P

+ - W J a ( - l > * % e ^ i- the

particle-particle pairing operator. This interaction is known as the

pairing-plus-quadrupole interaction. The equations of motion are then

obtained by forming the commutators [H,c,] and [H,c ] , and taking the

matrix elements of these operators with respect to the eigenstates |I>,

and |S>. In matrix form this can be written as

'<e-A+ER+r) (A) \ /U\ /U
" EI(A) (-e+A+ER-ry \v/ \V,
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where

B = ju (j,R)J , V = fv (j,R)

and the interaction matrix elements are given by

±(£-UER+r) * <R,(A*l);j;l|V|R',(A*l);j';I> =

2, (5.1.3)

= * SJJ.SRR. t ( £ j ) ] f e )
and lR' R

(a) * <R,(A:Fl);j;l|V|R',(A±l);j';I> =

(5.1.4)

In the above formulas <R||Q||R'> and q^i are the reduced quadrupole

matrix elements of the core and the single particle, respectively, and k

is the coupling strength of the quadrupole field, ej are the single

particle energies, E„ are the energies of the cores states, X is the

chemical potential, and A is the pairing potential. All these quantities

are supposed to be known input. Energies and quadrupole matrix elements

for the even-even cores could in principle be calculated self-

consistently within the model, as it was done by Dreiss et al.[Dre71]

for the Sn isotopes. The case of Os and Pt would Involve too many

degrees of freedom to be treated self-consistently.

Transition rates can also ba calculated within the model. The

transition matrix elements for the E2 operator are given by:

IjRR. [uI(j,R)aI,(j,R
I) e(.i<R,(A-l)|U

E2||R',(A-l)> +

2<R,(A+l)|U
E2||R\(A+l)> ] ï Ï'.R) eC2<

fl I' 21
R | } +
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The values e. and e„ can be calculated from the experimental
1 2

B(E2;2+-K)+) values for the cores, while eeff=e(l+Z/A).

Spectroscopie factors for stripping and pick up are given by:

I <I,A|| a+ ||R,(A-1)> I2 = Uj(j,R)

I <I,A|| a~ ||R,(A+1)> I2 = v^(j.R)

These are related to the spectroscopie strengths in the following way:

GjJt(I,A->-R,(A-l)) = Uj(j,R)

G (I,A*R,(A+D) - Vj(j.R)

J* x (5.1.6;

Ul(j,R)

V(jR)

5.2 The choice of parameters: the triaxial rigid rotor y=30o limit

In a first approach, we describe the even-even cores in terms of the

triaxial rigid rotor Y=30* model (RR). Figure 5.2.1 shows a comparison

between experimental energy levels and calculated ones for all even-even

cores. The low-lying collective states are rather well reproduced by the

RR model, using a deformation parameter B=0.20 for 1 9 2Os, $=0.17 for
1 9 4Pt, 6=0.16 for 196Pt. The spectrum of 198Hg presents deviations from

Table 5.2.1 <If||Q||I1>/<2
+||Q||0+>

*i

l\

4+

6+

2+

h

0+

2+

4*

0+

4

i

2

1

RR

1

.58

.12

0

.19

19

1

2

0

1

.55

.36

0

.94

194pt

1

1.50

1.82

0

1.24

196pt

1

1.67

2.03

0

1.10

198„g

1

1.67

2.03

0

0.56



this limit, therefore the experimental energies for the 2 and the 4*

states were taken, while the other levels were calculated using 8=0.14.

Table 5.2.1 gives the results for the quadrupole matrix elements,

calculated in the rigid rotor model. They are normalised to <2.[|Q|[0 >

and are compared with the experimental values, deduced from the known

B(E2) values.

It turns out that, for the low-lying collective states, the

description of our cores in terms of the rigid rotor model is reasonably

good.

Once the parameters for the cores are chosen, we are left with three

parameters for the coupling and the single particle energies.

The parameter A was set equal to 135/A MeV = 0.7 MeV , while for the

coupling strength k the same value was taken as used by Vaagnes et al.

[Vaa82J in their calculation on Pt. It actually turns out that small

variations of k do not materially affect the predicted values.

The relative energies (E..-X) were then adjusted to best reproduce the

experimental data. The single-particle energies, however, were not

completely freely changed in the search: we required the d j ^ and g-j/2

orbitals to lie below the Fermi surface, and the dj/2 anc' sl/2 ^ e v e^ s £ 0

MeV

30
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0-O.2O •"
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Figure 5.2.1 The energy levels of 192Os,194Pt,196Pt and 198Hg calcu-
lated within the triaxial rigid rotor Y-30' (RR) model are compared with
the low lying experimental levels. The energies are calculated using the
relation E - a [I(I+l)+3n(2I-n)], where a-(9/8)135 A~7/3/(S2. and n is
the wobbling quantum number [Mey75]. In the calculations for l''Au, the
experimental energies of the 2* and 4^ states of 198Hg, labelled by
'*' in the figure, were taken.
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be close to A. Furthermore, for the calculations on ^^Au, of which very

few states are known, these values were kept the same as for '•"Ir, and

only the single particle energy of the Sj/2 orbital was varied.

For the B(E2) values the parameters e. and e were taken equal to
1 2

1.43 and 1.34 for 193Ir, respectively. For 197Au they were both taken

equal to 1.30. The value of was taken equal to 1.40.

5.3 The inclusion of only the d3/2 orbital and the comparison with the

supersymmetry model

The basic assumption made in applying the supersymmetry model to this

mass region is that the unpaired proton (hole-like) occupies only the

d'3/2 orbital. In order to investigate the validity of this

approximation, and to compare the approaches, we start our calculations
193

by including only the dj/2 orbital in Ir.

In this case the only free parameter is (E^ -A). However, the main

features of the spectrum appear to be relatively insensitive to this

parameter. In figure 5.3.1 the results obtained with A= -0.3 MeV (and

Ej =0 MeV) and A= -1.5 MeV are compared with the experimental levels,

and with the supersymmetry model (SSM). The results from the two models

MeV

(3/2} _
(5/2) -
(7/2) _

ffêl

EXP. SUPER
POSITIVE SYMMETRY
PAR. STATES

- 7 / 2

- 3 / S

~CQPC-30'RR "
\ = I 5 MaV

Figure 5.3.1 The
low lying energy
levels of Ï93Ir cal-
culated within the
supersymmetry model
[Bal81] are compared
with the results ob-
tained within the
CQPC model, in which
the cores are de-
sc ribed by the
triaxial rigid rotor
(RK) limit and the
coupled fermion
occupies only the
dj/2 orbital.
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are very similar: in both cases the l/2+,5/2+ and 7/2+ states are clus

tered together around ~280 keV, although in SSM the splitting is larger,

while the 3/2, state is pushed up it about 480 keV. Higher states also

present similarities. It is interesting to note that the energy of the

level labelled in SSM by the quantum numbers 0^=^1/2=13/2, -1̂ =1/2

depends on a parameter (A2), and it is therefore fitted to the experi-

mental value. In CQPC the corresponding stat? (the relation is based on

B(E2) 'lues and spectroscopie factors) depends strongly on the value of

X: it lies at 520 keV for X-0.3 MeV, and it rapidly rises to 1.5 MeV

when X is increased to 1.5 MeV.

The agreement with the experimental energy levels is however poor for

both models.

The B(E2) values, listed in table 5.3.1, likewise show a great

similarity between SKI and CQPC : the transitions allowed in SSM are

Table 5.3.1 B(E2) values to the g.s in 193Ir (in e 2b 2). A is in MeV.

I "

i/2;

5/2t

3/4
5/2+

7/2*

7/4
3/2+

expa

0.232(20)

0.481(38)

0.083(12)

0.008(01)

0.249(45)

0.050(01)

0.028(04)

SSM

0.358

0.358

0

0

0.358

0

0

CQPCb

RR

0.413

0.404

0

0.005

0.404

0.002

0.057

CQPCC

RR

0.264

0.431

0.082

0.005

0.336

0.005

0.053

CQPCd

Y-soft

0.404

0.313

0.048

0.012

0.334

C.O58

0.087

a. The number in parenthesis indicate the experimental error and refer
to the last two decimals [NDS32a].
b. Only the d3/2 orbital is included.with £(d,/2)-0.0 MeV and X-0.3 MeV.
c. All positive parity orbitals in this major shell are included. The
parameters used in the calculations are (in MeV): Cd
e(s1/2)-0.8, e(d5/,)—2-0, e(g7/2)—*-0 and X-0.3.
d. The cores are described by the -y-limit, as discussed in section 5.6.
All positive parity orbitals are included. The parameters used are the
same as for c.
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also strong In CQFC, and of the same order of magnitude, while the

others are very small or zero.

Finally, spectroscopie strengths can be calculated in the present

model and compared with the predictions of SSM. They are listed in table

5.3.2. The comparison has to be made between relative values, since in

SSM spectroscopie strengths are calculated relative to the spectroscopie

strength for the transition to the ground state. It results that the

same selection rules appear in the two models: the population of the

3/2. state for transfer to the odd nucleus, and of the it state for

transfer to the even-even nuclei are forbidden. In CQPC this is due to

the fact that, although the reduced matrix element <2,||Q||2,> is

different from zero, the six-j in eq.(5.1.3) vanishes in this case.

Therefore, the states Id,^*0 -* aI5(i 'd3/2*2l'> a r e m i x e d w i t n e a c n

other, but not with the state |d.,,x22> .

However, the ratios of the spectroscopie strengths do not behave in

the same way in the two models. In CQFC they depend smoothly r the

value of A (relative to Ej ), and by increasing X they approach the

values of SSM. For A=1.5 MeV, for instance, the results of the two

models for transfer between *"Ir and *"^Pt are quite similar. For

transfer between Ir an'i Os the agreement is also improved. However, an

exact correspondence cannot be made, since in this case the transfer

operator used in SSM is different from the one used in CQPC.

The fact that a large value of X reproduces the spectroscopie factors

predicted in SSM is explained if we consider the relation between X and

the occupancy of the shell. For A»1.5 MeV the number of particles in the

^3/2 orbltal *n Ft (which can be calculated by the monopole sum rule)

is 3.6, i.e., we are approaching a situation in which the dj/2 shell in

Ft is filled with particles, or ,equivalently, empty of holes. This is

close to the situation in SSM, in which bosons do not recall that they

are built of fermion pairs, and the single proton-hole always sees an

empty orbital.

In conclusion, the two models appear to give similar results for

energy levels, transition rates and spectroscopie factors. The advantage

of SSM, with respect to the CQFC model, lies in the simple analytical

expressions one obtains to describe all these nuclear properties. The

agreement with the data is however limited, due to the approximation of

including only one j-orbital.
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Table 5.3.2 Spectroscopie strengths: comparison between the predictions
of the supersymmetry model (values relative to the g.s. transition) and
the CQPC model with one j-orbital (do^), and with the cores assumed in
the Rigid Rotor (RR). Also the results obtained assuming the y-soft (f-
s) limit, discussed in sect. 5.6, are shown. A is in MeV.

SSM CQPCa

RR

A=0.3

CQPC*

RR

A=1.5

CQPCa

Y-s

X=0.3

cqpca

Y-s

X=1.5

EXPd

1920s

Ï
193lr

194Pt

1
193Ir

193Ir

1
1920s

193Ir

1
194pt

3/2^

3/2+

3/2+

3/2+

0+

4
4
0+

4
4

i

0

0

1

0

0.64

1

1.5

0

1

0.64

0

1-75(1)

0 (0)

0.02(0)

0.75(1)

0 (0)

1.47(1.96)

0.44(1)

0.34(0.77)

0 (0)

0.19(1)

0.04(0.21)

0 (0)

0.32(1)

0 (0)

0.02(0)

2.04(1)

0 (0)

1.60(0.78)

0.08(1)

0.07(0.87)

0 (0)

0.51(1)

0.34(0.66)

0 (0)

1-75(1)

0.03(0)

0 (0)

0.74(1)

1.48(2)

0 (0)

0.44(1)

0.34(0.77)

0 (0)

0.19(1)

0.04(0.21)

0 (0)

0.32(1)

0 (0)

0.02(0)

2.04(1)

0 (0)

1.60(0.78)

0.08(1)

0.07(0.87)

0 (0)

0.51(1)

0.34(0.66)

0 (0)

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

•34(1)

.10(0.07)

0 (0)

•17(1)

.09(0.07)

.87(0.74)

.34(1)

38(1.12)

13(0.38)

36(1)

21(0.58)

28(0.78)

a.In parentheses are the values relative to the ground state transition.

5.4 The calculations for Ir

The Sj/2 orbital is expected to lie not far in energy above the d j ^

level. It is therefore reasonable to think that its influence cannot be

neglected in actual calculations. The d5y2 and g-j/2 orbitals, instead,

are expected to H e some MeV lower, and to be almost full. Let us

assume, at first, that they do not contribute appreciably to the low-
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lying part of the spectrum.

The ŝ /2 orbital was included in the calculations by maintaining the

=0.0 and X=0.3 MeV which reproduced the energy levels of
d3/2

values of E

SSM, and searching for a value of es that best reproduces the

experimental data.. Figure 5.4.1(a) shows the energy spectrum obtained

with the value =0.8 MeV. The low-lying energy levels are now in

h h l 3/good agreement with the experimental ones, the 3/2 state being lowered

of about 250 keV, but the 3/2, state is now pushed up of few hundred

keV. From the spectroscopie strengths listed in table 5.4.1 we can see

that the 3/2+ state which carries large strength is now

the 3/2, state.Also we can note that the selection rules are now
4

removed: the presence of the Sj/2 orbital allows 03/2 transfer to all

3/2+ states, and to all 2 + states.

However, the experimental values are not very well reproduced:

besides the interchange between the 3/2, and the 3/2? states, the 1/2*

state is predicted to carry most of the 2=0 strength, while experi-

MeV

Figure 5.4.1 The low-lying
energy levels of *-"Ir are
compared with the results
obtained including only the
&1/2 and the Sj/2 orbitals
(column a) and the d3/2>
sl/2' ^5/2 a n d 87/2 orbitals
(column 5). The parameters
used are (in MeV): A=0.7,
k=-6.0, X=0.3, e(d3/2)=0.0,
e(e1/2>-0.8, e(d5/2S=-2.0,
( 8 >
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Table 5.4.1 Spectroscopie strengths obtained including the
s,/, orbitals.

If

3/2+

3/2+

3/2+

3/2+

l/2+

1/2+

x

eXp
£=2 £=0

1.34

0.10

-

-

0.50

(0.58)

193Ir .

exp
£=2 1=0

> 193Ir

CQPC
1=2 i

0.83

0.10

0.66

0.03

0.

0.

1920s

CQPC
«.=2 £

1=0

46

84

=0

1

0

0

(0

J

194pt

exp
J£=2 £=0

.17

.09

.87

.30)

0.43

0.41

193Ir

exp
1=2 1=0

* l«lr

CQPC
£=2

1.08

0.14

0

1.15

0

0

* 194Pt

CQPC

£=0

.45

.01

1=0

0.34 0.21 0.36 0.27

0.38 0.12 0.02 0.21 0.08 0.07 0.07

0.13 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.28 0.13 0.05 0.09

mentally the upper limit for its spectroscopie strentgh is equal to the

one to the 1/2. state.

The fact that the d,.^ a n d t n e 87/2 could have some not negligible

influence in these calculations is supported by the small population,

both in stripping and pick up, of low lying 5/2+ and 7/2+ states. The

Inclusion of these two orbitals in the calculations was performed by

keeping fixed all the parameters so far obtained, and by adjusting the

values of the single particle energies £d and cg . The resulting

spectrum obtained with Ed —2.0 and eg —4.0 MeV is shown in figure

5.4.1(b). The main effect is the lowering of the 3/2^ and 1/2* states

which were too high in energy. The low lying part of the spectrum seems

however not alterated.
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Figure 5.4.2 Experimental and calculated spectroscopie strengths for
stripping and pick-up leading to 193lr. The experimental data are taken
from [Yara78,Iwa81,Ciz83]

In table 5.3.1 the calculated B(E2) values are listed and compared

with the experimental ones: the agreement appears to be very good.

Spectroscopie strengths for the transfer from the even-even cores to

193Ir are plotted in figure 5.4.2. Because of the experimental

uncertainties due to the presence of close doublets, it is in certain

ca^es difficult to make a comparison. However, the main features seem to

be reproduced by the model: in the stripping reaction Os + Ir the 3/2

is only weakly populated, and the 3/2, state not at all, the strength to

the l/2+ states is well reproduced, and few 5/2+ states are weakly

populated. Also in the pick up reaction Ft • Ir the behavior of the

strength is reproduced (weak to the 3/2, state, stronger to the 3/2

state).

For the transfer for Ir to the even-even cores, the spectroscopie

strengths are listed in table 5.4.2. We can see that the population of

the 2. states is no longer forbidden, and that they are populated

through 1-2 and £-0. However, the values predicted by the model are far
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Table 5.4.2 Spectroscopie strengths obtained including all orbitals.

If

0+

4

0

0

0

1=1

.34

.38

.13

193 I r

exp
1=0

0.01

0

0

0

192
•Os

th(RR)
<t=2

.26

.15

.04

£=0

0.03

0.04

0

0

0

1=1

.36

.21

.28

193 I r

exp

•

0.

0.

i=0

.08

,13

0

0

0

194 p t

th(RR)
1=1 J>=0

.25

.06 0.05

.02 0.05

too small compared with the experimental values. The reason for this

behaviour is discussed in more detail in section 5.7.

5.5 The calculations for l s 7Au

The experimental data on 1 9 7Au are rather poor. It is therefore

useless to perform a detailed search for the best single particle

energies. With the exception of £ , all the other parameters were
1/2 1QO

kept equal to the ones obtained in the calculations of Ir. Figure

5.5.1 shows the spectrum obtained with the value £ s =0.3 MeV. The

corresponding B(E2) values are listed in table 5.5.1. Both energy levels

and transition rates are well reproduced.

Table 5.5.1 B(E2) values to the g.s of 197Au (in e2b2)

Expa Th

1/2, 0.260(14) 0.157

3/2* 0.083(06) 0.195

5/2+ 0.209(06) 0.375

7/2+ 0.228(06) 0.291

5/2* - 0.016

a. The numbers in parenthesis represent the experimental
errors and refer to the last two decimals [NDS34] .
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Mev

i
-7/2
-9/2
"T/2

Mev!

7/2-
0 5 - 5/2 -

L. 197.
Au

Figure 5.5.1 Experimental and
calculated low lying energy
levels for 1 9 7Au. The calcula-
tions include all positive
parity orbitals, and the para-
meters used are the same as
for 193Ir (see sec.5.4), with
the exception of
has here the val

(s,/,),which
.ue 6.3 MeV.

Figure 5.5.2 Experimental and
calculated spectroscopie
strengths for one proton
stripping leading to
Experimental data are
from [Mun78J.

Ï97Au.
taken

Table 5.5.2 Spectroscopie strengths for the transfer from 197Au to the
even-even cores.

A

z

0

0

0

exp
=2 £=0

.29

.21

.17

- 196Pt

th
H=2

0.28

0.06

0.04

£=

0.

0.

'0

01

04

«.=

0.

0.

0.

2

53

02

10

19

exp
l

0

0

=0

.24

.05

• 198Hg

th
11=2

0.34

0

0.01

0.

0.

'0

07

04
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1 Qfï 1 Q7
Spectroscopie strengths for transfer from DPt to Au are plotted

in figure 5.5.2. No experimental data are available for the pick up
198from Hg. Again the calculations reproduce the main features of the

data: for the Pt + Au reaction the d3y2 strength is rather spread,

although the strength to 3/2_ state is predicted too small, the sjy2

strength is concentrated in two states, and for the de^o strength only

the 5/2, state Is seen.

The spectroscopie strengths for ths transfer to the even-even nuclei

are listed in table 5.5-2. We find again that the absolute values for

transitions to the excited states are too small. It is however

interesting to note that in Hg the 2. state is populated only via

£.=0, as experimentally found.

5.6 The Y-soft limit

It is still an open question whether nuclei in the mass region A~190

are better described by the triaxial rigid rotor model or the Y~soft

model [W1156J. In fact, although energy levels can be rather well

reproduced by the first model, there are systematic deviations which

reflect the softness of these nuclei.

In order to investigate whether the properies of the odd-A nucleus

are sensitive to the softness of the neighborough even-even nuclei, we

performed a calculation for 193Ir within the CQPC model using for the

energy levels and quadrupole matrix elements of the even cores the

MeV

2'

0*

Figure 5.6.1 Example of spectrum
as calculated within the Y-soft
model: the energy levels are
given by the relation: E » 3/2 a
v(v+3), where v is the seniority,
and a»(9/8)135 A" 7 / 3/3 2 [W1156].
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values obtained in the Y~soft limit. An example of the even-even spectra

is shown in figure 5.6.1.

All the coupling parameters were kept equal to the values used in the

previous calculations.

At first, the coupling of only one j-orbit, namely the i^/i orbit,

was investigated. The resulting spectrum, shown in figure 5.6.2 for two

values of A, is very similar to the corresponding spectrum obtained in

the RR limit. Only, in this case, the multiplets are degenerate, as a

consequence of the degeneracy in the even-even spectra. The dependence

on \ is however the same, and the relative spectroscopie factors, listed

in table 5.3.2, show also a very similar behaviour.

When all the orbitals are included in the calculations, the energy

spectrum shown in fig 5.6.2 is obtained. It turns out that there is

almost no difference between the calculations performed using the y-soft

or the RR models: they both reproduce remarkably well the experimental

data. No preference can be claimed by comparing energy levels. However,

MeV

3/2.5/2.9/2.11/;

3/2.5/2.7/2,9/2,11/2

1/2,5/2.7/2

1/2.5/2,7/2

k-0.3ld( 1-I.5M1V

1/2-

3/2-

—&

-5/Ï
-7/2

- 3 / 2
- 6 / 2

y-iotuall arta.

Figure 5.6.2 On the
l e f t are shown the low-
lying energy levels of
1 9 3 I r calculated with
the cores described by
the y-soft limit, and
only the d3/2 orbital
included. On the right,
the results of the
calculations including
a l l posit ive parity
orbitals are compared
with the experimental
l eve l s . The parameters
used are the same as
for the calculations
performed with the
cores described within
the t r iax ia l rigid
rotor (RR) limit (see
sec .5 .A) .
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if we compare the B(E2) values, listed in table 5.3.1, we can note that

the transition from the l/2+ to the ground state is predicted a factor

two too large. This is however the only disagreement with the experimen-

tal data, and it is certainly not sufficient to make a claim in favour

of the RR limit. The major difference between the two approaches can be

seen in the distributions of the spectroscopie strengths for reactions

leading to the odd nucleus, which are shown in figure 5.6.3. For
192 +

stripping on Os, some d3//2 strength lies in the 3/2, state, while for

pick-up on 19;iPt the 3/2. state has more strength than the 3/2^ state.

For the other U-transfers little can be said, since the experimental

uncertainties in the data do not allow a detailed comparison. The

strength for the transfer to the even nuclei, listed in table 5.6.1,

shows little difference from the previous calculations.

in conclusion, although in certain respects the RR limit seems to

give a better description, no definite preference can be made between

the two approaches.

Table 5.6.1 Spectroscopie factors obtained with the y-soft limit

If
 193Ir * 192Os 193Ir • 19*Pt

exp th exp th
1=2 2=0 1=2 1=0 «.=2 £=0 1=1 *=0

0 + 0.34 0.28 0.36 0.24

2* 0.38 0.15 0.04 0.21 0.08 0.02 0.07

2^ 0.13 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.28 0.13 0.00 0.02

5.7 The transfer to even nuclei: discussion

Although the CQPC model shows a remarkable good agreement with the

experimental energy levels, transition rates and spectroscopie factors

for reactions leading to the odd nucleus, it fails in reproducing the

correct strengths for the transfer to the even-even cores. As we already

noted, the strength for the excited 2 + states is always too small

compared with the data.
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Figure 5.6.3 Experimental and calculated spectroscopie strengths for
stripping and pick-up to 193lr. T n e experimental data are froo [Yam78,
Iwa81, Ciz83].

This is even more evident if we consider how spectroscopie sum rules

are fullfilled within the model. Recalling that the strength is related

to the coefficients v-|-(j,R) and u^j.R) according to eqs.(5.1.6), the

monopole sum rule for,e.g., the pickup on Pt reads:

N
Pt (5.7.1)

This sum rule is evidently obeyed, since the quantity on the right hand

side corresponds to the number of particles in Pt.

However, if we calculate the stripping-plus-pickup (SPP) sum rule

(see sect.1.3) which should give I* (2j+l), we obtain for odd to even:

(5.7.2)
2

This evident failure should not surprise us: it stems from the drastic

truncation of our model space for the even-even nuclei. In the descrip-

tion of the cores, in fact, we included only the collective degrees of

freedom, while in processes like stripping or pick up of one particle we
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are sensitive also to the single particle degrees of freedom. Let us for

example consider the wave.function of Ir expressed as in eq.(5.1.1).

If we apply the creation operator c , to it we find

(5.7.3)

v3/2(J,R) ic+,[c\|Pt,R>])

These are the states that are populated in a stripping reaction.

The first term corresponds to two quasi particle states in 19;*Pt,

which are not included in our space, and whose corresponding strength is

therefore missing.

In the second term, the contribution of one-particle one-hole states

with j*j' is also missing In the calculation. Furthermore, even when

j=j', only part of the strength is really taken into account. In fact,

this term can be rewritten in the following way:

j+R+I +k+3/2 . fj j k |
L B v , (j,R) I (-1) 2k [<c>c )K|Pt,R>] .

lXf R 3/2l h 7 4)

The spectroscopie strength calculated within the model is given by the

terms with k=0, that is, the particle is stripped into the hole which

was coupled to the core. It is easily seen that in this situation the

strength to the 2 + states is always smaller than the strength to the 0 +

states. From (5.7.4) It is clear that the strength is proportional to

(j j 0 ]2
4

R R 3/2j (2R+l)(2j+l) (2R+1) *

The quantity F is the fraction of ij/2 s t r e n 8 t n contained in the basis

states. For R=0, F(0)= 1 , while for R=2, the fraction of strength is

only 1/5.

We can expect a similar behaviour for all the models In which a

single particle (or quasi-particle) is coupled to a system of collective

states which does not contain any notion of the nucleons actually

forming the system. In order to have a correct description of the

spectroscopie factors for transfer to even-even nuclei it is necessary

to enlarge the model space to contain explicitely single-particle
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degrees of freedom in the cores. In the case of the CQPC model this

could in principle be done by performing a self consistent calculation

of both the cores and the odd nucleus. However, the dimensions of such a

calculation for Ir or Au, which have many valence nucleons of both

proton and neutron kind, would be prohibitive.

5.8 Summary

The Core Quasi Particle Coupling model describes an odd-A nucleus in

terms of linear combinations of a particle coupled to the (A-l) nucleus

and a hole coupled to the (A+l) nucleus.

We applied this model to describe the energy levels, transition rates

and spectroscopie factors of the nuclei Ir and Au. In the calcula-

tions, the cores (192Os and 194Pt for 1 9 3Ir, 196Pt and 198Hg for 197Au)

are assumed to be purely collective, and described by the triaxial rigid

rotor limit. Calculations using the y~soft limit, performed for 193Ir,

give essentially the same results as for the rigid rotor case.

Including only the d3/2 orbital in the calculations for i 9 Ir, a

comparison with the predictions of the supersymmetry U(6/4) scheme was

made. The resulting energy levels and transition rates are rather

independent of the choice of the Fermi energy, and very similar to the

values obtained in the supersymmetry model. For the spectroscopie

strengths for the transfer from the even-even cores to y Ir, the values

predicted by the U(6/4) scheme (relative to the ground state tran-

sitions) are reproduced only in the limit where the d j ^ orbital is

completely filled. This reflects the fact that the supersymmetry model

ignores the proper counting of particles, and points out its inadequacy

to describe spectroscopie strengths.

When all the positive parity orbitals in the major shell Z*50 are

included, the energy levels and B(E2) values of 193Ir and 197Au, and

spectroscopie strengths for the transfer to the odd-A nuclei are very

well reproduced. For the transfer to the even-even cores, instead, the

calculated strengths to the low-lying 2+ states is always too small. It

is shown that this is due to the truncation of the model space of the

cores to collective degrees of freedom only, and that, in this formu-

lation of the model, 4/5 of the Ï". * 2 partial sum rule falls outside

the model space.
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Chapter 6

THE ALAGA MODEL

6.1 The model

Nuclei with one particle (or one hole) outside a closed shell can be

well described by coupling the valence nucleons to a low frequency

quadrupole mode [Boh53].

This approach can be extended to nuclei having several valence

particles (or holes) by introducing quasi-particles: in the model of

Kisslinger and Sorensen [Kis60i the system of quasi-par icles inter-

acting via a pairing plus quadrupole force is shown to be approximately

equivalent to a system of quadrupole phonons for even-even nuclei, to

which a quasi-particle is coupled to describe odd-A nuclei.

In the model proposed by Alaga [Ala59,Paa72], the valence protons

(neutrons), which can be particles or holes, are coupled to the

collective degrees of freedom, that describe the excitation modes of the

neutrons (protons). The advantage of considering explicitely the single

particle degrees of freedom, instead of quasi particles, is that corre-

lations due to broken or promoted pairs and anharmoniclties are here

naturally included. Furthermore, the Pauli principle is correctly taken

into account.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be written In the following form

(6.1.1)

where H s m is the Hamiltonian describing the valence particles (holes) in

a potential well, H^jj describes the collective modes of the core, which

is taken to be a vibrator, H r e g represents the residual interaction

between particles (holes) and H l n t the the interaction of the particles

(holes) with the vibrating core.

The basis states used in the calculations are the eigenfunctlons of

and have the form:

i(ij(n particles) x i(>R(N phonons)>
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where only quadrupole phonons are considered.

The remaining part of the total Hamiltonian H^ = Hj. + Hj n t is

considered as a perturbation.

Hint *-s assumed to have the form

int ^ i i M 2 y i j i

where the coefficients ^ can be expressed in second quantization in

terms of phonon creat. on and annihilation operators b_ and b :

The quantities ü) = </C/B , B and C are related to the inertial parameter

and the nuclear deformability, and they originate from the liquid drop

model. Combining (6.1.2) and (6.1.3), one obtains the expression

"int = " a2 /W k l (Ï2 ̂ ^ i » + (b2 Y(2)(ri» 1 (6-l-«)

where

a - — <k> f — 1%a2 /4TT < k > l 2C J '

The coefficient a^ is usually determined empirically.

For the residual interaction between particles, the pairing force is

adopted. Possible quadrupole-quadrupole contributions are effectively

included in the renormalization of the particle-field coupling strength.

The two body matrix elements have therefore the form:

<(Jl)2;2|Vresl(j2)
2;I> = - G/2

6.2 The calculations

The Alaga model has been already applied in the past by Paar et al.

[Paa77] to describe the energy levels and the transition rates of the Au

isotopes. We could therefore use the same parametrisation, but re-

stricted ourselves to the s j ^ , djy2 a n d ^5/2 o'bital3- T n e 87/2
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Is expected to be of less importance In the low energy part of the

spectrum, since its single particle energy is larger. This is supported

by the fact that no %-j/2 strength has been observed below -2 MeV in the

196Pt(3He,d)197Au reaction [Mun78].

The parameters used in the calculation are: the single particle

energies e(d3/2) -
 e(si/2^ = °'2 **eV a n d E^d5/2^ " e(d3/2^ = 1 - 0 M e V >

the phonon energy hu = 0.5 MeV, the particle vibration coupling a^ = 0.4

MeV and the residual pairing force strength G = 0.12 MeV. The core basis

space was truncated to a maximum number of phonons of two. The same
1 QR

parameters were used to fit the nucleus Hg. The calculations were

performed using the program code ALAGA [Wer76].

Figure 6.2.1 shows the comparison between the experimental positive

parity states and the calculated ones for Hg and Au. For ' Au the

experimental data are unfortunately rather poor. However, the low-lying

levels are very well described by the model. For nuclei having two

Figure 6.2.1 The calculated spectra of 198Hg and Au are compared
to the experimental energy levels. The parameters used in the
calculations are (in MeV): a-0.4, G-0.12, ho -0.5, £(d3^2)»O.O,
e(s1/2)-0.2, E(d 5 / 2)—1.0.
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Table 6.2.1- Spectroscopie strengths in 197Au + 198Hg

I71

0+

4
0+

l
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0 .

0 .

<0 .

exp

=2

.53

02

10

01

)

0

0

t=0

.24

.05

I

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

=2

61

04

16

11

Alaga

j

0

0

e=o

.38

.28

nucleons outside a closed uhell, the model in general does not work as

well as for nuclei with three valence particles [Fen75,Hag77]. The main

reason is that states in even-even nuclei have excitation energies

larger than in odd-A nuclei, and are, therefore, more sensitive to the

truncation of the model space. Here, although the parameters are not

optimal for 1 Hg (a best fit on the Hg isotopes performed by Fenyes et

al.[Fen75] led to somewhat different parameters), the energy levels are

reproduced well enough to calculate spectroscopie factors.

In table 6.2.1 the experimental spectroscopie strengths for the 0. ,

21 , 2- and (V states are compared with the prediction of this

model, given on an absolute scile. The effect of the dj/., shell closure

is the overriding factor that determines the main features of the

strength distribution, and we verified that the particular choice of the

model parameters is not critical as far as the spectroscopie strength is

concerned. The fact that the lowest 2 + state is populated via S]/2 and

not by d-wj transfer comes out naturally. Even absolute magnitudes come

out reasonably if one takes into account the 30% overall uncertainty of

the experimental values, although for the 2» state the intensities of

the s, i2 and d,/» are reversed.

According to the partial sum rules (see section 1.3), the s^/2

strength must be divided over 1+ and 2 + states in a ratio 3:5. An

interesting rutcome of the Alaga model calculations is that the partial

sum rule for the 1+ states
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I G (197Au * 198Hg;J1'=l+) = 0.49
sl/2

is predicted to reside unfragmented on the lowest 1 state. This state

has as its most important configuration^ ;7d, ,„)• It need not to be the

lowest physical 1 + state; it is the lowest 1+ state in the configuration

space of the model calculation. This state could very well be the state

observed in the stripping reaction with a large 1=0 strength (G =

0.35) at 2,45 MeV in Hg, and supports the hypothesis of a J1I=r spin

assignment for this state, as discussed in section 2.6.
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Chapter 7

SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS IN COLLECTIVE MODELS: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Spectroscopie factors in collective models

In the previous chapters we have applied four different models to

describe the properties of nuclei in the region of Ir and Au, paying

special attention within each model Co the predictions for the spectr-

oscopie strengths in one proton transfer reactions. It turns out that,

regardless the capability of reproducing other properties, like energy

levels and transition rates, there is, in general, difficulty in

treating correctly the transfer from odd-A to even-even nuclei, although

each model is based upon different assumptions.

In this chapter we summarize and compare the reasons of failure or

success for each model.

From the definition of spectroscopie strength some general remarks

can be made: a) both for transfer to odd-A nuclei and even-even nuclei,

bpectroscopic factors are especially sensitive to single particle

degrees of freedom, and b) they are a direct measure of the occupancy of

each j-orbital.

When the final nucleus has an odd number of nucleons, spectroscopie

strengths give the amount of single particle contributions for each

final state. In principle, all the models considered are able to

reproduce correctly at least relative spectroscopie strengths in this

case, since these single particle degrees of freedom are explicitely

taken into account in the odd-A nuclei by the coupling of a nucleon to a

collective core. Let us, for example consider explicitely the IBA and

EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI ODD-EVEN NUCLEI

Figure 7.1.1 Schematic repre-
sentation of the mapping from
the fermion space to the s- and
d-bosons space of the IBFA
models.
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IBFA models: the fermlon and boson spaces are related through the

mapping of a fermion subspace of correlated nucleon pairs coupled to

angular momenta L=0 and L=2 into a boson space of s and d bosons, as

schematically shofon in figure 7.1.1. For odd-A nuclei, an unpaired

particle p is coupled to the fermion pairs in B, or to the bosons in 3 .

By applying the transfer operator to the subspace B (mapped into ,5 ) we

obtain the fermion subspace B + p , which can be mapped into the IBFA

space & + p, as shown in figure 7.1.2 a). This picture can be easily

applied to other collective models in which the fermion space is

truncated and mapped into a space of phonons or other collective degrees

of freedom. For all these models the possibility of reproducing also

absolute values is connected to the correct inclusion in the model of

orbital occupancies, or, in other words, of the proper counting of

particles in the shells, as we will see in more detail in the following

sections.

When the final nucleus is an even-even nucleus, the situation is more

complicated. On the one hand, states with non-zero spin, can be popu-

lated via different ^-values. On the other hand, two categories of final

states can be populated: low-lying collective states, and two-quasi-

Figure 7.1.2 Schematic representation of the effect of space truncation
in the description of spectroscopie factors: a) for transfer to odd-A
nuclei the final fermion states are all mapped into the boson space, and
all the strength is calculated in the model; b) and c) for stripping or
pickup from an odd-A target nucleus two quasi particle states or one-
particle one hole states, not mapped into the boson space, can be
populated, and therefore not all the strength can be calculated within
the model.
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particle states. Although theoretically they are assumed to be ortho-

gonal, experimentally it is not always possible to make a clear distinc-

tion between the two. This is schematically shown, within the example of

the IBA model, in figure 7.1.2 b) and c), where the transfer operator of

a particle p or a hole h is applied to the fermion subspace describing

an odd-A nucleus, B + p: in this case, the bosons spaces 3 and S'corre-

spond to only part of the final fermion subspaces. For the stripping of

a particle p, in figure 7.1.2 b), the final boson space 3 is formed by

coupling the stripped particle with the unpaired one of the odd-A

nucleus to angular momentum L=0 or L-2 to form a boson, while all the

other possible configurations, indicated in the boson space with 3+ 2p,

are not included in the model space. For the transfer of a hole, shown

in figure 7.1.2 c), the final boson space 3 does not include one

particle-one hole configurations. Furthermore, when dealing with the

transfer to collective states, we should take into account that contri-

butions can arise not only from the transfer of the unpaired nucleon

coupled to the these states, but also from the transfer of a nucleon

which was microscopically part of a collective state. Also here these

arguments can be applied to other collective models. A further complica-

tion arises from the fact that several final angular momenta can be

formed for each j-transfer. In this case, the occupancy of the j-orbital

does not only affect the absolute values of the spectroscopie strengths,

but also the relative strengths for different final spins, as can be

seen from the partial sum rules.

In view of these remarks, we expect that in order to describe the

transfer leading to even-even nuclei, a model should be able to draw

upon microscopical insight in the wavefunctions of both even-even and

odd-A nuclei and a model space including two quasi-particle states.

7.2 The supersymmetry model

As already discussed in chapter 3, the supersymmetry model, as it is

applied to Ir, is based on two drastic assumptions: the first one is

that only one single j-orbital, the dj/j orbital, is important, and the

second one is that the bosons need not be microscopically related to the

fermion space. Although low-lying energy levels and transition rates are

reasonably well reproduced within this schematic model, these
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assumptions greatly affect the spectroscopie factors. A consequence of

the first approximation is that only 3/2+ states can be populated in the

transfer to the odd-A nucleus. Since in the model there is no notion of

the occupancy of this orbital, absolute spectroscopie strengths have to

be accounted for by the presence of a parameter In the transfer

operator. When we try to describe the tranfer to the even-even nuclei,

two effects are observed: the breaking in the selection rules, and the

failure in reproducing partial sum rules. The first effect needs some

more investigations, but it could be due to the too restricted model

space. We saw with the CQPC model that the inclusion of the s, /,

orbital, for instance, breaks the selection rules and allows the popu-

lation of the second 2 + state via d3/2 transfer. The second effect is

related to the improper counting of particles in the 03/2 orbital: since

the bosons are not related to the fermion space, this orbital is assumed

to be always empty in the even-even nuclei. This is reflected in the

fact that in the transfer from an odd-A nucleus with N bosons and a

single fermion to the even-even nucleus having N bosons the total

strength to the 2 states is always larger than the strength to the 0 +

states, and vice versa for the transfer to the even-even nucleus with

(N+l) bosons.

The inclusion in the model space of two quasi particle states, which

would be part of the boson space indicated a:- (,§+• 2p) in figure 7.1.2

b). have little advantage over the other models, since the only configu-

ration taken into account consists of two protons in the i^ji orbital.

The neglect of contributions from other orbitals, together with the

problem of proper particle counting , is too severe to allow a quanti-

tative comparison with the data.

7 3 The IBFA model

Although closely related to the supersymmetry model, the IBFA model

(in both versions) is not exactly an extension of the supersymmetry

scheme, in which several non degenerate orbitals can be included. It

owes ics present formulation to a microscopical derivation in which the

bosons are explicitely considered as being built up of correlated

nucleon pairs. As a consequence, occupation probabilities appear in the

expressions of the boson-fermion interaction, and the transfer operator.
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Furthermore, the transfer operator contains a terra which "looks inside"

the bosons (eqs. 4.1.1 and 4.5.6). This term, proportional to s (dxa.)

accounts for processes in which the transferred nucleon does not

correspond to the unpaired particle coupled to the core, but forms part

of a boson. For the transfer to the even-even nucleus, it can be seen

that this term contributes with a larger effect for 2 + states than for

0 + states for small values of the occupation probability, as it is

indeed expected. Nevertheless, the total d-j^ strength to the low-lying

2 states calculated within the model is too small. This might be an

indication that higher order terms in the transfer operator should be

included. The form of the operator is, in tact, derived in the approxi-

mation of the seniority scheme, in which only states of low seniority

were considered. This approximation may be justified in the vibrational

limit, but has never been investigated in the case of the 0(6) limit.

Although the truncation of the space to collective degrees of freedom

only is partly remedied by choosing a particular form for the transfer

operator, the explicit presence of the occupation probabilities in the

transfer operator is disturbing. By definition, the response on

application of the transfer operator gives the filling of a j-orbital in

the target nucleus. In the model, instead, the operator carries the

answer implicitely.

7.4 The CQPC model

In the CQPC model, the states of the even-even cores are assumed to

be purely collective, and no microscopical insight is given. This is

similar to what happens in the supersymmetry model. One consequence is

that the total strength to the 2 + states relative to the strength to the

0 states is always underestimated by the model, as discussed in section

5.7. However, the fact that the nucleon coupled to the cores is partly a

particle and partly a hole, introduces in a natural way the notion of

occupation probabilities of the orbitals considered. Therefore, absolute

spectroscopie strengths for the transfer to the odd-A nucleus are

reproduced by the model without any additional parameter.
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7.5 The Alaga model

The Alaga model is the only model, among the ones considered here, in

which the proton space is treated in a complete and correct way: the

explicit coupling of two or three protons to the neutron space in the

description of Hg and ^' Au, respectively, ensures the natural

inclusion of the Pauli principle, the correct counting of particles, and

the completeness of the model space. Spectroscopie strengths and

particle sum rules, both for transitions from the odd-A to the even-even

nucleus and vice versa, are therefore correctly reproduced within this

model.

However, because of its formulation, the model has a limited region

of applicability. An extension to nuclei with more than three particles

outside a closed shell is in principle possible. In practice, one

expects that, when the difference in the number of the valence protons

and the number of the valence neutron becomes smaller, the truncation of

the space to only one kind of nucleons would represent a too drastic

assumption.
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PART 2

Proton stripping experiments on In and
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INTRODUCTION TO PART 2

One-particle one-hole excitations form an important class of funda-

mental modes of nuclear excitation. Among the low spin members of this

class are included, for example, the giant resonances, both electric and

magnetic. Whereas the phenomenon of collectivity, and thus the coherent

participation of many particle-hole configurations, is characteristic

for giant resonances, high spin lp-lh states are often extremely simple

and contain only a few shell- model configurations, sometimes only one.

Stretched spin states, of both natural and unnatural parity, were

found to be selectively excited in (p,p') reactions at high momentum

transfer, as, demonstrated in studies of the 6~ states, both with T=l

and T=0, in 28Si [01m84] , and of the 10+, ! T and 14" states in 208Pb

[Bac80]. Exploiting their simple configurations, the analysis of these

states can be used as a probe for the nucleon-nucleon forces on which

the DWIA description is based.

The (e,e') reaction at high momentum transfer is also capable of

selectively exciting such stretched states. Compared to the (p,p')

reaction, it has a strong selectivity for unnatural parity states at

backward angles.

For both reactions, calculations assuming simple lp-lh configurations

tend to overestimate experimental cross-sections by a factor two or

larger. It seems clear [Olm84] that at least part of this difference is

due t:o nuclear structure renormalizations, which can be caused by frag-

mentation of strength due to coupling with surface vibrations, to mixing

with 2p-2h (and further with 3p-3h, etc.) states, or to admixtures of

configurations with more than lfiu . It is also possible that delta-hole

admixtures such as Invoked to explain the missing Gamov Teller strength,

are involved.

In the identification and description of high-spin states in rela-

tively light nuclei, it has been of great help to have the same states

populated in transfer reactions: for examples, for the study of the

(d~y,f7/9) states in 28Si it has been very useful to compare with

single nucleon transfer reactions starting with the target Al, whose

ground state Is predominantly in the (4 . ) configuration.

Unfortunately, it Is not possible to use this cross-bombardment
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Table 1. Stretched high spin configurations expected in

configuration TT/V parity highest
type spin

(1S9/2>l87/2>

l h / )

technique for study of stretched spin states in the heaviest nuclei

because the one-hole (or one-particle) states of highest J never appear

as ground states of possible targets. The most massive nuclei for which

such comparisons are possible are Sn and Sn, where the proton

(g , ) configurations are the ground states of 113In and 1 1 5In.

Besides proton particle-hole excitations, neutron configurations can

also give rise to high spin states: for '•"Sn and '"Sn we can, in first

approximation, assume that the ^êj/2 an<^ ^5/2 orbitals are completely

filled, while the other orbitals in this major shell, i.e. the lhjjM»

2do/2 an<' 3sl/2 ^eve^s> a r e empty. The highest stretched spin configu-

rations expected both for proton and neutron excitations are listed in

table 1.

Since one-proton stripping on the indium isotopes selectively

populates proton lp-lh states in the corresponding Sn nuclei, immediate

information about the proton or neutron excitation character of the

states observed in inelastic scattering measurement can be obtained.

Because of the (2Ij+l) dependence of the spectroscopie strengths, high-

spin states are expected to carry large strengths. Furthermore, since

the angular momentum mismatch of the (a,t) reaction favours high l-

transfer values with respect Q the ( He,d) reaction the comparison

between these two reactions will emphasize high-spin states.

A project involving several groups was initiated in 1982, with the

purpose of studing stretched spin states in 1L^Sn and '•'-6Sn. The work,

still in progress, consists of the U6Sn(p,p') at E+ =133.8 MeV, the

u6Sn(e,e'),the u 3' 1 1 5In( 3He,d) 1 the 113»115In(a,t) and the U5In<a,tY)
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Table 2.

Experiment Participants Status

116. .-> ,.116„
Sn(p,p') Sn

E =133.8 MeV

IUCF

A.D.Bacher,G.T.Emery,C.Glover,

W.Jones,H.Karwoski.H.Nann,

C.Olmer and S.Y.van der Werf

Experiment and

analysis

completed

115T , .116eIn(a,t) Sn

Ea=65 MeV

and
U 5 I n ( 3

H e , d ) U 6 S n

N.Blasi,M.N.Harakeh,

W.A.Sterrenburg and

S.Y.van der Werf

JHe
KV I

=50 MeV

Experiment and

analysis

completed

1 1 5 I n ( a , t Y ) U 6 S n

KVI

N.Blasi,J.F.W.Jansen,H.Riezebos, Experiment and

M.J.A.de Voigt and analysis

S.Y.van der Werf completed

116O , ,.116,,
Sn(e,e') Sn

NIKHEF-K

C.W.de Jager,H.de Vries,N.Blasi,

M.N.Karakeh and S.Y.van der Werf

In progress

Shell model

calculations

GENT+KVI

M.Waroquier,N.Blasi and G.Wenes Energy levels

and spectr.

strengths

calculated;

form factors

in progress

reactions. The groups involved, and the present status of each experi-

ment are listed in table 2.

The following chapters will be restricted to the analysis of the

transfer reactions 113In,U5In(3He,d),.(ct,t) and u5In(oc,tY), which were

studied at the KVI. We shall briefly discuss how the information from

all the complementary reactions can be combined in the search for
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stretched spin states.

In the process of analysing the results of the transfer reactions,

other interesting aspects came out. For example, tiny admixtures of

proton excitations in states knot.n to have an almost pure neutron

configuration could be studied. Furthermore, information could be

obtained about the presence of correlations not only with the 2. state

but also with the 3~ state of Sn in the wavefunctions of the ground

states of the In nuclei.

In order to describe both the spectroscopie strengths from the

transfer reactions and the form factors from the inelastic scattering

measurements, a theoretical calculation for In and Sn was

initiated in collaboration with M.Waroquier and G.Wenes. Single particle

wave functions, calculated self-consistently within a Hartree-Fock + BCS

procedure using an extended form of the Skyrme interaction [War79], were

used to evaluate shell model two-body matrix elements. The use of this

interaction has the advantage of having a fixed parametrization valid in

principle for all nuclei in the periodic table. The excited states of

116Sn are described in terms of neutron quasi-particle (2qp) and proton

one particle-one hole (lp-lh) excitations. Furthermore, configurations

of the type |(lp-lh) x (2qp)v> are erplicitely included. For 1 1 5In, a

proton hole is coupled to the (2qp)v and (lp-lh)^ configurations of

116Sn. The results for energy levels and spectroscopie strengths are

presented in this thesis. Calculations of form factors for the inelastic

scattering measurements are in progress.
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Chapter 8

THE PROTON STRIPPING REACTIONS U 3 > U 5 I n ( 3 H e , d ) U 4 > U 6 S n AND

8.1 Introduction

The ( He,d) reaction on the odd-even indium isotopes has been studied

by several groups: Conjeaud et al. [Con66] were the first to perform an

In( He,d) Sn measurement, at E-i =18 .4eV, but presented no quan-
He

titative analysis of the results. The experiment was repeated by

Biggerstaff et al.[Big67] at E3 =25.6 MeV, and by Shoup et al.[Sho69]

at about the same bombarding energy. Although the recorded deuteron

spectra covered a wide energy range (from 0 to about 10 MeV excitation

energy), their analysis was restricted to the states between ~A and ~5

MeV. Furthermore, some inconsistencies are present between the results

presented by these two groups: in the work of Biggerstaff et al. the

angular distributions, measured from 3=30° to 8=80°, presented a

dominant £=2 transfer, but also the presence of some 4=4 transfer at

Ex=4.28 MeV was found. Shoup et al., who achieved a much better resolu-

tion, claimed instead that all the observed states between 4 and 5 MeV

are populated via £=2, or a mixture of 11=0 and 1=2, and that no evidence

was found for £=4 transfer. However, they only used data forward of 35°

in determining spectroscopie factors because larger angle data could not

be fitted by DWBA analysis. It should be noted also that at the low

incident energy used in their experiment (25 MeV) the small I values

dominate the angular distributions.

In a study of the U 3In( 3He,d) U 4Sn reaction at E3 =37.7 MeV

performed by Cage et al.[Cag72], states between 3.2 and 4.8 MeV were

seen to be populated via 1=2 and £=4 transfer, supporting the results

found by Biggerstaff et al. rather than those of Shoup et al.. Their

energy resolution, however, was not better than 150 keV FWHM.

Since in our search for stretched spin states we are especially

interested in states populated in the stripping reactions via high I

transfer (£=4 or 5), a new measurement of the u 3 » u 5 I n ( 3 H e , d ) u 4 ' U 6 S n

reactions was performed using a bombarding energy of 50 MeV, so as to

emphasize the contribution of high S, values. Furthermore, the (<x,t)
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"3|n<W4Sn
I E3H e=50 MeV

Ö lab=22°

Figure 8.2.1 Experimental
spectrum obtained for the
113In(3He,d)ll4Sn reaction
at elab=22'.

Ex (MeV)

reaction, which favours high S. transfer because of momentum mismatch,

was also studied and compared with the results obtained in the ( He,d)

experiments.

8.2 The 1 1 3In, U 5In( 3He,d) U 4Sn, U 6Sn reactions

A beam of 50 MeV 3He particles obtained from the KVI cyclotron was

used to bombard selfsupporting '•"In and In targets, about 300 ind
n

520 pg/cm thick, respectively. The outgoing deuterons were identified

1000 ll5ln(3He.d)"6Sr.
0 MeV

24 25

Figure 8.2.2 Experimental spectrum obtained for the

reaction at 8iab*
16'-

5,d)lt6Sn
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Table 8.2.1 Optical model parameters

Vo W' WD Vso ro ri rso ao ai aso rc
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm) (fm)

3Hea> 175 17.5 1.14 1.60 0.723 0.86 1.4

db) 99.8 65.4 6.4 1.05 1.32 1.05 0.913 0.722 0.913 1.3

a c ) 200 102.9 1.254 1.254 0.669 0.669 1.4

t b ) 175 17.5 1.14 1.60 0.723 0.86 1.4

p varied X=25 1.20 0.625 1.2

a) from ref [Hes74]
b) from ref [Wer77]
c) from ref [Per76]

and detected in the CMG/2 magnetic spectrograph (see section 1.1).

Figures 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 show the energy spectra recorded at 8iab=22" for

114Sn and 6;Lab=16' f ° r 116Sn. The energy resolution obtained was 35-40

keV.

For both targets He elastic scattering was measured over a forward

angle range. A comparison with optical model calculations, performed

with the computer code DWUCK4 [Kun**], was used to obtain a calibration

for absolute differential cross sections.

The He and deuteron parameters for the optical model potential,

listed in table 8.2.1, were taken equal to those used by Hesselink et

al.[Hes74] in their analysis of the U6Sn(d,3He)115In reaction. However,

contrary to the observation of Hesselink et al., no lower cutoff was

needed to fit our ( He,d) angular distributions. The use of this cutoff

affects not only the shape of the angular distributions, especially at

forward angles, but also the absolute cross sections by a factor —1.3.

The calculations were performed in zero range, but a finite range

correction parameter of 0.77 fm was used. Non locality corrections were

neglected.

The angular distributions obtained from the DWBA calculations show,

for this reaction, characteristic patterns for different I transfer, as

can be seen in figure 8.2.3, although for J6-4 and 1*5 the shapes are

less distinct, especially for transitions to final states at high

excitation energies. Since the target nucleus has an odd number of
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Figure 8.2.3 DWBA angular dis-
tributions for the ir5In(3He,d)
reaction for Jt=O, J,=2, i=A and £=5
transfer. The scale is arbitrary.

protons, final states having spin and parity different from 0"1* can be

populated with more than one ^-transfer. Experimentally, «e see indeed

that most of the angular distributions show admixtures of different l-

values. The components in these admixtures were separated via a least

squares fit of the DWBA angular distributions to the experimental

points. Above ~3.8 MeV it appears thac many of the observed peaks

correspond to unresolved multiplets of states. Those have been analysed

by using a fixed peak shape obtained from a fit to the ground state and

the first elicited 2 state. A background was adopted that was determined

by a spline function through the positions of the local minima. The

angular distributions so obtained were then fitted with DWBA calcula-

tions. The results of these fits are shown for some of the states in

figures 8.2.4 and 8.2.5.

Spectroscopie factors were obtained through the relation 1.2.5, and

the corresponding spectroscopie strengths, defined by eq.(1.3.5), are

listed in tables 8.2.2 for 114Sn and 8.2.3 for 116Sn. It should be noted

that Ll-ie values for the spectroscopie strengths for the ground states of

Sn and Sn measured in the present experiment are in very good

agreement with the values obtained by ge et al. [Cag72] in their

U3In(3He,d)114Sn experiment (00.41), by Biggerstaff et al.[Big67] in

their investigation of the 115In(3He,d)116Sn reaction, and by Hesselink

et al.[Hes74] in their study of the U 6Sn(d, 3He) U 5In reaction (G= 0.7).
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5 B 25 5 15 25 5 15 25

Figure 8.2.4 Angular distributions from the 1 1 3In( 3He,d) mSn reaction
ior all the states populated below ~3.8 MeV.
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E.-406 MeV

Iff4- -
10 20 30

Figure 8.2.5 Angular discribucions from the 115In(3He,d)U6Sn reaction
for a l l the states populated below ~3.8 MeV, and some of the states
observed at higher energies considered possible candidates for high spin
states, as discussed in section 8.7.
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Table 8.2.2 Spectroscopie s t r eng ths for s t r i p p i n g to L14Sn

Peak Known ( 3 H e , d ) a ( u , t ) b

E b E d J" «=0 £=2 £=4 1=5 11=1 E c do/du
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (mb/sr)

1 0.00 0.000 0+ 0.46 e

2 0.055 0 . 2 3 e

4 + 0.009 0.018
3~ 0.053 0.018
2+ 0.007 0.11
4+ 0.038

0.030 0.065
0.005 0.023

0.045
0.024
0.015 0.046
0.036
0.034
0.011 0.080
0.098

0.03 0.21
0.09 0.49
0.11 0.98 0.58
0.01 0.16 0.45
0.02 0.10 0.31
0.01 0.23 0.69
0.03 0.22 0.71
0.01 0.08
0.08 0.51
0.04 0.01

0.02 0.13

0.02 0.35

a. Spectroscopie strength have an uncertainty of ~2Q% due to systematic
errors in the normalization and ambiguity of optical model parameters.
b. Cross section measured at 8iab™5".
c. The energy calibration has an uncertainty of ~1% .
d. From ref. [NDS35].
e. For these states gg/2 transfer has been assumed.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3.
3
3.
3
3,
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.
4.

5.

5.

.30

.19

.27

.45

.86

.93

.09

.15

.23

.29

.36

.48

.53

.62

.81

.87

.06

.24

.34
,39
49
.60
82
92

24

97

1
2
2
2
2

.300

.187

.275

.454

.86

0
1
2
2
2
?

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
4
4
4
4,
4,
4,
4,

4.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
5.
6.
6.
6.

.00

.30

.18

.29

.45

.86

.08

.15

.22

.36

.48

.62

.79

.85

.04

.21

.31

.37

.48

.59
,81

.98

.05
22
37
46
57
69
75
97
21
31
42

1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
1
2
1
0,
1.
1.
0.
1.

0.
0.
0.
1.
2.
0.
0.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.

.54

.86

.12

.16

.17

.34

.08

.12

.06

.10

.29

.30

.45

.13

.50

.22

.71

.60

.33

.32

.35

29
53
66
37
03
51
88
20
60
76
39
28



Table 8.2.3 Spectroscopie strength for stripping to 116Sn

Peak

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Kno
v i; d

(MeV) (MeV)
«=0

(3He,d)a

1=2 £=4
(o i , t ) b (3He,d) [Sho69]

«=5 4=1 E c do/doi E Jt=O 1=2
(MeV) (mb/sr) (MeV)

0.00
1.30
2.23
2.28
2.39
2.53
2.65
2.81

2.99
3.04
3.09
3.18
3.27
3.37
3.64

73
78
.87
.93
.00
.06

4.17
4.22
4.27
4.34
4.44
4.49
4.54
4.63

0.00 0+

1.294 24

2.225 2*
266
390
528
650

2.801

2.98
3.046
3.096

3.276

3.64
3.73
3.78
3.88
3.94
4.01
4.07
4.16
4.22
4.27
4.34

4.48
4.55
4.63

(2+)

4+

(3+)

ft

0.009
0.004

0.001
0.002

0.09
0.12
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

0.077
0.013

0.016
0.014
0.009
0.029

0.016
0.018
0.004
0.004
0.010
0.022
0.020
0.12
0.15
0.73
0.14
0.45
0.38
0.08
0.16
0.62
0.25
0.08
0.12
0.08
0.03

0.77e

O.27e

0.015
0.019
0.074
0.074

0.012

0.043
0.021
0.036

0.13

0.67
0.48
0.13

1.32

0.037 0.028

0.00
1.30
2.22
2.27
2.39
2.54
2.66
2.81
2.85
3.01
3.06
3.08
3.20
3.28
3.38
3.66
3.75
3.80
3.90
3.95
4.03
4.08

4.22
4.29
4.36
4.47
4.52

4.57

1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
2.
0.
2.
1.

0.
3.
0,
0.
0.

0,

64
83
06
14
08
08
14
18
11
06
08
05
06
08
07
14
38
38
10
28
23
.76

.20

.48

.42

.23

.26

.16

3.73
3.78
3.88
3.94
4.01
4.07
4.16
4.22
4.27
4.34

4.48
4.55
4.63

0.08

0.04

0.01

0.02
0.02

0
0
0
0
Ü
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

.09

.14

.69

.14

.52

.33

.11

.09

.50

.22

.18

.16

.13



3i
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

i./J
4.77
4.82
4.87
5.00
5.08
5.14
5.19
5.25
5.38

4.82
4.89

5.23

41 5.44

42 5.51

44
45

46

47
48
49

5
5

5

.65

.70

.75

or f

43 5.55 5.5

0.03
0.04
0.04

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01

0.40
0.18
0.12
0.13

0.07
0.09
0.14
0.08

0.04

0.04
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.04
0.05

0.32
0.74
0.13

0.68

1.03

0.54

0.47

0.35

0.76

0.34

0.64

0.33

0.31

0.26

0.58

4.78
4.83
4.88
4.94

0.94
0.94
1.07
0.47

4

4
4

.75

.82

.89

0

0

.05

.03

0

0
0

.46

.27

.21

5.43

5.48

5.53

5.58

5.76

5.81

5.91
6.32
6.37

1.14

1.83

1.55

0.81

1.02

1.21

0.53
0.62
0.24

a. Spectroscopie strengths have an uncertainty of ~20% due to systematic errors in
normalization and ambiguity of optical model parameters.
b. Cross section measured at 9 i a[ ,=5°.
c. The uncertainty in the energy calibration is about 1%
d. From ref. [NDS32],[Wie83].
e. The d=4 transfer for these states is assumed to be due to go/2'
f • Since i t i s not possible to distinguish experimentally between
contributions, fits have been made by assuming one or the other orbifcals
of orbitals with different parity in the same peak can be due to unresolved states .

2 a n d h l l / 2
The coexistence
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8.3 The 113In,115In(a,t)114Sn,116Sn reactions

The same targets as for the (^He,d) experiments were used to study

the 113In,U5In(a,t) reactions. For u 5In(a,t), a 65 MeV a particles

beam was used. In the case of the In(tx,t) reaction, which was per-

formed at an earlier stage, the energy of the a particles was 75 MeV,

and the 50 cm long detection system was used (see sect.1.1), so that two

field settings of the spectrograph were necessary to cover ~8 MeV exci-

tation energy. Figures 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 show the recorded spectra at

elab=5°-

The £=2,4 or 5 angular distributions calculated in DWBA for this

reaction (see figure 8.3.3) present rather similar patterns, so that it

is experimentally impossible to distinguish them. However, the (a,t)

reaction is more sensitive for high ^-transfer than the (3He,d)

reaction, so that the cross-section ratio of the two reactions can give

information on the I value of the transferred particle.

As in the case of the ( He,d) reactions, spectroscopie factors can

also be extracted from the (oc,t) reactions, by use of the relation

1.2.5. However, the value of the normalisation constant NQ is in this

case less well known. In our case, DWBA calculations performed using the

optical model parameters taken from Perey and Perey [Per76] for elastic

scattering of 65.7 MeV alphas from Sn, and from van der Werf et al.

[Wer77] for the tritons (see table 8.2.1), gave a value of N ~32 for the

E, (MeV)

"3Infa,1)"4Sn

| ° «via»

7.5 76

E=75 MeV

Figure 8.3.1 Ex-
perimental spectrum
obtained for the
ir3In(a,C)1USn
reaction at 9xat,

=5*.
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500 -

i 250 -

Figure 8.3.2 Experimental spectrum obtained for the 115In(ci, t)116Sn
reaction at 0, , =5*•

nucleus Sn and ~23 for Sn using the spectroscopie strengths found

for the transitions to the ground states in the ( He,d) reactions. This

difference in the value of the normalization constant might be due to

the fact that the incident energy of the a-particles was not the same

for the two experiments.
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Figure 8.3.3 DWBA angular dis-
tributions for the ^15In(a,t)
reaction for 1=0, £=2, £=4 and
i=5 transfers. The scale is
arbitrary.
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8.4 CCBA calculations

The 2 and 3 states in the Sn isotopes are known to be strongly

collective. In particular, the B(E2) and B(E3) values for the

transitions from the ground state are rather large (~0.20 e^b^, -0.20

e b ). Considering the small cross-sections involved in the proton

stripping to these states (especially to the 3" state), and the fact

that two-step processes can be important when collective states are

involved, the question araises whether two-step processes are

appreciable here.

To answer this question, coupled channel calculations were performed.

|_"5In(3He,d)"6Sn

Figure 8.4.1 Results of the CCBA calculations for the first excited 2 +

and 3~ states in 114Sn and 116Sn. The coupling scheme is indicated in
the insert. The same spectroscopie strentghs are obtained for these
states as from the DWBA analysis.
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The coupling potential was assumed to have a deformation expressed in

terms of vibrational degrees oE freedom (see section 1.2), and the

optical model parameters for the different channels were taken equal to

those used in the DWBA calculations. A quadrupole deformation parameter

32 of 0-12 for 114Sn and 0.13 for 116Sn was necessary to reproduce the

B(E2) values, while for the B(E3) values, B, was taken equal to 0.15 for

both nuclei. The calculations were performed with an enlarged version of

the program code CHUCK [Kun**], which was required because of the large

spin value of ground state of the target nucleus.

Figure 8.4.1 shows the results of the calculations: both for H-*Sn

and Sn they were obtained using the same values for the spectroscopie

strengths as the ones derived from the DWBA calculations, indicating

that two steps processes are, in these cases, negligible. The size of

the cross sections calculated by assuming two-step processes only is of

the order of 10 mb/sr.

8.5 The low-lying states in U 4 S n and U 6 S n

The most characteristic feature of the one proton stripping reactions

on ' In is the fact thac at low excitation energies there are no

strongly populated states, with the exception of the ground state and

the 2 state, while at ~3.8 MeV a sudden increase in the cross section

occurs. This energy corresponds to the energy gap between the 28-50 and

the 50-82 major shells, so that the proton one particle one hole (lp-lh)

states in '•̂ ••'-̂ "Sn occur at energies higher than 3.8 MeV.

In a schematic picture, the In isotopes, having 49 protons, can be

represented in their ground states as one proton hole in the lgg/2

orbital: lg„,2;9/2 > . In this case, the stripping of a proton into In

would populate the ground state of Sn with a strength equal to the

number of holes in the g<j/2 orbital,I.e. 1. Experimentally, we observe a

strength which is smaller than one, both for ^ Sn and 1 1 6Sn, in very

good agreement with the values obtained by Cage et al [Cag72] in their

U 3In( 3He,d) U 4Sn experiment (G=0.4l), by Biggerstaff et al.[Big67] In

their investigation of the u5In(3He,d)116Sn reaction, and by Hesselink

et al [Hes74] in their study of the U 6Sn(d, 3He) U 5In reaction (G= 0.7).

This indicates that in the ground state of In configurations other

than |g~,.;9/2 > have a non-negligible contribution, and that the low-
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lying most collective excited states in Sn, i.e. the 2. and the3~

states, will be correlated to the In ground state. We could then write

Eor the ground state wavefunction of In:

|ln;9/2+> = a |g~}2;9/2
+> + ? | 2|xg~/2 ;9/2

+> + y | \xp~y2 ;9/2+> (8.5.1)

n •y y
where a +ir+-r= 1. Assuming this wavefunction, the Ëylj strength in the

stripping reaction would be distributed over the ground state and the

2 state in Sn. Furthermore, the 3, state would also be populated via

an S,=l transfer.

For the In( He,d) reaction, the 2 state was assigned by Cage et

al.[Cag72] a pure i=2 lor the transferred angular momentum. Our angular

distribution for this state shows the presence of both 1=2 and l=k

transfer, where the J>=4 is actually the strongest component. A similar

feature is seen in the proton stripping leading to Sn.

Experimentally, we cannot distinguish between gj/2 and if 12 transfer.

However, the fact that not all the g<)/;> strength is detected in the 0 +

ground state, and that the Z-112 orbital lies at much higher energy,

justifies the assumption that at least most of the £=4 strength observed

in the 2. state is due to gg/2 transfer.

In both reactions also the 3. state is populated, though very

weakly, and its angular distribution shows a mixture of s.-l and (1=5

transfers.

Summing the gg/2 strength detected in the 0 + and 2. states and the

P3/2 strength in the 3~ state, we find for 1 1 3In, a2+B2+Y2= 0.46 + 0.23

+ 0.02 = 0.71 and for 115In, a2+R2+Y2= 0.77 + 0.27 + 0.03 = 1.07. It is

Table 8.5.1 Squared amplitudes in the ground state of In

ref.

present work
[Die70J
(Sen72)
(Cov/3]
[Smi76]
[Hag77]
[Hey78]

a2

0.77
0.65
0.66
0.50
0.66
0.75
0.79

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

e2

.27
• 29
.27
.33
.27
.25
.17

r2

0.03

0.03

0.02
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interesting to note that while for In all the gg/2 strength is found,

in the case of 1 1 In about 30% of the strength Is still missing, and is

probably spread over many more states.

Several calculations based on hole-core coupling, where the core was

represented by a system of phonons, have been already performed to

reproduce the properties of '•'•'in, and the amplitudes a and 8 of the

wavefunction of the ground state have been evaluated. In calculations

including, beside quadrupole, also octupole phonons the value of y could

be estimated, too. In table 8.5.1 the results of those calculations are

listed. They all agree rather well with the experimental values of the

present experiment. It should be remarked that in the calculations of

Covello et al. [Cov73] the three components here considered constimte

only 85% of the total wavefunction, recalling a situation similar to

what is found for U 4 S n .

For both reactions, several other states below -3.8 MeV are weakly

populated, as can be seen in figures 8.5.1 and 8.5.2, and many of them

via £.=4 transfer. In the case of Sn it is, however, impossible to

trace back the missing 0,9/2 strength, since these very small contri-

butions could very well be due to ëjf2 transfer.

The excited states below -3.8 MeV in the Sn isotopes, which are not

3 2 1
Ex (MeV)

Figure 8.5.1 Low lying states
(Ex<4 MeV) populated In the

113In(3He,d)U4Sn reaction.

200

3 2 1 0
Ex (MeV)

Figure 8.5.2 Low lying states
(Ex<4 MeV) populated in the

U 5In(3He,d)u 6Sn reaction.
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populated, or only very weakly so, must therefore be interpreted as

neutron excitations. However, their wavefunctions can contain tiny

admixtures with lp-lh proton excitations. It is to these proton configu-

rations that we are sensitive in the proton stripping reactions, so that

we may be able to get a measure of these admixtures. Deducing spectro-

scopie factors from these weak transitions via DWBA presupposes that

coupled channels effects can be neglected. We have only shown that this

is the case for the transitions to the 2. and 3, states.

However, most of the states considered here do not show strong gamma

decay strength to the collective 2. and 3. states and two step processes

via these routes can be excluded. It is interesting to note that no

member of the rotational band built on the pair vibrational 0"1" state at

1.953 MeV in U 4 S n [Bro79,Fre77] is observed, while for 116Sn the 4 +

state at 2.529 MeV belonging to a similar band built on the 0 + state at

1.757 is populated, together with other two 4 + states at 2.392 and 2.802

MeV, indicating a possible mixing between them. This is supported by

their decay scheme, studied by van Poelgeest et al [Poe80] via the

(a,2ny) reaction. In the same study, a negative parity band, based

mainly on ( ë-ji^^iiji ^ o r ' d5/2hll/2 ' neutron configurations wasj^iiji 5/2ll/2
observed. None of these states, neither in Sn nor ^ °Sn, is

populated in the proton stripping reactions, which supports the

assumption of their pure neutron excitation character.

At excitation energies higher than ~3 MeV, the identification of the

observed states with known levels becomes very difficult, due to the

high level density; the assignment presented in tables 8.2.2 and 8.2.3

are therefore tentative.

8.6 Magnetic and quadrupole moments

As already mentioned in detail in sections 1.3 and 2.5, spectroscopie

strengths for transfer reactions on odd-A target nuclei can yield

information on the magnetic and quadrupole moments of the ground states

of the target nuclei.

In the case of the In isotopes, equations (1.3.22) and (1.3.26) give

the contribution of the Stj/z orbital to the magnetic and quadrupole

moments, respectively, of the ground state 9/2+. In these equations, the

g-factor and the charge of the unpaired proton are assumed to be the
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same as for a free particle. For the purpose of calculating these

quantities, we assumed that 89/2 transfer occurs only to the ground

state and 2, state in both ^ S n and 116Sn, while l=k components to

other states were considered to be due to gT/o transfer.

In table 8.6.1 the results of these calculations are compared to the

experimental moments for both In and ll5In. The fact that the

magnetic moment derived from the spin dependent sum rule for '•"In is

smaller than the experimental value is consistent with our finding,

discussed in the previous section, that not all the gg/2 strength is

detected in the ground state and the 2 state of 11-ZhSn. On the other

hand, for '•'•'In, where indeed all the strength was found, the magnetic

moment overestimates the known value. This could be explained by taking
1 93 Ï 97

into account ,as we did for 'It and Au (see sec.2.5), the possible

contribution of the 2 state in the wavefunction of the ground state of

In, as expressed in (8.5.1). Although there are no available data

regarding the magnetic moments of the 2 states in ?n, we can see in

table 8.6.1 that such a contribution should appear with a negative sign.

The quadrupole moments turn out to be much too small, even when the

contribution of the 2 states is taken into account, indicating that the

°9/2 orWtal plays a small role in this case. A similar result was

already found for 193Ir and 197Au (see section 2.5).

Table 8.6.1- magnetic and quadrupole moments

l13ln 115In

exp s.p.only + 2 exp s.p.only + 2

u 5.5289 4.47 4.47-O.22u(2+) 5.54 6.75 6.75-0.25y(2+)

Q 0.846 0.114 0.239 0.86 0.179 0.325

* from ref [NDS30.NDS33]

8.7 States above ~3.8 MeV and strength distribution

At an excitation energy of about 3.8 MeV, a sudden increase in the

cross section is observed. This corresponds to the population of proton

lp-lh states in Sn, where the hole lies in the gg/2 orbital, and the
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particle can occupy one of the orbitals in the next major shell,i.e. the

2d5/2'187/2>Ihll/2'2d3/2 a n d 3sl/2 °rt>itals.

We can expect the positive parity states to be strongly mixed,

causing a spreading of the strength of each j-orbital. However, in the

case of the final spin I1I=8+ there is only one possible lp-lh proton

component,i.e. |gQ, g7, ;8 > . Similarly, the high spin negative parity

states, |gq ,.h,. i_;I> are also expected to have a pure configuration.

Furthermore, according to the partial sum rules (see section 1.3), the

stripping strength is proportional to (21^+1), so that stretched spin

states are expected to catty a large spectroscopie strength.

However, the experimental situation appears to be more complicated.

Many more states than the expected (gg/2
xJ) multiplets are populated,

mostly clustered together, posing the problem of resolving different

peaks: It becomes impossible to distinguish between the case of one

single state having a mixed configuration, and the case of two or more

almost degenerate states having each a pure configuration. Furthermore,

broad bumps constituting a sort of background appear in the spectra,

which can be thought to carry part of the strength fragmented over many

states.

The analysis of the strength distribution can be done in steps: at

first we concentrate on the outstanding peaks. It appears that many of

the observed peaks correspond to unresolved multiplets of states. In the

analysis of those peaks a fixed peak shape obtained from a fit to the

ground state and the first excited 2 state was used, and a background

was assumed which was suggested by the position of the local minima. The

angular distributions so obtained were then fitted with DWBA

calculations.

In the case of Sn, no states between 3.8 and 5.2 MeV populated via

a single «-transfer could be identified (see figure 8.7.1). The 4=0 and

£"2 components are present in almost the entire energy range above

Ex»3.8 MeV, while higher H values are observed between 4.2 and 4.6 MeV.

It should be noted that, because of the presence of several I values in

each angular distribution, and because of their similar shapes, the J.=4

and 1*5 contributions are experimentally not distinguishable. However,

the 87/2 orbital is expected to lie about 1 MeV lower than the h]^/2

orbital. He therefore assumed Jt»4 transfer for this excitation energy

region. Above ~5.2 MeV the deuteron spectra present broad bumps of
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Figure 8.7.1 Angular distributions for the states above Ex"3.8 MeV in
the nucleus Sn.
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unresolved peaks, and only at large angles (9=22° and 26°) some peaks

stand out. In the (a,t) reaction at the same excitation energies few

peaks show up strongly and resolved. We tried, therefore, to identify

their ^-transfer by comparing the cross sections for the (^He,d)

reaction at 8=22° and the (a,t) reaction at 0=5°. This is shown in

figure 8.7.2, where the solid lines represent the ratio between DWBA

calculations, normalised to the experimental ratios through the ground

state value. In the figure also the value of the ratio for the state at

4.82 MeV, having 1=0+2 transfer, is shown. The error bars in the

experimental values are due to the uncertainty in the choice of the

background. To this one should add the uncertainty in the peak

identification between the two experiments. There is however evidence

that some of these states are characterised by pure £=-4 or £=5 transfer,

and could therefore be stretched spin states. Unfortunately, also in

this case no distinction can be made between Jt=4 and £=5 transfers,

since in the ( He,d) angular distributions the 8lab=22° point

corresponds to a maximum for Jt=4 and a minimum for 1=5. However, the

excitation energy of these states would suggest the location of h j ^ ^

strength.

The spectra for 116Sn present close similarities with those of l w S n :

the 1=0 and 1=1 components appear to be spread over the whole spectrum,

while higher I values appear to be concentrated at 4.0-4.2 MeV, 4.8-4.9

MeV and 5.4-5.8 MeV. In this case, however, several states appear to be

10 |-

5 6 7

Ex (MeV)

Figure 8.7.2 Experimental and calcu-
lated ratio of (ct,t) and (3He,d) cross-
sections for the states in ^*Sn at
excitation energies between ~5.4 and
—6.4 MeV, normalized via the ground
state value.
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Figure 8.7.3 Angular distributions for some of the states above Ex-3.8
MeV in the nucleus u 6 S n
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clustered together and show up as broad bumps both in the (^He,d) and

the (a,t) reactions. These bumps were decomposed into single peaks in

our analysis as described above, and the angular distributions obtained

in this way in the (^He,d) experiment, shown in figure 8.7.3, present a

rather regular behavior. A comparison between (a,t) and (-%e,d) becomes

very difficult because of the large uncertainty in the peak identifica-

tion. At energies between 3.7 and 4.9 MeV, the 1=2 strength found in the

present work is in very good agreement with the results obtained by

Shoup et al [Sho69] in their study of the U5In(3He,d)116Sn reaction at

Eo =25.3 MeV, as can be seen in table 8.2.3. Our 6=0° measurement
3He

allows a more accurate detection of the £=0 strength, for which the

angular distribution peaks at this angle. Furthermore, contrary to what

was claimed by Shoup et al, for some of the states in this energy region

a non-negligible £=4 contribution was found. It had been earlier

suggested by Biggerstaff et al [Big67J, who studied the same reaction,

that the state at 4.28 MeV could carry Jt=4 strength. However, these

authors did not attempt to fit the data with an admixture of 1=2 and £=4

transfers, nor did the quality of their data (measured from S^ab=30° to

9^ak=80°) allow a definite assignment. The later data of Shoup et al.

seemed to rule out the £=4 assignment. However, one should take into

account that even a small contribution of £=4 in the angular distri-

butions correspond to a large value for the spectroscopie strength, and

that, due to the low incident energy of the ^He particles, the meas-

urement of Shoup et al. is less sensitive to high ^-transfers. The

presence of an high Jt-transfer in the states at 4.00,4.07 and 4.27 MeV

is also supported by the corresponding large cross section in the (a,t)

reaction, as can be seen in table 8.2.3. Above 5 MeV, there are

Indications of high ^-transfer in the angular distributions, which would

well agree in excitation energy to the location of the hjwj strength.

Note, however, that the total strength assuming £=5 transfer correspond

to only a small fraction of the total expected strength. It appears

therefore that most of the h]W2 strength is very much spread and shows

up as a background.

The second step of our analysis concerns the investigation of the

total strength distribution of the j-orbitals in this major shell. For

this, two approaches can be followed: the first consists of a quanti-

tative analysis of the spectra divided into energy bins of a few
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Figure S.7.4
division in

Ex (MeV)

Energy bites sub-
the spectra of

113In(3He,d)114Sn in the study
of the strength distribution.

E, (MeV)

Figure 8.7.5 Energy bites sub-
division in the spectra of
U 4 I n ( 3 H e , d ) 1 1 6 S n in the study
of the strength distribution.

hundreds keV, as shown in figures 8.7.A and 8.7.5. Angular distributions

and, therefore, spectroscopie strengths are obtained for each region.

Because of the impossibility to distinguish between 2=4 and P,=5 contri-

butions, the high d-transfer was assumed to be either £=4 or £=5.

However, due to considerations based on the expected location of the

different j-orbitals involved, it was assumed that hij/2 transfer could

Ex (MeV)

Figure 8.7.6 Spectroscopie strength distributions in
details are in the text.

114 Sn. More
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occur only above ~5 MeV, and d ^ tranfer, which experimencally is not

distinguishible from d^^» only above ~5.8 MeV.

Both for Sn and °Sn, this analysis was performed in two ways. In

first the background was ignored, and the observed cross section was

regarded as entirely due to transfer to the orbitals of this major

shell. The results are shown in figures 8.7.6 and 8.7.7 and tables 8.7.1

and 8.7.2. The analysis was also performed assuming the background shown

in figures 8.7.4 and 8.7.5. The shape of this background was suggested

by a In(ot,t) measurement at Olab=^° w^ e r e the spectrum ranging up to

~20 MeV excitation energy (see fig 8.7.8) shows very large bumps with

centroids at ~9 and ~14 MeV. Such structures were first observed by

Gales et al.[Gal82] in 1 4 5Eu, and chey were interpreted as high-lying

proton states involving orbitals from higher major shells (lhn/2>'-:'l3/2>

etc.). Results are shown in tables 8.7.1 and 8.7.2,and figures 8.7.6 and

8.7.7. With the background ignored and 4=5 assumed above 5 MeV, the

total strength exceeds the expected values. On the other hand, with

background subtraction, too little t=h and SL=5 strength is found. It is

clear that the actual background due to contributions from higher

orbitals must lie between the two limiting situations assumed. For both

06- "5ln(3He,d)"6Sn no backgr.

04-

02-

02

04-

J)06-
O _

"5ln (3He.dl "6Sn backgr. subtracted

E, (MeV)

1 1 6 SFigure 8.7.7 Spectroscopie strength distributions in 116Sn. More
details are in the text.
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Table 8.7.1 Total strength distribution for 114Sn.

a) without background

assuming only si/2>d5/2»S7/2

assuming h*, /2
 a t ^ x ^ ^ e^

assuming ^n/2 a t Ex>5 MeV
and d3y2 at Ex>6 MeV

b) with background

assuming only si/?'d5/2'^7/2

assuming h ^ j ^ at Ex>5 MeV

assuming h]W2 at Ex>5 MeV
and d3/i2 at Ex>6 MeV

s

1

1

1

1

1

1.

1/2

.25

.17

.17

.03

.00

.00

d

3

0.

3/2

.01

.91

d5/2

8.02

9.21

7.00

5.25

5.58

4.66

87/2

28.86

4.72

4.72

12.69

3.20

3.20

hll/2

13.14

12.23

5.10

5.10

Table 8.7.2 Total strength distribution for Sn

a) without background

assuming

assuming

assuming
and

b) with

assuming

assuming

assuming
and

only s 1 / 2 )d 5 / 2,g 7 / 2

h-11/2 at Ex>5.5 MeV

h u / 2 at Ex>5.5 MeV
d3y2 at Ex>6 MeV

background

only s 1 / 2 >d 5 / 2,g 7 / 2

"11/2 a t E x > 5 - 5 M e V

hll/2 a t E x > 5 - 5 M e V

d3^2 at Ex>6 MeV

s

1

1

1

1

1

1,

1/2

.88

.88

.88

.15

.15

.15

d3/2

3.95

1.80

d5/2

10.28

11.09

8.13

7.04

7.47

6.13

S7/2

27.21

7.33

7.33

15.85

4.76

4.76

hll/2

11.56

11.56

4.42

4.42
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Figure 8.7.8 Experimental spectrum
obtained from a 115In(a,t)116Sn
measurement at 8lab=^°'' ^or a n

excitation energy ranging up to -22
MeV. Bumps due to the contributions
of high lying orbitals (hg/21
are observed.

Ex (MeV)

cases, the centroid of the fl=4 strength lies at around 4.5 MeV, while

the hjjyj strength is much more fragmented and is spread out over a

larger excitation energy region above 5 MeV.

We now consider another approach to the investigation of the strength

distribution. Although qualitative, it has the advantage of retaining

good resolution, in contrast to the previous analysis. It consists of

comparing and subtracting experimental spectra such that a single i.-

transfer can be isolated. For example, the ( He,d) angular distributions

show a minimum for high Z values and a maximum for 1=2 at 62ab=6', and

viceversa, at 8xab=16°* By subtracting some fraction of the 8lab=6°

spectrum from the e
l a b=16* one, the cross section left corresponds then

to high Jt-transfer. The resulting spectrum is shown in figure 8.7.9

where the ratio was empirically chosen such that no negative cross

section would appear. A similar result can be obtained by subtracting a

( He,d) spectrum from an (a,t) one, since in the latter reaction cross

sections corresponding to high ^-transfer are larger. Following a

similar procedure, we can obtain the 1=2 strength distribution by

subtracting the (3He,d) spectrum at 9lab=16* from the one at Biab=6',

and the £*0 strength distribution by subtracting the 9iat
=^* spectrum

from the one at 8iab=0', where the i=0 angular distribution has a high

maximum- The results so obtained (see figure 8.7.9) are in very good

agreement with the quantitative analysis of the outstanding peaks (see

table 8.2.3). For instance, the presence of 4=0 strength in the lowest

4 states and of high I strength in the state at ~4.27 MeV are clearly
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Figure 8.7.9 Experimental
spectra for 116Sn recorded
at different angles are
subtracted such to emphasise
different d-ïtransfers con-
tributions.

seen in the figure. Also, the clusters at ~5.5 and ~5.8 MeV appear to be

mainly due to high Jl-transfer. The total strength distribution resulting

from the spectra In figure 8.7.9 show that the H-0 strength Is very much

fragmented all over the spectrum, and the same can be said for the 1-2

strength, which, however, includes both the dj/2 an<* the 03/2 orbitals.
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The high X. strength distribution, In which the d=4 and f.=5 contributions

cannot be distinguished, presents fewer outstanding peaks, and a broader

background, which can be interpreted as a very large strength fragmenta-

tion.

«
8.8 Search for stretched spin states by means of cross-bombardments

The transfer reactions on the In isotopes discussed here are part of

a project, which also Involves the (p,p') reaction on '•'•"Sn with

E+ =133.8 MeV, being carried out at IUCF (Indiana), and an (e,e')
P 116

measurement on Sn, which is in progress at NIKHEF(Arasterdara). This

section will present some preliminary results.

In figure 8.8.1 spectra obtained in the (p,p') ,<e,e'), ( He,d) and

(ct,t) reactions are plotted on the same excitation energy scale. The

(p,p') spectrum is taken at 6 ̂ ab
=^^ > "here the cross-sections for high

spin states are expected to be enhanced. Since in the transfer reactions

proton lp-lh states are selectively populated, we conclude that the

states below ~3.8 MeV which are absent or only very weak in the transfer

reactions spectra, but very strong in the inelastic scattering

reactions, are high spin neutron excitations. For example, the 9" state

at 3.522 MeV and two 7~ states at 3.210 and 2.909 MeV, known from a

(a,2ny) measurement [PoeSOJ, are populated both in (p,p*) and (e,ef). As

seen in figure 8.8.2, the (p,p') angular distribution and analysing

power for the 9~ state could be well reproduced by DWIA calculations

assuming a pure stretched (g . h , ) v configuration. The use of the

Love and Frany [Lov81] or the G3Y [Lov82] nucleon-nucleon force give

very similar results. For both forces the calculated cross-sections

exceed the data by a factor two. However, the calculations assume that

the g7/2 orbital is completely filled and the h,, ., orbital completely

empty. The actual occupation probabilities for these orbitals can be

deduced from the neutron stripping reaction on Sn [Wer77], and they

are ~0.88 for the gy/2
 a n d ~°*22 for the fyi/2 levels. By taking these

values into account, the cross-section results overpredicted only by

about 25%. This factor can be attributed to nuclear structure

renormalisations [Olm84]. Indeed, a further reduction of about 14% is

predicted by shell model calculations (see chapter 9) from admixture of

(2qp)u
xOp-lh)„ configurations in the wave function. For the 7" states,
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loool- F.. I .^8 MeV g " ^
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9=61°

, 0 0 0 "5In(3He,d)"6Sn ?

Figure 8.8.1 Experimental
spectra of ü°Sn observed
via the Cp.p'), the (e.e1),
the (3He,d) and (a,t)
reactions, plotted on Che
same excitation energy
scale. States observed in
all spectra are good
candidates for proton
stretched spin states.
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two configurations must be considered: ( g7/2
nn/2 ^ a n d ' d5/2hU/2 ^'

or linear combinations of these. DWIA calculations, in which one or the

other of these configurations is assumed, show different angular distri-

butions and analysing powers, which peak at G=33° in the case of

^7/2hll/2^ a n d a C 8=28° f°r (( 5̂/2'1l 1/2^" ^^ese differences are observed

also experimentally in the shapes obtained for the two 7" states: in

fact the angular distribution and the analysing power for the state at

2.909 MeV present a maximum at 9lab
=28°> a n d f o r t h e s t a t e a t 3.210 MeV

this is shifted to fiiat>
=35°- By comparing the experimental and calcu-

lated shapes, one can hopefully deduce the amount of mixing of these

configurations. The present results suggest that the two configurations

are only little mixed, and that the first one could account for the

state at 3.210 MeV, and the second one for the state at 2.909 MeV (see

figure 8.7.2), although a better fit would be obtained for this latter

state by allowing some small admixture.

At energies higher than ~3.8 MeV, both proton and neutron excitations

are possible: the presence of the same states in all four spectra

plotted in figure 8.7.1 is a clear indication for proton Ip-lh states

116CFigure 8.8.2 Sn(p,p') angular distributions and analysing powers for
two 7" and a 9~ states, which are due to neutron excitations. The
experimental shapes are well reproduced by DWIA calculations using the
G3Y force and assuming a simple stretched configuration.
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with a high spin. The highest spin stretched states of proton excitation

character which can us populated in these reactions are the

(g9/2hll/2)10 S t a t e a n d t h e (89/2g7/2)8 s C a t e- I n figure 8.8.1,
three possible candidates for these proton stretched states are

indicated by arrows, at 4.85, 5.88 and 6.31 MeV. At 4.80-4.90 MeV the

( He,d) and (a,t) spectra present a cluster of unresolved peaks. The

decomposition of the cluster in the ( He,d) analysis gave a state with a

large £=4 component at an energy of about 4.82 MeV. The two states at

5.88 and &.31 MeV are only weakly populated in this reaction, and no

angular distribution could be obtained. However, the fact that in the

(a,t) spectrum these states are much stronger indicates the presence of

high Jt-transfer, possibly 11=5.

From partial sum rules (see sect. 1.3), we expect the stretched state

with the configuration (8Q/2hii/2^ ' i f unfragmented, to carry a

spectroscopie strength G equal to (2If+l)/(2I1+l)=2.1, and, similarly,

the stretched (g . g7- ) state should carry a strength G=1.7.

Experimentally, the largest spectroscopie strength observed in the

(3He,d) measurement is found at -4.27 MeV (G=1.3). This value would

agree nicely with a high spin value for this state.

?rom the ( He,d) reaction, no state is found with an £=5 strength

which would agree with a stretched 10" state. The largest hjw^ strength

is in fact of the order of 0.6-0.7, to be compared with the partial sum

rule of 2.1.

The experience accumulated up till now in the study of stretched spin

states via (p,p') reactions , and the quantitative good fit obtained for

the neutron excitation high spin states can be now used to formulate

some predictions about the proton excitation high spin states. DWIA cal-

culations with the Love and Frany and G3Ï forces assuming a pure con-

figuration (8q/2nii/2^ predict for such a state at 9-^ab=45* a cross-

section that is five times larger than that for the neutron excitation
1 8

9" state at Ex=3.522 MeV, and for the (Sg/2E7/2) configuration the

same cross section as for the 9~ state . Similar calculations can be

performed for the (e,e') reaction, and it turns out that at 9iaij=61* and

Ee=350 KeV, which corresponds to 1.85 fm"
1 momentum transfer, the cross

section for the proton stretched 10" and 8 states are predicted to be

respectively four and forty times larger than for the neutron 9" state.

States with such large cross sections were not observed in the (p,p') or
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(e,e') spectra at excitation energies between 4 and 8 MeV. Rather, the

state at ~4.3 MeV which carries a large S.=4 strength in the (3He,d)

reaction, is excited only very weakly in the inelastic scattering pro-

cesses; the possibility of its having a high spin value, is therefore

less likely. More generally, it appears that the states (or cluster of

states) showing the presence of high £ strength in the transfer reac-

tions, i.e. candidates for high spin states, are absent or very weak in

the inelastic scattering spectra.

It seems evident that a large fragmentation causes a spreading of

these high spin states at high energies. Since the neutron hj^yz orbital

is almost empty, isospin may play an important role for the negative

parity states. Further investigations in this sense are in progress.

The present analysis has demonstrated a large fragmentation of proton

transfer strength, even for the stretched configurations. This stands in

contrast to the neutron excitations below E =3.8 MeV which appear to be

little fragmented.

8.9 The U5In(a,tY)116Sn reaction

The study of the decay modes of the proton excitation states via the

115In(ce,fy) reaction was recently performed at the KVX. This is part of

the project on stretched spin states in llf>Sn. T n e decay of these states

showed some interesting results, which we present here briefly, although

the analysis is still in a preliminary stage.

An a beam from the KVI cyclotron with an energy of 75 MeV was used to

bombard a In target of about 520 ug/cm thick, and the outgoing

tritons were detected and identified in the magnetic spectrograph at

9=0*. Three GeLi detectors were placed around the scattering chamber at

8=90',120" and 150° with respect to the beam direction. Coincidence was

required between the events in the spectrograph detection system and one

of the GeLi detectors.

A typical gamma spectrum is shown in figure 8.9.1. All the strong

gammas observed correspond to the decay modes of the neutron excitation

states below ~3.8 MeV, which have been studied by van Poelgeest et al.

[Poe80J via the (a,2nY) reaction. Furthermore, the most prominent peaks

in the spectrum correspond to the decay of the negative parity band.

If we assume that in the decay from the high lying states to the
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neutron excitation states little angular momentum is lost, then the

states decaying to high spin members of the negative parity band have

themselves a high spin value. Figure 8.9.2 shows triton spectra gated on

different Y-rays belonging to the negative parity band decay mode. It is

striking to note the different selectivity in the decay to different

members of the band. To better illustrate this difference, the contri-

butions of intraband decays can be subtracted from the spectra, whereby

the side feeding into each member of the band is emphasized. The re-

sulting spectra are shown in figure 8.9.3. It appears that the clusters

of states at ~5.8 and ~6.3 MeV selectively decay to the 9~ state, while

the side-feeding to the 8" state is due to the decay of the clusters

~4.3 and ~5.5 MeV. The side-feeding to lower members of the band seems

to be less selective.

Y-rays corresponding to a direct decay to the band are mostly not

observed (although possibly a candidate exists for the state at ~4.3

MeV), indicating that these gamma's are too high in energy to be

detected, or that the decay occurs via multiple paths.

The decay of proton excitation states to states that are known to

have pure or almost pure neutron configurations is an indication of the

presence of mixed proton-neutron character, required for these configu-

rations to be proper eigenstates of isospin: in fact, the one-body

operator describing the electromagnetic transitions would not allow such

a decay in one step, unless neutron particle-hole components were

present in the configurations of the initial states. Therefore, the fact

that the states at 5.88 (not to be confused with the cluster of states

at ~5.8 MeV) and 4.85 MeV (Indicated as possible proton high spin states

because populated in all four reactions) do not decay with appreciable

intensity to the high spin members of the negative parity band would

support the assumption of pure proton configurations. However, in this

case their low cross section in the inelastic scattering reactions would

be difficult to explain. On the other hand, no proton-neutron mixing is

possible for the configuration (SÖ/TST/T) • l f t n e n e u t r o n 87/2

orbital is filled, as can be assumea 'T first approximation, and,

therefore, no decay is expected from a state with such a configuration

to neutron excitation states. In this sense, the strong decay of the

state at 4.3 MeV to the neutron 8" state seems to contradict the results

of the (3He,d) measurement. Although the analysis is still in progress,
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Figure 8.9.3 Triton spectra gated on the side-feeding to the states of
the negative parity band.

it may be concluded that the study of the gamma decay pattern of the

states excited in the proton stripping reaction brings to light a strong

selectivity, which makes it a promising tool especially in the study of

stretched configurations.
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Chapter 9

SHELL MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR U 6 S n AND U 5 I n

9.1 Introduction

The Z=5O sh*2ll closure of the tin isotopes makes the odd-even indium

and even-even tin isotopes an appropriate subject for theoretical

studies based on microscopical calculations.

Ground state properties, as, for example, binding energies, single

particle energies and charge densities, have been described by many

authors by performing Hartree-Fock (HF) or HF+BCS calculations, using

several effective interactions [Cam74,Bei74,Goo76].

Excited states have also been extensively studied: the BCS and

projected BCS formalisms, with and without the inclusion of proton lp-lh

excitations across the :najor shells, were applied to the low lying

excited states of the Sn isotopes in several works [Cle68,Bar71,Gun74,

Poe81]. A somewhat different approach is presented by the broken pair

model [Bon82] in which the neutron degrees of freedom are described in

terms of collective fermion pairs, to which a non- collective pair is

coupled; the collective rotational band based on proton 2p-2h excita-

tions observed in Sn, which falls outside the model spaces of the

calculations described above, were explicitely treated by Wenes et al.

[Wen81].

Until now, however, ground state properties and excited states have

never been described within the same framework.

Recently, Waroquier et al.[War79,War83] proposed an extended form of

the Skyrme interaction (SkE) that would be appropriate to describe

properties of both ground states and excited states for all nuclei with

the same parametrisation. HF+BCS calculations performed with SkE gave

good results when applied to the ground state properties of the Sn

isotopes [War79]. The single-particle wave functions obtained self-

consistently in these calculations could then be used to calculate the

two-body matrix elements occuring in the calculations for the excited

states [War**]. In this way, the energy levels for the nucleus Sn

could be obtained. Furthermore, the self-consistent single-particle wave

functions can be used to calculate the form factors for the inelastic
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scattering processes (p(p') and (e,eF). In order to calculate the

spectroscopie strengths for the proton stripping reaction to '•"Sn, a

calculation for In was performed by coupling a proton hole to the

configurations of Sn.

Here we shall restrict ourselves to the calculation of energy levels

and spectroscopie strengths. Application of these calculations to form

factors and other properties is still in progress.

9.2 The Skyrme interaction

The Skyrme force was at first used, with success, as an effective

interaction in self-consistent HF calculations which focused on nuclear

sizes and binding energies of doubly-closed-shell nuclei [Vau72]. Since

then, various modifications and extensions to the original form of this

force have been proposed in order to construct a force capable of

describing more features of nuclear structure in the whole mass region.

Recently, an extended effective Skyrme interaction (SkE) has been

proposed by Waroquier et al.[War79]. It was applied first to ground

state properties of the Ca and Sn isotopes [War79], and subsequently to

both ground state and excited states properties of doubly magic nuclei

and nuclei with two valence nucleons [War83,War83a].

This SkE force can be schematically written as a sum of two-body and

three-body interactions, where the two-body part is given by:

V(D + v(*s) + ̂ ^^ + {1_X3)vo> and

V(°>= to(l+xoPo) «<? r ?2)

V^>= h 41 6(rr r"2) k
2 + k'2 6(rj- r.,) ]

C 9 \ •*• • > • * • • * •

V K^/s t- V 1 <S f r — r *t V

Here, k and k' are the relative momentum operators acting on the right

and on the left, respectively, and Pa is the spin-exchange operator. The

terms above have the same form as in the original Skyrme force [Vau72].

vcoul i s t h e C o u l o i n b interaction given by
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c o u l " .-»• •*• i *

and (1~X3)VQ is a density dependent zero range force:

P( —o J 6< ri- ro> •

The introduction of a density dependent term was already suggested by

the work of Negele and Vautherin [Neg72], in order to obtain sufficient

saturation of binding energy and density.

To the original three-body Skyrme force

a momentum dependent zero range term W^ is added:

- - t K k ' 2 + k ' 2 + k ' 2 ) S f r - * &C - * + 6 ( r - * &(* - *1 6 4 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3

(k2 + k2 + k2 )i
12 23 31

Note that only a fraction Xj of the original three-body force WQ is

retained. The other fraction (I-X3) is replaced by a density dependent

two-body force VQ. These forces are not equivalent, but they have been

shown [War79,83,83a] to give rise to equal contributions to the ground

state energy and other Hartree-Fock quantities in time reversal invar-

iant nuclear systems, i.e. doubly closed shell nuclei. This implies that

the parameter X3 has no influence on ground state properties of these

nuclei, and that rearrangement effects due to the density dependence of

the force do not have to be taken into account in this case.

The parametrization of the force is determined by HF calculations

reproducing nuclear matter and the ground state properties of all doubly

closed shell nuclei, with the exception of the parameter xj, which was

adjusted in the derivation of the two-body matrix elements. It turns out

[War83a] that the value of X3 can be kept almost constant through the

entire range of nuclear masses. The SkE force can then be used in a

HF+BCS calculation: in a first step, the HF procedure is carried out

with an appropriate set of level occupation probabilities, respecting

the total number of nucleons. The resulting single-particle wave func-
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tions are used in the evaluation of two body matrix elements, which are

then used in BCS calculations. A new set of occupation numbers is so

obtained, and this is used as input for the HF calculations. The

procedure is iterated until a set of fully consistent two-body matrix

elements are obtained.

It has to be noted that, in general, the presence of a density

dependence in the SkE force gives rise to rearrangement effects in the

development of self-consistent HF, Random Phase Approximation (RPA) or

other shell model calculations. Due to the particular structure of the

SkE force these effects do not enter in HF calculations on time reversal

invariant systems, but they do arise in the description of excited

states. A general method for the derivation of these terms was developed

by Waroquier and Ryekebusch [Ryc84,War**J. It is based upon the

evaluation of the expectation value of the full Hamiltonian with respect

to any Slater determinant |4>>, expressed, according to the Thouless'

theorem [Row70], as:

!•> = ex PU la& dafJ , a ) I V •

The operators a are defined by a generalized linear unitary transfor-

mation of the particle operators c and c„ . The wave function l*0>

represents the reference Slater determinant and vacuum state for the a

operators, which correspond to the HF ground state in case of particle-

hole operators. In this way, one is able to express the expectation

value of the Hamiltonian H in terms of the d-coefficients defining

Thouless' trial function. By taking derivatives of <H> with respect of

the coefficients dag, all possible interaction matrix elements, which

can occur in shell model calculations, may be derived, and all

rearrangement terms are systematically included.

9.3 The model space

Excited states in 11^Sn are described in terms of neutron quasi-

particles (2qp) and proton one particle-one hole excitations (lp-lh).

In the proton space, the hole is allowed to lie in any of the orbitals

in the 20-50 major shell,i.e. the lf7/2> l f5/2' 2P3/2> 2Pl/2 a n d L89/2

levels, while the particle can occupy one of the orbitals in the next
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major shell. In the neutron space, the IS9/2 orbital and the five

orbitals of the major shell 50-82 ,i.e. the 2d5/,2>
 1§7/2' lhll/2> 2d3/2

and 3S]/2 levels, are considered. Higher j-orbitals were not explicitely

included, since they were assumed to be important at excitation energies

higher than ~8 MeV. The inclusion of orbitals lower than the gg/2 level

would be necessary in order to obtain states of good isospin. However,

their contribution is expected to be less important than the gg/2 o n e * n

the description of the spectroscopie strengths of one proton stripping,

since the main component in the wave function of the ground state of

115In is g . . For this reason, and because of practical limitations,

they were not included. In addition to the (2qp) and (Ip-lh) excita-

tions, configurations of the type [(lp-Ih)n; Ij x (2qp)u;l2l
 a r e also

included.

The calculations are performed in steps, as illustrated in figure

9.3.1: first the Hamiltonian is diagonalised in the proton lp-lh space

and in the neutron 2qp space, separately, within the Tamm-Damcoff ap-

proximation (TDA). In a second stage, a subset of these diagonal proton

or neutron states are coupled into the[(lp-lh) ;I * (2qp) ;I,] con-
TT 1 V £.

figuration, which form the basis in a final diagonalisation. The selec-

tion of the intermediate couplings has to be performed in order to

maintain the dimension of the calculations within manageable limits. It

turns out that the low lying normal parity states in both spaces are the

most important.

Figure 9.3.1 The procedure
followed in performing the
calculations is schematically
shown.
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a) Proton space in 1!-6Sn

One-particle one-hole excited states can be treated in the Tamm-

Dancoff approximation by defining the operator

+ ~ ĥh
where c and c = (-1) c are the creation operators of a

p hm h

particle in the shell j and of a hole in the shell j^. The operator

A (JM) creates a p-h excitation when applied to a reference ground

state l<to>- Eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of the system can then be

written as a linear superposition of p~h excitations,

|Ph,X;JM> - };ph Xph(AJ) A^(JM) l<-0> , (9.3.1)

and can be found by solving the secular equation [Row70]

6
Pp' 'hh'

 + <Ph"SjM|V|p'h'-1;JM>] Xp.h,(AJ> =

The explicit form of the matrix elements is given in the appendix A.

b) Neutron space in 116Sn

Neutron excitations are described in terms of quasi-particles, which

are introduced via the Bogoliubov transformations

ca

j -m
where s = (-1) a a .and c = c . The Hamiltonian H can then be

a -a a,-m

rewritten in terms of the quasi-particle operators a and a. Since,

however, the particle number operator N does not commute with these

operators, it is necessary to introduce 1\. = H - XN , where X is a

Lagrange multiplier, and to diagonallse H with the condition that the
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expectation value of N equals the true nucleon number. The eigenfunc-

tions of "Jl\ can be written in the form

|2qp,A;JM> = I a b Yab(AJ) A+b(JM) U Q > (9.3.2)

where the operator A , (JM) is defined by

o. u Hl Hl, 3. Q D D Ctp

a D

and they are the solution of the secular equation

The explicit form of the matrix elements is given in appendix B.

c) The complete space in Sn

Figure 9.3.i shows the schematic form of the total Hamiltonian matrix

to be diagonalized. The blocks X and Y represent the diagonal matrices

in the proton and neutron spaces which are discussed above. The sub-

matrix Z contains the interaction matrix elements between configurations

of the type

|(lp-lh)]i,I1X1 x (2qp)v,I2A2;J>

where here the notations (Ip-lh) ,I,A, and (2qp) ,I„A„ stand for the

TT 1 X V L L

expressions (9.3.1) and (9.3.2). In truncating , only some of the lowest

states for each angular momentum 1^ or Ij are considered, and, in some

cases, we have to select some values of Ij and I2. It turns out that the

natural parity low spin states dominate. The explicit form for all

matrix elements is given in appendix C.

d) The model space for 115In

States In In can be described by coupling a proton hole to the

configurations of Sn. Since in this study we are mainly interested in

the wave function of the ground state, we expect, in first approxima-
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tion, the most important contributions to rise from the configurations

T

Ih * (p'h1) 1;JM> (9.3.3)

and

|h x (2qp) 2;JM> (9.3.4)

and, therefore, we restrict our model space to these. More complicated

terms involving the coupling of proton p-h excitations to neutron 2qp

ones, which are included in the description of '•'•"Sn, are assumed to be

negligible in the ground state of '•'•̂ In.

It is important to note that, having defined our basis states as in

(9.3.3) and (9.3.4), the final configurations in the stripping of a

proton into the ground state of 11-5ln are all included in the model

space of ^"Sn, so that spectroscopie sum rules are obeyed.

The explicit form of the matrix elements are given in appendix D.

9.4 Spurious states

In performing the calculations, care has to be taken to remove the

spurious states: the quasi-particle formalism introduced to treat the

neutron degrees of freedom, in which the particle number operator N

does not commute with the Hamiltonian H, has the consequence of giving

rise to a 0 spurious state. This can be projected out of the model

space following the method described, for example, by Kuo et al.[Kuo66j.

The spurious state can be written as

*°s?
 = Msp ̂ « W - Nsp âma V . ̂  ^ V1-* 'V

where nQ is the expectation value of N for the quasi-particle vacuum

|*Q>. If the vacuum is expanded in terms of a set of states $n, which

have a definite number of particles n,

l*o> ' In Cn I V

then it is clear that the spurious state is just a different linear

combination of the sane intrinsic states
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(N-no)|«o> = ln (n-n0) Cn U n> •

The actual projection consists in diagonalising the matrix H = (1-P) H

(1-P) , where H is the original Hamiltonian matrix, and P^ • = n.n. ,

with ips =Yinitt)i and ^^ | n^ I ̂ =1- • When H is diagonalised, one of the

eigenfunctions will be spurious and it will have eigenvalue zero.

A similar procedure must be followed in order to project out of the

model space the 1 spurious state arising from the center of mass

motion. In this case the spurious state can be written as

In our case, however, no 1~ state can be formed by neutron configura-

tions, so that we can treat this problem restricting ourselves to the

proton space (q=ff). The normalisation constant is then equal to (3Z) *.

By diagonalising the matrix H = (1-P) H (1-P), with

P.j = s* S j ; S j

one of the eigenfunctions will correspond to the 1~ spurious state. Its

eigenvalue will be close to , but not exactly, zero, because of the

normalisation.

For In, spurious states can arise from the coupling of a proton

hole to a spurious 0 + or 1" state in 116Sn. For example, in the ground

state 9/2 we have to project out of the model space the components

(g.,.x 0 ) and (fj/n* 1~ )• T h l s projection is carried out in the

same way as done for Sn.

9.5 The results

The proton single-particle and neutron quasi-particle energies and

the neutron occupation probabilities used In the calculations are listed

in table 9.5.1. These values are very closely related to the self-

consistent energies derived from the HF+BCS calculations mentioned in

section 9.2, and only slightly adjusted in order to better reproduce the

data. This read jus tement is justified by the fact that the self-

consistent energies are affected by the space truncation of the HF+BCS
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Table 9.5.1 Proton single particle and neutron quasi-particle energies
(in MeV) and occupation numbers

lf7/2

1£5/2
2P3/2

2Pl/2

^9/2

187/2

2d5/2

l h u / 2

2d3/2

3sl/2

-5

-3

-2

-1

0

4

4

5

5

5

C(p>

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.30

.40

.90

.20

.40

E(n)

5.00

2.15

2.20

2.10

1.40

1.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

'2

.99

.84

.92

.12

.25

.55

calculations. For the neutron quasi-particle energies, the adjustement

of E(h]]/9) a n d ^(87/2^ w a s ')asec' o n t'1e excitation energies of the high

spin states 10 and 9 , which have a simple stretched configuration. The

comparison with other experimental states allowed then to obtain the

quasi-particle energies for the remaining orbitals. They were assumed to

be the same for Sn and In. The proton single particle energies,

instead, are in principle different for * Sn and 1 1 5In. For the proton

orbitals below Z=50, the single particle energies were adjusted in order

to reproduce the excitation energies of the one proton hole states in

In. In 1]-^Sn, the proton single particle energies were adjusted to

reproduce the experimental centroids for the proton stripping strengths

distributions. This choice corresponds to a larger gap between the two

major shells for Sn than for In, as it is expected.

For * In, since the model space includes only lqp and 3qp configu-

rations, the predominantly 3qp states are relatively poorly described,

since the 5qp (and higher) excitations, which would push them down In

energy, are ignored. In fact, they come too high in energy (-1.3 MeV).

Here, however, we are primarly concerned with the ground state when

calculating the spectroscopie strength for the stripping to Sn.

The structure of the wave function of the ground state of In
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Table 9.5.2 Structure of the In g.s. wave function

configuration

-1
g9/2

g^2x(2qp)2
+

g~J2*(2qp)4
+

gg/2*(2qp)6

j" 1 x (2qp)3~

lp-2h proton

(araplit.)2

0.787

0.104

0.025

0.003

0.008

0.041

resulting from the calculations is shown in table 9.5.2. The main

components, besides the single proton hole configuration, which accounts

for 19% of the wave function, are due to configurations of the type

|g . x (2qp)> . Of these the most important are the ones in which the

neutron 2qp are coupled to the angular momentum 2 . Proton lp-2h con-

figurations contribute only for A%. This Is in agreement with the fact

that no state belonging to the band based on 2p-2h proton excitations

in Sn is experimentally observed in the stripping reactions.

The results of the calculations for 11°Sn are shown in figure 9.5.1,

and compared with the experimental known level, where the states

belonging to the rotational band based on 2p-2h proton excitations have

not been included, since the are outside our model space. The positive

parity states are in very good agreement with the experimental known

levels: though a detailed identification is not attempted, we can say

that position and ordering of the low-lying levels is reproduced in a

very satisfactory way. The first excited 2 + state, which experimentally

shows collective properties, is calculated at about the correct excita-

tion energy, only ~200 keV too high. In order to obtain this result, the

explicit Inclusion of configurations of the type (lp-lh)x(2qp) in the

model space is essential, as it can be seen in figure 9.5.2: when only

(2qp) configurations are considered the 2 + state is calculated at ~2.3

MeV, and by including also (lp-lh) configurations it lowers to ~2.1 WeV.
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Figure 9.5.1 Experimental and calculated low-lying positive and
negative parity states for ^°Sn.

Only when the model space is enlarged to contain coupled configurations

with all possible intermediate spin values, the excitation energy of

this state becomes close to the experimental value, although the contri-

bution of these configurations in the wave function amounts to only ~7%.

It is interesting to note that the most important part of this

contribution is given by configurations with intermediary spins 2 +, 3~

and 4 . Proton lp-lh excitations are instead not very important.

The effect of enlarging the model space to coupled configurations is

instead smaller in the case of the 3~ state, as it is shown in figure

9.5.2, while lp-lh proton configurations are much more important (~18%)

than in the case of the 2. state. However, the excitation energy of the

3" state calculated in the full space is still about 1 MeV too high.

This result is not surprising. In fact, it is known that the TDA

approach is not adequate enough to reproduce well the 3, state, and that
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Figure 9.5.2 Excitation energies of the first excited 2 + and 3" states
as a function of the dimension of the model space: a) only 2qp excita-
tions in the major shell 50-82 are included; b) as in a) with the
inclusion of also the &g/o orbital; c)the coupled configurations are
inluded with the lp-lh coupled to total angular momentum l"=2 ; c) as in
c), with l"=2,4 ; e) as in c), with l"= all natural parity spins. The
numbers below each state refer to the wavefunction squared amplitudes of
(from top to bottom) 2qp, lp-lh and (lp-lh)x(2qp) configurations.

the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) approach gives better results. A

better agreement within IDA, however, might be obtained by enlarging the

neutron model space. In similar calculations performed by Clement and

Baranger [Cle68], in which however the model space was restricted to

(2qp)v and (lp-lh)ïï configurations, it was found that the inclusion of

neutron orbitals in the major shel1 below N=50 lowers the excitation

energy of the 3~ state by more than 1 MeV. This suggests a strong

proton-neutron interaction, which would be responsible for the large

(18%) proton lp-lh admixture in the present calculations. In this case,

the inclusion of f and p neutron orbitals, omitted in the calculations

for practical reasons, would be necessary to ensure good isospin. The

importance of including these orbitals for this state is also indicated

by the fact that the ^8o/2nll/2^ component has a non negligible

weight in the wave function of the 3" state (~3%). This is not the case

for other low-lying states, as for example the 2 state, where Che

contribution of components involving a neutron hole in the gg/2 orbital

are at least one order of magnitude smaller.

The higher spin negative parity states are however rather well

reproduced within this model space. It is interesting to note that the
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Table 9.5.3 Amplitudes of the neutron (2qp) and proton (lp-lh)
components in the wavefunctions of the lowest 7~ and 9~ states. The
contributions from the coupled configurations, not listed in the table,
amount to ~14% for the 9" state and ~9% for the 7" states.

<89/2hll/2)v

(g7/2hll/2)v

(d5/2hll/2)v

(d3/2hll/2)v

(f7/287/2)1r

-0

0

-0

-0

-0

-0,

7Ï
.009

.154

.038

.942

.023

.024

-0

-0

0

-0

0

0

72

.006

.854

.372

.166

.014

.102

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0

0

.013

.371

.879

.023

.014

.019

-0

-0

0

.052

.925

.043

(g.,.h , ) component has very little contribution in the wave func-

tions of the 9~, 8~ and the lowest 7" states, in good agreement with

the fact that these states are not populated in the stripping reactions.

In table 9.5.3 the amplitudes for the neutron (2qp) and proton (lp-lh)

components are indicated for the three lowest 7" states and the 9

state. It can be seen that, in agreement with the analysis of the

(p,p') measurement (see section 8.8), the most important component in

the 9,state is the Cgy/ 2
hn I?) configuration. It Is remarkable, however,

that the contribution of the coupled configurations amount to 14%. This

factor, and the consideration that the g7//2
 a n d nll/2 o r D i t : a l s a r e n o t

completely filled and em^ty respectively, account well for the missing

strength in the (p,p') data compared with DWIA calculations (see figure

8.8.2). In the wave functions of the 7" states the coupled configura-

tions are less important (~8-9%). These states are only weakly mixed,

although the ordering of the 7, and the 7, states appears to be inter-

changed. The fact that the first excited 7" state Is calculated too low

in energy is due to the main particle-particle (d3/2
 nn/2) component in

Its wave function: it was already noted by Allaart [A1171] and van

Gunsteren [Gun74] that in unprojected BCS calculations states consisting

mainly of p-p or h-h configurations come too low in excitation energy.



Table 9.5.3 Spectroscopie strengths

exp

h s l / 2 d5/2 d3/2 87/2 89/2 h U / 2 P3/2 *"0 £ = 2 £ = 4 ï = 5 5 '= 1

0+ 0.787 0.77

0l 0.002

2* 0.014 0.005 0.078 0.077 0.27

2* 0.007 0.003 0.014 0.013

2* 0.003 0.001 0.001 0.009 0.074

't, 0.021 0.001 0.004

4+ 0.005 0.014 0.003 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.016 0.015

lit 0.002 0.002 0.020 0.011 0.004 0.014 0.019

4* 0.001 0.006 0.002 0.043 0.007 0.029 0.074

it 0.006 0.049 0.001 0.044

6? 0.018 0.005 0.022 0.001 0.010 0.036

bt 0.018 0.022 0.115 0.001

3~ 0.032 0.006 0.037 0.028
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The calculated spectroscopie strengths for the stripping from '•'••'In

to the low lying states of Sn are shown in table 9.5.4. It should be

remarked that in the experimental analysis of the spectroscopie strength

to the % and the i states coupled channel calculations were performed,

and the effect of two-step processes was found to be negligible, so that

a quantitative comparison can be made for these states. A large

discrepancy is observed in the strength for the transfer to the first

excited 2 state, which is calculated too small: Che g<)/2 strength

appears to be concentrated mostly in the 0 ground state, and to be

further very much fragmented over many excited states, while experimen-

tally it is seen to be concentrated into the ground state and the 2

state. Me can note, however, that the largest eg/2 strength fragment

does lie in the 2 state.

For the 3 state, the ^n/2 strength is well reproduced, but the «.=1

component turns out to be too small. We note, however, that description

of the 3. state is not satisfactory in the chosen model space. The

inclusion of the neutron P3/2 orbital, for example, might affect the £=1

strength, because of a strong coupling between the neutron and proton

(p,,,j) configurations.

For the other low-lying states, an experimental analysis based on

CCBA calculations should also be, in principle, performed. However,

although we cannot exclude the presence of two-step processes in the

population of these states, we can assume these effects to be small or

negligible, since the transition rates from the ground state are much

smaller than for the first excited 2 + and 3" states. Although a

detailed identification with the experimental states based on the

spectroscope: strengths is quite difficult, the order of magnitude for

the proton admixtures in the low lying states of Sn agrees very well

with the experimental observed situation. In the table the experimental

strengths for some of the low lying states observed in the stripping

reaction is also indicated. Although the identification, based on the

excitation energies, is tentative, we can see that a good agreement

would be found for the first excited 4 and 6 states. The experimental

second excited 4 + state, at 2.59 MeV, is not taken into account in this

comparison, since it belongs to the rotational band based to ,2p-2h

proton excitations, although it appears, from decays studies [Poe81] and

from the 116Sn(p,p') experiment, to be rather mixed with other 4 +
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Figure 9.5.3 The calculated
strength distributions for the
&-] [2 ana ^11/2 orbitals are
compared with the difference
spectrum obtained as discussed
in section 8.7, which emphasizes
the high Jt-transfers.

Figure 9.5.4 The calculated
strength distributions for the
sl/2' ^5/2 anc' ^3/2 o r b i t a l s a r e

compared with the difference
spectra obtained as discussed in
section 8.7, which emphasize the
P=0 and 1=2 transfers.

states. The calculated 4 state is therefore compared with the

experimental 4, state at 2.81 MeV, for which the predominant «=4

contribution is reproduced.

The strength distributions for the an<* n ll/2 is shown

in figure 9.5.3, and for the d5/2>d3/2 and sl/2 ln f i 8 u r e 9-5.4. They

are compared with experimental spectra subtracted such to emphasize

different t-transfer values, as discussed in section 8.7. From the

experimental spectra, it appears that about half of the strength for

each orbital is spread smoothly over a large energy range, while the

other half is concentrated in many prominent peaks. The large

fragmentation is not reproduced by the model. This is understandable,

since the configurations included in the present calculations are

doorways to further fragmentations over 2p-2h, 3p-3h, etc. configu-

rations. Nevertheless, the predicted strengths for high spin states are
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about a factor two smaller than the strengths for stretched spin states

expected for pure configurations (=2.1 for the 10" state and 1.7 for the

8 + state). To obtain this reduction, the inclusion of the coupled

configurations in the model space is essential.

The calculated «.=4 strength for the 7 + and 8 + states (~0.9) would

well agree with the measured value of ~1.3 for the state at Ex=4.28 MeV,

or -0.7 for the states at Ex=4.00 and 4.82 MeV (see table 8.2.3).

For the 1=5, instead, the experimental spectroscopie strengths are

not larger than ~0.65, while the calculated strengths for the 8", 9~ and

10" states are of the order of unity. A possible explanation is that

higher orbitals, such as the lh<j/2
 o r t n e lil3/2 orbitals, may play an

important role at the excitation energies where the hjw? is located

(~5-6 MeV). Further investigations are needed in order to fully

understand this problem.
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Chapter 10

PROTON STRIPPING REACTIONS ON THE In ISOTOPES: SUMMARY

In the second part of this thesis we described the results of the

proton stripping reactions (^He,d) and (n,t) on the nuclei H^In and

115In, and the reaction (a,ty) on 115In. These experiments have been

performed as part of a larger project aimed at the study of stretched

spin states and their fragmentation in ^^Sn. ̂ o this project belong

also a U6Sn(p,p')116Sn experiment at E->-=133.8 MeV performed at IUCF

(Indiana), and a 116Sn(e,e' ) u 6Sn still in progress at NIKHEF

(Amsterdam).

The In isotopes are the heaviest nuclei for which a single hole state

with I=j, and with high j-value, appears as groundstate. This makes them

ideally suitable for a study of stretched spin states by means of cross

bombardment. Proton stripping into the Z=50-82 major shell in the Sn

Isotopes is observed to happen almost exclusively above Ex=3.8 MeV,

which corresponds to the energy gap between the two major shells. This

enables the Identification of the neutron or proton excitations

character for many states. One stretched (9~) and some almost stretched

(7~) con-figurations appear to be pure neutron excitations with mainly

one shell model component.

On the other hand, a strong fragmentation has been observed for the

proton excitations. A quantitative picture of the fragmentation of

proton transfer strength for each subshell separately has been obtained

by comparing the ( He,d) spectra at different angles.

A remarkable, but not quite understood, selectivity for the stretched

configurations was found in the study of the gamma decay in coincidence

with the 115In(a,t)116Sn reaction.

Shell model calculations for '•'•̂ Sn and '•'•̂ Sn have been performed,

using a Skyrme force in a model space that contains as basisstates two-

quasi-particle neutron configurations (2qp)y, one particle-one hole

proton configurations (lp-lh)^ and coupled {(2qp)vx(lp-lh)1r] configura-

tions. The level calculated scheme of ll6Sn and the spectroscopie

strength distributions show good agreement with experiment, though the

basis space is not large enough to reproduce the strong fragmentation

observed experi-mentally. Proton high spin states are predicted to carry
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about half of the strength (~1) expected for stretched pure configura-

tions (=2.1 for the 10~ and 1.7 for the 8 + states). The contribution of

the coupled configurations is essential to obtain this reduction in

strength. The results for the l=h strength to high spin states are in

agreement with the experimental data obtained in the (%e,d) measure-

ment. For the 4=5 strength, however, the calculated fragmentation is too

small. This discrepancy might indicate that orbitals from the next major

shell become already important at Ex~5-6 MeV.

The states below Ex=3.8 MeV carry very small spectroscopie strengths,

consistent with their interpretation as almost pure neutron excitations.

One has, therefore, the possibility of determining quantitatively the

small proton admixtures in the wavefunctions. Spectroscopie factors have

been determined from DWBA and CCBA analyses. The calculations reproduce

the observed features qualitatively, with the exception of the strength

to the 2. state, which comes out too small. It is interesting that the

3, state is observed via ^\yj2 a n d P3/2 transfer, indicating the

presence of the configuration |3.xp,, ;9/2 > in the '̂••'in (g.s.) wave

function. This is well reproduced in the calculations.
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APPENDIX A

The Hamiltonlan matrix elements for Sn in the proton space are

given by

<(ph)J|H|(P'h')J>=6pp,

+ s' s' I (2L+1)
P P L Jp, Jh,

(-1) h P <(ph')L|V|(hp')L>
Jp, Jh,

I

where s'=(-l) denotes a phase factor introduced according to the
P

Condon-Shortley phase convenction. This convenction is consistently used

throughout our shell model calculations. The notation V indicates the

inclusion of rearrangement terms. In the uncoupled scheme, these two-

body matrix elements are given by

dp (r)

where Poy(r)
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APPENDIX B

The Hamiltonian matrix elements for ^°Sn in the neutron space are given

by

<(ab)J[H|(cd)J> = S 6 (E + E.) + QCabcd.J)
ac bd a b

where

Q(abcd,J) = [(1+6 ,)(l+« .)]~^ Q(abcd,J) .

clD CO

The interaction matrix element Q is given by

Q(abcd,J) = ) (u u u.u +,v v v,v ) ,<(ab)J| V| (cd)J> + (u v u v +,v u v.u ),1 a b e d a b e d as a b e d a b e d

j -Jri+J
F(abcd;J) + (u^v^^^ v

au b" c
v
d) F(abdc;J) (-1) '

where the function F is defined as

F(abcd;J) = V (2L+1) {.* ]b , [ (-l)Jb J c <(ad)L| V| (bc)L> .
L |Jc Jd L]

For the expression of the two-body matrix element of V see Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C

The Hamiltonian matrix elements for H"Sn in the total space are

given by:

<(ph)J|H|(ab)J> s' [uavbF(phab;J)+(-l)
a b v

«p'h')J|H|(ph)I1x(ab)I2;J> = (l+«ab) sj s^

V J h
(u v,F(abhh';I„)

a b i.

+ vaub(-l) 'F(bahh';I2))
j p - J

<v u F(abpp';I ) + u v (-1)
o. D Z St U

F(bapp";I2)) ] ;

<<cd)J|H|(ph)I1x(ab)I2;J>

)6 H1(ab,d,ph,I1,I,pJ) H1(ba,d,ph,I1,I2>J)

j -j +J
H1(ab,c,ph,I1>I2,J)

(-1) a c z H1(ba,c,ph,I1,I2,J) -

j -
a

- 2

- 2

i+I,

x Q J j

[^(ab.c.ph.l!) + (-1) H2(ba,c,ph,I1)J

[^(cd.a.ph.I^, + (-1) C d HjCdc.a.ph.Ij) }

The functions H,, H, and Hj are given by:

H1(ab,d,ph,I1,I2,J) - (-1)
1 2

(-1) b d l
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l O T T
2 t 3( l -x 3)

I2(abcc,ph) (-1)

t.

a h (-1)
jp jb J l

L I J , L I J ,

l l, L\ II. IL Lp b h a
O O 0 / 0 0 0

where
I2I2(abcd,ph) = ƒ <f.a(r) r2dr ;

H^cd.a.ph,]^)

( - l ) J c J h I T 1 (-1) ' (2J.+1X2L+1) i* ".
L J1 l I J c Jh

L 1 J,

g p T \ In ü

p d h c
0 O 0/ 10 O 01

<(ph)I1x(ab)I2;j|H|(p'h')I[xCcd)I^;J> =

p p

L 1 J.

HA(ph,h',IltIJ;ba,d,I2,I^;J)

S bd H4<ph,h',Il.I{;ba,c,I2,I2;J)

«bc
HjCph.p'.I^I^ba.d.^.I^J)
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6bd

V «hh'

ad bc'

" pp- "aWd

(-1)
j c " j d + I 2

+ ZKu'Sr n«r ,« v, " v , (-D P P - - " " " l v.u) p p c d 2 1 L6 . . , ST n 6 T ,6 . u vhh' 1,0 I . J ab a

H6(hp,p',I[,dc,a,I';J)
jc~ jd+I2c a L(-1)

c u d

H6<hp,p',IJ,cd,

UcVc f V b H7(ph,hM1,ab,c,I25J)

aub (-1) a H^ph .h ' . I ^ba .c . I^ J ) ]

+ 26. , ,6T,n6TIT6 . u v (-1)
hh' I'O I.'J cd c c

j ,
P P

I£;J)

a u b H 7 ( h p , p ' , I 1 , a b ,c,I2;J)

+ uavb (-1) 3 D ^ ( h p . p ' . I ^ b a . c . I ^ J ) ] .

The expressions of the functions H ,̂ He, He and HT are

H4(ph,h',I1,I^ab,d,I2,IJ;J) = (-D P h 3 b 1

, i,i, j

l2 Vl J l
jd+ Jb+ J l(-1) a D F(h'hbd,J1) ] :

H5(ph,p',I1)I')ab,d>I2,I2;J) = (-1)

(-1) ° D l F(ppt,bd,J1)
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H6<ph,h\I'.cd,a,I';J> = J L j t3(l-x3)
I6n

'WhV W

I2(aacd,hh') (-1) C p
j . jï1 J,

(-1) (2J +1)(2L+1)

I. 1 J,

h

L 1 J
,0 o

H7(ph,hM1 ,ab,c . l 2 ;J)

1J

t3( l-x3)

I2(abcc,hh') (-1)
j +j

-1) a p
+J

p

L 1 J,
'b * J

1 1 J
\0 0 0,
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APPENDIX D

In this appendix the Hamiltonian matrix elements for 115In are given.

In the following, we shall denote with i and i' the proton hole states.

Note that the proton wavefunction |ix(ph)I;JM> form an overcomplete

space. The overlap matrix is given by

6 ,

h J

4
A complete orthonormalised set )<i>.} can be constructed from the set

{|ix(ph)I;J>) - |I|J } by diagonalising the matrix Ü, with a± j=<i;jiltjj j>.

The relation between the two sets is

'v • ri k \ i ' v (for x*o) •

where \, is the eigenvalue resulting from the diagonalisation of U. The

Hamiltonian matrix elements <<f>̂  | Ht <p -s> can then be expressed in terms of

The Hamiltonian matrix elements are given by

> » SJV s'p (-1)
 p I j j !

where F' represents the usual F-matrix element without rearrangement

terms.

s' s',

h
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hh' "J'
;, '„2 ^pJ1 V

I j . J

j. ", j , 2 I J i ' J ' j h ' ) j J i J ' Jh

<ih,J'\vli'h',J'> + « i l , « I I , F ( p ' h ' p h ; I )

• •• t r
[(1+6 . ) ( l + < 5 r , ,

3D 3. D

b'6a'b> (Ea+ V

I f Q(a'b'ab,I)

y , . j " 1 1 ' j b J ' j i '

+vbvb.(-D
+j +I+I

ï
j J J ' j J J '- f a

J r VV

Pj(ab) uavfe F 'Ui ' ab . I )

2 6ab6Ji6IO V Va l'{a'bl) v a ' V F' (

where P (ab) = [1 + (-1)

Pr(ab)
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d+« a , b , ) " f< s
I I .

l S
i l . Q(a'b'ph,I)
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SAMENVATTING

Een deeltje overdracht reacties vormen een belangrijk instrument voor

kernstructuur studies. Zij verschaffen informatie over de natuur van de

eigen—toestanden, hun spin en pariteit en hun microscopische structuur.

Van veel belang in dit verband is de toepassing van somregels. De

monopool soraregel voor spectroscopische sterkte voor een schil met

impulsmoment j meet de bezettingsgraad van die schil. Voor een oneven-A

target kern met spin Ij kunnen, door overdracht van een deeltje naar of

uit de schil j, toestanden bevolkt worden met If=|Ii-j| tot ll^+jl. In

dat geval kan men trachten partiële somregels, voor elke waarde van If

afzonderlijk, te vinden, alsmede spin-gewogen somregels die informatie

geven over, bijvoorbeeld, het magnetisch en quadrupool moment van de

target grond toestand.

Dit proefschrift beschrijft het onderzoek van proton overdracht

reacties op oneven kernen in twee verschillende massa gebieden van het

periodiek systeem.

In het eerste deel wordt het onderzoek van de ( He,d) en (d, He)
193 197reacties op de kernen Ir en Au beschreven. Tezamen met reeds

bestaande gegevens over proton overdracht aan even-even kernen vormen

deze metingen een volledig set van experimenten in die zin dat thans in

de rij Os - Ir - Pt - Au - Hg proton overdrachts reacties tussen alle

naburen in beide richtingen gemeten zijn, met uitzondering van de proton

pickup reactie op Hg. De directe aanleiding tot dit onderzoek was de

toetsing van het U(6/A) supersymmetrische koppelings-schema dat enige

jaren geleden geformuleerd werd en waarvan de kernen in dit massagebied

een goede realisatie zouden zijn. Dit model, waarin de eigenschappen van

even-even en oneven-even kernen beschreven worden als een systeem van

bosonen in de 0(6) limiet van het IBA model en een fermion in een j=3/2

schil, staat een eenvoudige analytische beschrijving toe van energie

niveaux, gamma overgangswaarschijnli jkheden en spectroscopische

factoren. Het model is succesvol in de beschrijving van de twee

eerstgenoemde grootheden en reproduceert tot op zekere hoogte de trends

van de waargenomen spectroscopische sterkten in overdracht aan even-even

target kernen. Het faalt echter volkomen in de beschrijving van over-

drachts reacties aan oneven-even kernen. Het meest dramatische voorbeeld
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is de sterke excitatie van de 1 toestand in Pt, uie in het model

verboden is. Meer algemeen vinden wij dat de volledige en partiële som-

regels niet gereproduceerd worden. Dit laat zich verklaren uit de

vergaande truncering van de volledige (fermion-) ruimte tot die van

bosonen + fermion. Het feit dat het falen van het supersymmetrie model

in de beschrijving van spectroscopische sterkten geen toeval is heeft

ons er toe gebracht te onderzoeken hoe andere collectieve modellen

gebaseerde op een bosonen(phononen)-fermion beschrijving zich op dit

punt gedragen. Met name werden onderzocht het IBF", model, het Core-

Quasi-Particle-Coupling (CQPC) model en het Alaga model. Het blijkt dat

ook hier gelijksoortige problemen optreden als bij het supersymmetrie

model. Dit brengt ons tot de conclusie dat voor het voldoen aan

volledige en partiële somregels het noodzakelijk is dat de basis-

toestanden van de model ruimte tenminste voor de protonen de correcte

Fermi statistiek hebben.

Het tweede deel van dit proefschrift behandelt de resultaten van de

proton stripping reacties ( He,d) en (a,t) op de kernen In en In

en de reactie (a,tY) op In. Ueze experimenten maken deel uit van een

groter project dat tot doel heeft het onderzoek van gestrekte spin

toestanden en hun fragmentatie in Sn. In het kader hiervan is tevens

een Sn(p,p) experiment bij E*=133.8 MeV uitgevoerd aan het IUCF

(Indiana) en loopt nog een ^SnCe.e') experiment aan het NIKHEF

(Amsterdam). Door vergelijking van de resultaten van deze vier reacties

kan onderscheid gemaakt worden tussen neutron en proton excitaties. Het

blijkt dat een gestrekte (9~) en sommige bijna gestrekte (7") toestanden

in hoge mate zuivere neutron excitaties zijn met slechts éên schillen

model component. Daarentegen wordt een hoge mate van fragmentatie

waargenomen voor de proton excitaties. Van de fragmentatie van de

sterkten voor elke subschil afzonderlijk kon een quantitatief beeld

verkregen worden door combinatie van de gegevens uit de verschillende

experimenten. In dit verband werd een opmerkelijke selectiviteit

gevonden in een studie van het gamma verval in coïncidentie met de

u5ïn(a,t)116Sn reactie.

Schillenmodel berekeningen van 11^In en Sn werden uitgevoerd, met

gebruik van de Skyrme interactie in een modelruimte die basistoestanden

bevat van typen: neutron twee quasideeltje (2qp)u, proton êén deeltje-
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één gat (lp-lh),, en hun combinatie [(2qp)vx(lp-lh)^]. Berekende energie

niveaux en spectroscopische sterkte verdelingen vertonen een goede

overeenstemming met het experiment, hoewel de sterke fragmentatie niet

gereproduceerd kon worden.
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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift van Kives Blasi

"Single proton transfer reactions on odd-even nuclei"

1. Een goede schatting van de achtergrond bijdrage in het onderzoek aan

diepe gattoestanden via de (d,t) en (d, He) reacties kan worden

verkregen door bij achterwaartse hoeken een empirische relatie op te

stellen tussen de triton-, He-, en alpha-spectra en deze naar

voorwaartse hoeken te extrapoleren.

S.Y. van der Werf and N. Blasi, Proc. of the Third Mini Conf. on

Coincidence Reactions with Electromagnetic Probes, Amsterdam (1983)

2. Een microscopische analyse van de IBFA parameters T and A als functie

van het aantal bosonen in een isotopen keten ' ' is niet zinvol als niet

expliciet het effect van de truncatie van de fermion ruimte wordt

beschouwd. Het effect van deze truncatie wordt belangrijker naarmate het

aantal bosonen toeneemt.

1. 0. Scholten and N. Blasi, Nucl. Phys. A380 (1982) 509

2. 0. Scholten and T. Ozzello, Nucl. Phys. A424 (1984) 221

3. In het onderzoek aan hooggelegen deeltjestoestanden via éên deeltjes

stripping ' kan veel extra informatie verkregen worden uit coïncidentie

experimenten waarin ook het deeltjesverval gemeten wordt.

1. S. Gales et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 48 (1982) 1593

4. Het zou interessant zijn de spectroscopische factoren voor overgangen

naar de laag liggende 3/2 toestanden in Au te meten via een proton

pickup reactie op Hg, omdat de voorspellingen voor de intensiteiten

onderling sterk verschillen in het supersymmetrie model, het CQPC model

en het Alaga model.



5. De conclusie, uit recenten (p,n) experimenten, dat slechts ongeveer

60% van de Gamov-Teller som regel wordt terug gevonden ', berust op de

impliciete aanname dat de radiële golffuncties van het neutron in de

begintoestand en het proton in de eindtoestand identiek zijn. Deze

aanname is onvoldoende getoetst.

1. C. Gaarde, Proc. of the Int. Symp. on Highly Excited States and

Nuclear Structure (HESANS), Journal de Physique C4 (1984) 405

6. Een theoretische afleiding, uitgaande van een fermion-basis, van de

IBA-2 structuur functies ' cî  (r) and 8^ (r) die experimenteel

bepaald kunnen worden uit inelastische elektronverstrooiing, zou een

interessante test zijn voor de microscopische grondslagen van het model.

1. F. lachello, Nucl. Phys. A358 (1981) 89

7. Aangezien een groot aantal mensen nog steeds met knikkende knieën

naar de tandarts gaat, zou de tandheelkundige professie vaker moeten

overwegen medische hypnose toe te passen.

8. Het is een vorm van discriminatie om bij het vermelden van

vrouwelijke personeelsleden in werkverslagen de naam vooraf te laten

gaan door de kwalificatie "mevr" (of "mw").


